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They never seem to be far away,

A

The loved and dear who have left my side!

—

ds

Pro

comes.—E2-|

The | When his own time of need

| like him, doth not yet appear in us.
see the kingdom of

point by supposing a nature whose nature

when we shall all be changed in a moment, | the midst of it.—John Bascom, LL. D.,

x
him.

I saw them last, with their faces pale,

s0, let us say that the natural man

yo" 00100 of the buoys in the channel, lost

“il Bars hal i i.

tended every anniversary from the beginnog Sows, Iya in Sumber Dw

pat of the pilot of steamer
ooo
v of Austin, who, through istaling

ey

i

3

a vessel in the harbor of Fernandina, Fla., | part, - While some excelled-others by far
One

yet as a whole the average was good.

to the for-

become

as

kingdom

of

:
tention

Te
namely, thinking

of

a

ble in th : raduatin

in the entire. 3
Srihy to my

of selfish human nature is voluntary

Meservey’s

compares to Principal

He gave five

to | addresses to the graduates.

subject

self- | power of glancing from one

the most desir- :

=. 4 as among

©"

as- | . =

Dr. Grandville

of such:

as the adThese posi

‘| deep interest to the students
than decsses to the three Societies,

)
more

beautiful feature | this feat being in fact a highly developed | ind

The one redeeming,

THE REVISION.

:

not self, then at least by something which

the

continued.

be

to

these parts, probably none was

a ei 3 ie
in our heritage of the earth.—Golden | pg engaged with two topics at once, the | yyj oor
nde
expertness which seems to accomplish
Rule.
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be

form of self-seeking ; or, if sympathy

into

quent cause of failure in the faculty of at-

ought

derstand

fro-

that:

by Dr. Mortimer Gran Hville on

i children to know what delight there is | gop4 that it is impossible for the mind to

SECOND THOUGHTS.
To

interest as he feels it. He does not rise
from his bed, butas impelled by some

Or eve is dark with her shadows gray,

each entirely disis not love to God. Much less does he | Since writing the article of last week | sacrifice. The one thing that touches the | another with great rapidity—a sort of | addresses or charges, of the others; as
I think how royal with amethysts
| tinct and independent
perthe
wherein
trapeze-flying,
mental
|
world
the
Bi
win
will
and
heart
ep
hardest
|
in.
iced
h
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Revisi
the
Christ to be saved : from
t
.
their shining day.
¢
And pearl and gold is that
on the Revision, T have noticed an in
they used to share, | try to come to byChristhe same motive,
the household love
In
gets an ugly fall, and may be follows: to those who had been awar
often
former
|
Jesus
that
fact
the
is
God,
its
to
finally
responsible
from
tendency,
creasing
|
&
except
perdition,
The thought of them is a bit of leaven,
; or,if he escapes this | prizes in speaking, on the value of Jraige
disabled
new view of self-interest. Perhaps his | sources, to the opinion, that the work in | Christ gave Himself for us, dying on the | permanently
And holier groweth each homely care,
ys 0 those Hho sed get awarded Yes,
fis i
Grantvilie,
Dr.
says
Slay
Congregalionalist.
cross.—
words,
other
In
final.
not
"That catcheth a gleam from the light of heaven! | 514 view of self-interest prompted him to | question is
j
IMpore
dis. in Latin, on the
steal. The same principle—at the bottom | that there will be an appeal from this | The glory of our religion is, that even | Probaby come a time when he will
i
Ae
an gy

ses.

Ge

his

O! perfect bliss, | gin—now,

"They stand in his presence.

—

valuable

and

work

already

There are a great

done,

men

many

ally
Only a veil that shall lift away,
When, soft 34 7epl Es igioacls shal ai

élined to Jove God than before, but be- | on their part to be taken into partnership, | cy, buys the sofa and leads the waiting
cause his self-love is intensely excited by | &c., was in error. The initiation was ef- | genius'out by the ear.— Golden Rule.

had set his heart. He was also much | ual thoughts that are characteristic of the
afraid that he would be beheaded, in| speaker, and were a fitting close to the ex-

———— ski
THE NEW

>>

we discover no

BIRTE.

difference

The three are | Schaff and others of New York.

and the seeker of Christ.
)

:

Te

bottom | tween certain individuals of the English
murderer, | company, chiefly Bishop Ellicott, and Pr.

in the

motive, between the thief, the

BY WILLIAM ©. CONANT.

work of revision resulted from a request | dunce, rises by hard labor to a competen- | Bever go to heaven, a thing on which

So far, | fected by a private correspondence be- |

|its eternal interest and danger.

~~
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He does this, not because he is more

Out of our darkness, that is all!

:

:

‘Nature is the alphabet of Revelation. | alike driven by the same master impulse

j

310

1he Dracise 5

than in the opinion

wping

of the

guished living scientist

BONDSMEN.

as

most

to

WOTCS

distin-

*protos

00

happiness— | Treasurers of banking, manufacturing,in- | from this increased and ever-increasing
things, like the figures in the Parables | to an object— permanent
which can not be had without holiness: | gyrance companies, &c., contains state- | interest in the written word of God, and
picked up by the wayside for a passing
There are some, however, | that is, without its own annihilation. The | ments and suggestions quite worthy of | in the endeavors to ascertain its primal
illustration.

00
co

whose ment}l habitude traces unity and | sinner knows this :
procession throughout the entire develop- | hilation. Why? For
ment of God's work. Such a mind can sake,and no other.
not resist the impression that natural gen- yet? But he keeps

.

he asks for self-anni- serious consideration. The complaint is,
selfs supremely dear | that in case of defalcation, the loss comes
Is there any loye life on innocent persons, who have noresponon praying ; dedicates sibility in the management of these com-

eration, for instance, was not only shaped | himself to discipleship; and, well advised,
by the Creator for a model (to our eyes) he practices the outward exercises of an

n.

of the spiritual procession or development

of the sons of God, but that it is a true ana-

inward life, with a constant entreaty that

the Lord of life will

-infuse his efforts

inci
if:
to it | wi
But
under the bond of some universal life Still all for self—therefore all sin!
law. Be this as it may, we have this the Lord is infinitely gracious; if we will
grand hieroglyph set forth authotitatively but allow him to save us, he does not ask
for our study as the analogue of regenera. us why, And he gives the life—he is certion. Has it been carefully enough ex- tain to give it—sometimes in a sudden
plored and applied to our conscious ex- and rapturous rush of love; sometinfes,”
perience of. spiritual death and life and after a long delay, in a faint glow, thin as
of the transition between them? Or is it the first streak of dawn. We now call
possible to have missed something, as in the sinner born of God. Perhaps if we
many another prophecy, by taking for watch him a little while, we shall find
granted a superficial sense of the word ?— that we had better have said, as the
which in this instance is birth, or more Scripture says, begotten of God. We
shall find, in the case of the gloriously
accurately, as well as comprehensively,

~logue of the master mystery, related

and of the obscurely converted alike, a

generation.

Our English

born, I

and

words, birth

need not say, failto answer to the comprehensive term employed by the Divine
Master. They suggest only the issuing
forth of perfected offspring, whereas the
true word points more particularly to the

antecedent mystery of procreation and the
hidden process of embryonic development. If our netion of regeneration is
bound up in a fragment of the word and

thing set forth, it is likelyto be not only
imperfect

but perverted.

thority do we exclude

By

what

au-

from this divine

analogue the process of gestation, or grad-

ual development from the germ to the or-

ganized being (by a vitalizing potency
from without?
The answer to the latter question

hand,

Our authority

is logical.

is at

Itis-a

postulate, or unanswerable demand, that
you are, at any possible moment, either a

child of God

or not a child of God;

hence, there must be a moment in which
you pass from death unto life completely,

_mo transitionary or neutral stage being

conceivable.

The implication

is, how-

ever, that a work is wrought in time without occupying

time:

an element

of the

postulate quite as inconceivable as being
not quite one

_ =

thing nor the

other

at a

given moment. For if but one millionth
of the millionth part of a second be
taken up by the

operation of the Holy

Spirit in transforming a rebel to a

saint,

that is a transitionary period, which we
forbid as inconceivable, alike’ whether

longer or shorter.

Now a point, or posi-

an

tion without extension, is a true mathematical element ; but it can not be a pracRe

tical element. No fact or thing can be
. small enough to have a * point” for its

panies, nor share in

their

profits,

what-

ever they may be, and every one knows
they are often very large. That's an
argument well put. There is another
point of importance, which the writer
does not touch. It is this: the security
from loss, afforded by -ihis provision,
takes away one motive, which would
otherwise prompt the companies in question to guard well against such fraudulent,
or unjustifiable use of their money on

the

part of their officers,as has so often resulted in disaster.

As the matter now stands,

a treasurer may be allowed without proper surveillance to go on for years, with
a system of peculation, manipluating his
books so. as to conceal his rascality,

until

the crash comes, and innocent families
suffer if they are not ruined in consequence, whilst the companies go on undisturbed and without loss.
OUR MISSION COLLEGE.
There is no department of our mission-

| ponor to the religion

profisses.

Court the sunshine. Make kinship with
the flowers as they come. Don’t be wondering what people say about you, but do
your duty and have a kindness in your
heart that shows itself in your face.—
Congregationalist.
We have heard of a man who declined
of

his

own de-

nomination on the plea that he could not
afford it. But he was careful to renew
his subscription to a flashy weekly in order to get the conclusion ofa tale in which
blood, border-slang, and fast ways are
worded into a mess suited to the depraved
taste of its patrons. And yet this man is

struggle still of Life with Death, in which
surprised when his children exhibit a
the progress bears no comparison, for
marked distaste
for the Bible and aversion
rapidity or definition, with that of the
to
all
that
is
pure,
modest, and reverentformless but stirring and shaping mass
ial.—Religious
Intelligencer.
within the ovum or egg. Slender filaments
There are thousands of professedly Chrisand fitful impulses of love strike through ary, or other benevolent work, whose
the spiritually lifeless and cold heart, im- claims are more strong and imperative tian homes in this country where the father
perceptibly weaving a tissue of vaguely than those of this school in India, founded has said nething to his child about condivine outline ; but self still holds posses h largely for the preparation of native fessing Christ ;thereare thousands of mothsion of the most of consciousness,of im- teachers and preachers for the work of in- ers guilty of the same neglect; there are
structing and evangelizing the degraded thousands of Sunday-school teachers who
pulse, yes, of character; few, comparamillions
of Orissa. I never think of it neither visit their scholars, nor talk with
tively, of the innumerablé acts of the day,
are performed witheven a remenibrance without a pang, when’ I remember the them about confessing the Master, and
of divine motive ; and the religious activi- years of travel and labor and anxiety of who discharge their duties in a perfuncour dear Phillips, spent by him while in tory manner, coming and going at¥pleasty. though cousiderable, it may be, long
this country for its endowment, when in ure; there are thousands of professing
continues, if not through life, to be mainly a struggle to fulfill the condition of life his jaded condition he ought to have been Christians who yield to a whim, to which
ahd salvation— for self—witha small, in- resting. I looked upon the establishment they give the name of sickness, as a reaconsistent ingredient of pure love to God, of this school at the time as the hope, if sou for not attending upon their duties in
and sometimes a considerably largér ele | not the ultimate salvation of our cause in the church, the Sunday-school, the home.
;
.
ment of natural sympathy for perishing India. I notice that the colleges of other — Christian at Work.
denominations
1m
India,
Turkey
and
men. The child of God is not yet born;
ET
I
SBS
P° PA.
the divine life power is struggling with other countries, are spoken of with high
FAOTS AND FANCIES,
death, and slowly gaining on ‘its domain: commendation fof their great and indispensable
help
to
the
missionary
cause.
*
It
The population of London, England, is
faithful and happy ‘we call the poor sinner who holds on the way to birth at last, might not be expedient to attempt an en- 3,814,571.
2
not abortion.
All Christian experience

;
may not be so

dim and slow as¥this; but observation
leads me to expect that those in’ whom it

has been

most thorough will be

last to

disavow the general type, St. Paul recognizes it, to the letter of the figure, in the
converts over whom he exclaimed, *¢ My

little [unborn] children of whom I travail
in birth again, until Christ be formed in
you!” Nay, who so pathetically felt all
this in himself as he who broke off a vivid

description of the struggle and the captivity to the law of sin and death, with that
sharp cry of -agony, ¢ Oh, wretched man

dowment by a general subscription at the

present time, but is there not. in this
denomination a man, or a few men who

might raise a monument to Christ in that

A tramp called his shoes ‘‘corporations” because they had no soles.
«_A well groomed horse and a country
parson generally have shining coats.

far off land by an endowment at once of
The man who hanged himself died of
some ten or even twenty thousand dollars? Oh, how many are waiting to rise . his own free-will and a cord.
« Jacob, is there much difference beup and call the benefactors of our race
tween
a sea and a saw?”
¢¢ Yes, the difblessed. And all this whilst there are.
such openings, as the world never saw ference between sea and saw is in tense.
The dome of the cathedral at Rome is
before.
:
THE CARD SYSTEM VINDICATED.
illuminated inside and outside by the
The pastor of the Lewiston, Main St. Siemens electric light, and the effect is
F. B. church,
announced last Sabbath described as brilliant and charming.

:

:

Soadonits S74, 51 increase of 10. Over Ith

Australian medicine-men, —that the spirits yene, THiS aufolte of students, however, |
to prevent the year: '1ift them through the air by the pins | ¥o2' ot been enough

closing without an additional debt. An
The
which they wear in their nostrils.
murderer was much gratified when he | mmediate and pressing necessity is to exheard that he was to be shot, a punish- tinguish the debt of $3,000, of which

the | ahout one-third only is subscribed but uncollected, and $2,000 to repair the build—
ings, which very soon if not repaired will :
be in a critical condition. This being

ment which would not interfere with
benevolent action of the prophet.
|

i

*

be

done, there is need of an increase of endowment to the amount of $10,000, or am

101d,

enonuna

above the year just closed to.prevent any.
debt hereafter. The sooner these things.
are attended to the -better. A revival of

The week in all the year of hope and
fear, of expectation and anxiety, of excitement and enjoyment, a gala-week, has
come and gone.
The first exercise was a
lecture on Monday night before the Stu-

Thompson

was

invited

to

All the teachers, who are faithful and

ed.

J. W. SCRIBNER...

Or

Bates Uollege.

fill

the vacancy only two days before he was
to speak. It was almost an imposition to
ask any one to speak

under

such

The following were

week given to a subject purely religious
should have but short time for preparation and a small audience to listen.
An account of the examin
on

Tuesday and Wednesday will

H.;

a former

Principal

the

False

Success, Walter Paul

Schiller, John Edgar Hol-

ton, Boothbay;

The Eternity of the Past,

erett Foss, Lewiston;

be furniShed
of

True and

Curtis, Auburn;

1 Hétiry Beecher Nevens, Auburn; The Eth.
ics of Evolution, *Eugene Dunbar Rowell, Fairfield;
Our National University,
Charles Sumner Haskell, Auburn; Van.
tage Ground, William Blair Perkins, Lewiston; The True End of Life, Herbert EvThe

Development

of the Sense of Beauty, John Henry Parsons, Eustis; The Strength of the Union,

for the Stagby the committee of which Mr.
Stockin,

.

» Prayer, by Rev. W. H. Bowen; Salutato
ry, Orville Henry Drake, New Hampton, N.

stances. The Association would do well
to invite their speaker in time for him to
prepare himself suitably for the occasion;

tance of the occasion; for it does not
seem right that the only evening of the

the Commencement

parts at Bates last Thursday :

circum

and then perhaps in time the attendance
could be made proportionate to the impor-

demand-

efficient instructors, are to return.

Thompson
of Bristol.
The
expected
speaker was invited only two weeks before
the time of the lecture and he failing
Mr.

and a

interest in this Institution is needed,

revival in giving is imperatively

dents’ Christian Association by Rev. S. H.

them,

term.

per

students

dozen

a

of

increase

Anniversary Week at New Hampton.

Insti-

George

tution, was chairman.
The prize speaking
on Tuesday night brought out a large audience. There were twelve speakers, of

Lawrence

Record,

Auburn;

ert Ingersoll as a Reformer,
as Pitts, Lewiston; Faith
Charles Albion Strout,

whom two were to receive prizes and two
honorable mention.
The pieces were so
well committed that there was not a hesitancy in one of them.
The committee of

Rob-

Eddy Thomand Reason,

Minot;

Absence

of

Reverence in American, Character, Charles
Sumner Cook, Harrison; The Critic, Emour

Lewiston;

Clark,

Jane

ma

awards commended them all.
Probably
each speaker was judged the first award

Country,

Winthrop

Fature of

‘The

Jumper

Brown,

Auburn;
The Secret of Prometheus, William Prescott Foster, Weld;
Valedictory,

by some part of the audience, not that
| —The Method of Progress, Henry Ephthere was so little difference, but tastes
raim Coolidge, Canton.
Conferring 1ediffer widely, and the character of the
piece will have its influence as much as grees. Benediction.
excellence

in

poratorical,

another

speaking.
the

One

prefers

poetical,

the

another

the dramatic, and still another the ludiAgain, one has regard to graceful
crous.
gesture, another

other to delivery.

to

ease

of

position,

The speakers

were

an-

all

of the Middle Class, and C. L. Sawyer, D.
L. Aldrich, Jr., C. N. Preston and F.M.

Irving were judged the best speakers, in
the order given.
“For the written exami.
pation in Latin Carrig.
E.. Flanders re-

ceived th@)

first and

George

W. Ransom

the second prize.
On Wednesday night the speaker for the

Literary Societies ‘was Rev. Elias Nason.
His subject was Originality.
Mr. Nason
adapts his lectures to suit the popular
taste. He puts more sense and more non-

sense into his lectures than any other lect-

that through the card system, 120 regular
« I think the goose has the advantage
However much some
I ever knew.
standpoint, whether in space or time, that Iam! Who shall deliver me from contributors have been secured, . with an | of you,” said a landlady to an inexpert urer
may, question the propriety of yoking toHence, the postulate, held strictly to its the bedy of this death?”
:
*‘‘ Guess it gether the serious with the comical, the
amount contributed each Sabbath. of be- boarder, who was carving.
own logic, demands in effect that the soul
‘It will be naturalto oppugn the full and tween seven and eight dollars. Not a has, mum,in age,” was the withering re- thoughtful with the mirthful, the instruct.
mustbe at the moment of regeneration literal sense of the scriptural symbol with large sum to be sure, but when multiplied tort.
.
{ve with the worthless, there is no doubt.
- in both states at once, dead and alive, a passages whigh, by nsage at least, may by 52 makes some four hundred dollars
“My son,” said w stern father; ‘do z it is pleasing to the popular audience. , Mr.
child of sin and a obild of God. We may, seem inconsistent with it. These, how- as the annual tribute ofa single church. you know the reason why I am going to Nason's lecture was superior to J. W. Pat‘an

makes

which

of the

idea

This resembles ;the

head.

We

are none of us alone in the world as regards trouble or sorrow, but each must
make the best of things and go forward.

to subscribe for a paper

oats
Inthe
It was his be- | ates in telegraphy 12.
for
true believers College 34. The average attendance

would have been dubious.
lief that the prophet hauls

year has been 131,
| up into the blessed life by the hair of the | ¢ach term duringthe theaggregate
number of

| forms and its accurate renderings.—&S. 3.
| Times.
| Ty is the duty of every person to be
| gheerfal. A gloomy Christian Is a dis
he

he | These remarks were full of earnest, spirit-

also his future prospects | ercises of the day. The Simber of greow

case

per is to-day far more of popular in- which

terest in the opinion of Christian scholars
ds
as to the precise shaping of Pauls

The article in the Stir of June 22d on pldsm” or o plastodule.” And neither
~ Usually ber types are supposed’ to bear | of all evil; self, self, self. But the Sav-|
custom of obtaining bondsmen for the | science nor the Bible is likely to suffer
the
|
force
evil
this
directed
graciously
has
some accidental similitude to spiritual | jour

00

a long

journey to listen to these addresses alone.

out

correspondent in Tunis, was brought

it is worth

equaled;

NeWSPaper |} ...4 him

French

dered M. Seguin, the

in

born

To enter, and with them be satisfied!
Only astep to the clear noon-day,. .

he
ice

00

ed

He had refused all nourishment, lest there | gorninary, was’ present, and before promight be pork fat in it; and ifhe had tast- | nouncing the benediction, made a few reed pork fat he was sure that he ‘would marks on the value of Christian schools.

White 3s 2 starly our hope, ons day

is

his son

sacrificing

P D
ge,
world. This is a palpable recognition. of | tinue to live in the midst of cheerless dis- | & long sentence or carry out a sustained | omme
DeLiterary
the
in
graduates
the
to
ples;
character
reasoning.
of
of
and | Process
joy,
tment, on the importance
of and maintained in | comfort, ’ the heart may y stillsul find Joy,
principle spoken
the principie
sp
’
p
partment,
eta,
+
+
:
never
have
I
piety.
and
industry
skill,
of
murwho
Arab
superstitious
the
When
with|
shine
to
made
be
garret
dreary
that article. But all this may be true | the

well | Without questioning in the least the need- | heaven's own light.— National Baptist.

as

favor,

that

seek

g ee

wd, —

oS .

>

of application that he can scarcely follow

Given, however, the light of the gospel, | It appears that the authority upon which | were born with genius, and lie down on
he prays for the gift of that love life of | I depended for the statement that the co- | the sofa and wait for an inspiration until
which he feels not a spark in his bosom. | operation of American scholars in the | some other fellow, who thought himself a

]

or

may

he

as he knows how, by

i

Vel

10

end,

)

ors the joy of the better Jand!

An EC

Sap grad iaey

the power

speaking | when it is impossible to improve the out- | €OVer that he has so impaired

through a more enlightened | scholarship, and popular judgment of the | ward circumstances, when one must con-

sense of his interest, prompts him to seek
G
If not also.
of God.
help "of
the favor . and akon
5
in his means as well as his
enlightened

To dwell in the light of his face for aye.
Of in prayer have we felt him near,
guidingor hand!
Oft have
in feat
in doubt
losehim,in his
vas wemot walked
Thon

best

of every | body of revisers to the English

principle

no other than the I

ids

igi ws

A

opie

In

length. Hon. Dana Woodman, who has at-

heaven ; methinks we should also become | op thing at a time.

I yy

| premely impelled and controlled by self-

‘When morn is fair in ber silver mists,

in the | children to enter
:

’

g

is su-

must

We are told that we

eye, at the last |

an

arently | trump, and shine forth as the sun
ii
Einezdom of our Father
‘To be more specific, or apparently

A breath, that the sunlight shall lift one day,
Floateth between, their forms to hide:

I shall see them again, within the veil,
In the glory mortal hath never known!

twinkling of

with | in the

it is to act from God, being in union

As the angel arms were about them thrown;

ey Was’ph

5

hours

the exercises that were five

subject brought to the. attention of the

Religion is of the nature of a fine art, | on the 24th of April. Owing

God, the entrance on |

tion as we find them.

Never was there a more. favor—

the week.

The latest case bearingon this

| experts.

8. Times,

Christian re igion.—S.

Thursday—

winter.

here last

day de- | the day of graduation—is the great day of

| oration was in Latin, another in Greek. 1t
In the last analysis, sin is acting from | & DEW stage of existence as ‘little chil- | in that it is a peculiar and high experience | tunate mildness of the weather no lives
| certainly is a question whether this old:
and
vessel
the
of
loss
the
but
feels its | were lost,
Nature, holiness is acting from God: and dren,” and the holiness without which no | into which the soul half sees, nothalf and
custom of delivering orations in languages.
can | cargo was $200,000.”
way—an experience that is
it matters not what the nature may be, man shall see the Lord, will be completed
but few if any in the audience can uathat
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spirit
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so inferior to his lecture on ‘ Manliness”,

that the pilots of steam vessels and the | 2Ple day for such an occasion, for the day
engineers of railfosds should be most {Ys cool and the large audience present

The man who has no time to help an-|
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THEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
Prayer.

Modern

Lewis

Agnosticism,

Was Peter ever
Woodbury Gowen, Milo;
at Rome? Josiah Moses Remick, Lewiston;

Progress
ams,

in Theology,

Bowdoinham;

Church, *Gldeon

Ad-

John Quincy

Hero

Worship

Burgess,

Albert

in

the

Provi-

dence, R. I.; The Atonement as Related to
Robert David’
of God,
the Fatherhood

Frost, Lewiston;

Symbolism

in Worship,

BenedicFrank David George, Augusta.
tion.
Prizes were awarded to S. A. Lowell,
Lewiston, junior prize declamation; soph-

omore champion debate, E. C. Sargent. At
the Commencément dinner speeches were
made by Governor Plaisted, ex-Governors
Garcelon and Dingley, and the Hon. John

D. Philbrick of Boston. Professor Dennett of Colorado répresented“the Alumni.
Thursday evening an oration was delivered

before the Litetary Societies. by Rev. Dre

Bolles.

4
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CFor Questions
see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

THF CALL OF MOSES,
READINGS.

The call of Moses.

Exodus 4 : 10-17;

The call of Joshua.

Josh. 1: 1-9.

27-31.

The call of Gideon.
Judges
6: 7—24.
. . The call of Samuel.
1 Sam.3:1-21.
The call of Paut: Acts 22: 3-21.

GOLDEN TEXT: — Certainly’ 1 will be with
thee.”—Exod. 8: 12.
;
Exodus

1-14.

3:

Notes and Hints.
The connection between this less6n and
the last 8 very close although forty years

passed between the events of which they
fled to the land of Midian,

in Arabia, where he remained forty years,
keeping the flock of Jethro, a priest of
that country, whose daughter he married.
While here he became the father of two
In

Exodus

2:

18

Moses’s wife is called

the father , of

Reuel,

and it is

‘believed by some that the word Jethro,
‘which means ¢ excellency,” was rather a

title than

a name. The Hebrew term

translated father-in-law, means exactly,
“one related by marriage,” and may
designate a brother-in-law. In oriental
usage a district of country.lying westward
from the speaker was often spoken of as
the back side of the country, everything
‘being supposed to front towards the East,
and the speaker to stand facing that
point.

I.

was pasturing his flocks in the untilled
regions, here called ‘deserts, though by
no means barren or unfruitful, there aphim a wonderful

tion of the divine presence.
More

than

fire was used

as

once

A bush

the

times,

symbol

God's

of

uses to do, or

to make known, his will, may be fitly
called his angel. Moses so regarded this
phenomenon and recognized the presence
of God. It may have been a created angel
presentin the bush, or, as

some

The

enquiring

bush

was not burned by the fire blazing around
it. He was thoroughly awake and interested. God could now readily com-

wmunicate with him, and called unto him
out of the midst of the burning bush,
‘-even addressing lim by name. Moses
replied in the words used by others to
whom God had spoken, ¢ Here am I,”
indicating a consciousness on his part of
the great honor bestowed on him, and a
willingness to receive the message thus
brought to him.
Il.
The divine message. God now
proceded to

make

known

to

Moses

his

plans and purposes concerning his kinsfolk still in bondage in Egypt. He first
réfninded him of His holiness, by cautioning him against too great familiarity,
and then went on to announce himself as
the

God

of Abraham,

of Isaac

and

of

Jacob, plainly teaching that these patri-archs werestill enjoying a conscious exdstence, for God is not the God of the
-dead, but of the living.

He had seen

the

-affliction of the children of Israel, had
heard their cry and was now about to
send deliverance, by the hand of Moses.
To this great work He called him, saying,
«I

will

send

thee.”

Moses,

no

doubt

remembering what had caused him to flee
from Egypt, naturally shrank from the
task for which he felt himself unfitted,
but
Jehovah reassured
him,
saying,
,*““ Certainly I will be with thee,” and giv-

ing him a token by which he should know
that he was under divine guidance in the
work. He also told him the name by
which he should announce the deity under

whose authority he was acting.
We begin now to see the purpose of all
© -the previous life and experience through
which Moses had passed. The first forty
Fears, spent in the court of Egypt, under
. royal protection, enabled him to become
fully acquainted with all the learning ,of
that nation, and with the arts and sciences

then known;

the history and political

policy of the nation; the manners, customs, laws and usages of the people ; the
modes of warfare and military discipline,
and,in short, with everything which it
-was necessary for a leader and commander 10 know.
The second forty years,

spent largely in the solitude of the wil«derness, gave him opportunity to become
thoroughly familiar with all that region
of BA

Sa its resources.

This period

-also afforded what was, perhaps, of more

‘value than anylhing

else, namely,

the

opportunity for the ripening of his powers
and capabilities ; the nursing and maturing of the high qualities of soul and

«character - which are , indispensatife “to
leadership. In communion with God and
mature he had. found that balance of
~ powers which would enable him to grapple successfully with all the difficulties of
. ihe position to which he was called.

hath sent me into the world, even so have

I sent you into the world.” And, though
we have, in ourselves, no power to re-

lease a captive soul, S™lgthe gospel that
we carry is ¢ the power of God unto
vation”;

and,

wherever it

goes,

sal* the

prisoner leaps to loose his chains,”
men

go

forth

to light and

and

liberty.—

Bagtist Teacher.
EE

lightness;

turned

aside to learn, if he could, why the

*

*

a

EE

direction of deep

aim

to

be

honest

and

ever

studied

it at

are

uncol-

so,

earnest before God and those souls. It
may be your last chance. A last thirty
minutes with your class will certainly
come. Think of yourself as a dying man
speaking
to dying
children.—Baptist
Teacher.

good

SANOTIFIOATION,
—

religious,

moral

BY REV, O. E. BAKER.
——

educational, or

character,
and

gathered the white

and many who have received a higher
education have obtained only a mere
smattering of it. Much time and attention is-bestowed upon the study of the
ancient classics of Greece and Rome but
the ancient English classics receive only
a passing notice. The study of the great

Greek and Latin authors

in

in the Scriptures and yet more erroneous-

ly interpreted and represented, by many,

than that of sanctification.

has «given

youths

from

the

:

Some colored and some white fall
short of excellence in scholarship, yet all
are better prepared
for citizenship.
Some colored and some white prove well
their capacity to mount
the ladder-

is advisable

when other more valuable studies are
not thereby neglected. The study of

rounds of higher education, and,in the
recent exercises, colored youths fairly

Greek and Latin is useful in discipliding

and developing the mind, but to receive
much benefit from them more time has to contested the supremacy in scholarship,
be bestowed upon them than can usually in oration and in song.
Commencement is one gala day. It
be spared for that purpose. It is very
.attracts
thousands from this and neighdoubtful if it is advisable for any one to
study those ancient languages when they boring counties to witness the novel
can give only a few terms of school for spectacle which is seldom, if ever, seen.
that purpose. In that time they do not anywhere else in the South : an audience
go far enough to be greatly benefited, of from two to three thousand people, of
and what they. learn soon passes from all ranks in society and of all shades of
their mind and for all practical purposes “color, gathered under one roof to witness
literary exercises presented by ladies and
is lost.
gentlemen of the two races of the South.
Now when a person can give only a
Of the seventeen (17) exercises prelimited amount of time to the study of
sented, six were by colored and eleven
Latin and Greek, as is the case with
by white students. One of the speakers.
many pupils who do not intend to go
eloquently plead that the colored people
farther #than. the high school will take
might have in life, as here in Berea, an
them, we believe it is better for them,
equal chance in the race of life, and asked |
generally, to have nothing to do with
no recognition which they do not fairLatin or Greek, but give their time to
ly earn in unshackled efforts.
other studies and especially to the study
PO
SW.

of English literature. Next in importance to the study of history is that of
literature. The study of English literature is almost inseparably connected with
a full understanding of English and
American -history. Taine declares that

history has been

+

BY

REV.

CHARLES

W. RECTOR
PRR

It can never be said,

truth,

the national capital is a dull place.

their literatures.
¢ It was perceived that
a literary work is not a mere individual

Al-

play of the imagination, the

isolated

ca-

price of an excited brain, but a transcript
of contemporary manners, a manifestation

It was conmight recover, from the
literature, a knowledge of
which man thought and
ago. The attempt was

made and succeeded.”

Tin

is over, and Congress is not in session;
and consequently, we are deprived of our

supply of strangers, still an

elegant

city

like this—now admitted by travelled

for-

eigners to be one of the handsomest’ in
the world—has always much of general
interestin it. Our population now verges hard on 200,000 souls, a large proportion of whom are making themselves
at home, apd are furnished with a liberal

supply of visitors.
iarities of the

Such are

present

season,

blessing was urged by the fact that with-

out holiness “no man shall see
Lord.” We knew personally not a
of the persons who were” seeking
blessing, or were professing to have

tained. = There were those who, unfortunately,

were

wholly

without

honor

in

their own country. There were others
‘exhausting the vocabulary of adjectives,
in efforts to laud the disciples of Wesley,
‘‘ upon whom chiefly had fallen the Holy

tification.

that

the

and congratulation announced

themselves

as samples of the perfectly saved. Some,
we thought, in spite of the confusing surroundings,
had reviewed rationally the
imperfections of their past life, reconsecrated themselves to the Lord, and had
a nearer place

to

God.

persons on the ground

Meanwhile, all

desiring

|
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS,
What an instructive.
should educate all sufficiently—to make tions of slavery.
~ (1) We can now see. why Moses was in Christ, infinite and free, 1 could never intelligent citizens, and all. should be spot this for the scholars and rulers of
have w broken, contrite heart.
:
:
While life’s dark maze I tread,”

learn to show a reverential spirit
in sacred

places.
(8) Though we may suffef per#

.

* “And griefs around me spread,
Be thou my guide;

secution and pass, through trials, God will

Bid darkness turn to day;
Wipe sorrow’s tears away,
- Nor let mé ever stray
From thee aside,

into a ** good land ” if we will but
i. (4) The God of tho patriarchs

the

yesterday, to-day and forever.
A

free to press upward into the higher walks
of learning and culture, and none should

America. to look upon!

be restricted this privilege and doomed by
any law or custom to be servants and
drudges.” Further, as it is” contrary to

+ Do the duty which lies nearest to thee.
— Goethe.
People seldom improve when they have
no other model but themselves’ to copy
|
after.— Goldsmith. .

the genius of our government that our

foreign population
- should
4

be

clannish
\ de

definitions

of

sion, regeneration, Justification, sanctif
ication, are terms expressing essentially

from

one thing to another. The second views
the changed maa as a ‘‘new creature.”
The third views him as a subject of love,
once under condemnation, but now justified. The fourth views him as set apart

from gelf and all worldly ends, to the ser-

vice

of God.

Sanctification

is

distin-

guished from the rest, by this, that they
represent a state or condition of the heart
already completed, while sanctification
expands into life,—the sanctified’ heart

conforming the whole temper of the mind,

and the life to its holy principle of character and action. Sanctification is viewed
hence as progressive from the blade to
the ear, and to the full corn in the ear.
Here we give a few quotations: —

We begin with Wesley himself, not
always rightly interpreted by his own
children:
When we are boMl again
then our sanctification, our

outward

and

inward holiness begins.”
* The new
birth is therefore the first point of sanctification, which may ipcrease more and

more unto the perfect day.”
Watson,

says,

“The

also,

not

’

always

regenerate

followed,

state is also

called in Scripture sauctification, though
a distinction is made by the apostle Paul
between that and being sanctified wholly.”

*

‘Wm. Cook, of the Methodist New Connection, says, *‘ Thus far,then, every believer is sanctified at the moment of his

Justification ; but great

and

this state is, it is not perfect.”

glorious

as

~'

Rev. Dr. Hill says, * The beginning of
sanctificationis called conversion.”
Rev. Charles Bush says, ¢*Sanctification is that work of grace by which we
are renewed, a progressive work and not
perfected at once.”
The Presbyterian Confession of Faith
says, “They who are effectually called and
regenerated are further sanctified.”
Rev. Samuel Helffenstein, German Re-

form, says of sanctification: ** This work
1s commenced

in regeneration.

Justifi-

cation is an act completed at once; sanctification is a work gradual and

progres-

sive.” John Dick, Presbyterian, beautifully
describes

sanctification as a growth,

give only asingle expression:

We

*‘ In short,

it is the same work which is carried on in
regeneration and sanctification, according
to the words of an apostle, ‘He which hath
‘begun a good work in you, will perform
it until the day of Jesus Christ.’ ”
We add only a quotation from our own
denominational theology, Dr. Butler, hoping thatall who can will read the whole
of his lecture upon the subject, one of the
best we have seen:

* Sanctification is a progressive work.
Moral purification and the consecration
of the heart to God are indeed -instantaneous,

being

accomplished

in regen-

eration.
But triumph over besetments
and temptations, subduing of the pow‘ers to God, the development and maturing of the Christian graces, are gradual.”
But while, as we have claimed, some
go to extremes and run the doctrine of
holiness into fanaticism, may it not be
that others, and among them Freewill

Baptists disgusted with such extravagances, have failed to give

the

emphasis

to

the privilege and duty of personal holiness which they demand?”

possible, and we
this phase

of

the

may

This

is very

further censider

question

at

another

times

The evangelization of the

oy

t
world

in

twenty years is as feasible as the Suez
There
canal or the Mt. Cenis tunnel.

are six;hundred millions of the unevangelized to one hundred millionsof Protes-

tants. = If every one of the latter could be

7 souls with
depended on to reach six
the work
yeats,
twenty
in
Fong

3
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resulting from different

first contemplates him as changed,

Others, after a long, exhaust-

holiness
Every one can obtain a good acquaint- have some 50,000 residents in various were invited to arise, when a multitude,
ance with English literature by improvoffices, nearly all of whom are involunta- made up of persons of all denominations,
ing their leisure moments.
Those who
came quickly to their feet. This was
ry members of the Can’t-Get-Away club.
have passed from the schools into active
The intellectual attractions of Wash- not wholly satisfying to the leader, who,
life can, if they will study, obtain a good
ington have
increased proportionally while the people were yet standing, proBecause of the opportunity that it af- understanding of this important subject’
with the
architectural.
Our
streets, ceeded to define holiness Methodistically,
fords of discovering the difficulties that without the aid of a teacher, although
and then wanted all who endorsed the
parks,
railways,
fountains,
galleries,
are troubling the minds of the people the such aid would be very valuable. Every
doctrine and desired the great grace to
churches
and
other
handsome
public
Congregationalist affirms: ‘Any pastor one has many leisure hours and unemkneel, compelling not a few of us to sit,
makes a mistake not to set a high value ployed moments which they might em- buildings have greatly multiplied; and, and then for our sitting to take a handwith them, have enlarged our mental faupon whatever opportunity may be af- ploy in this study. ‘There are numerous
some rebuke.
At another time and
forded him to preach the gospel by means text books upon the subject which will cilities. Among these are our excursions Place, similar manceuvreings were conofa congregational Bible-class.” When greatly assist the student in his study. on the grand old Potomac river, long ago ducted, and preacher and people, the
and always the admiration of pater pasive
{ria ; and is now not only a great thorough- best in the city, adjudged from this
breastworks, it is foolish for him to bemis ¢* Chambers Encyclopedia of English
standpoint, were prayed for and advised,
bard the fort from a long distance off. Literature”, which has recently been is- fare of travel and #raffic, but a still, grest- as of doubtful piety and in great need of
Bat that is the mistake that many of the sued by the American Book Exchange of erone in the season for purposes of the grace others of the company had atThis popular
‘‘ big guns ” make !— National Teacher.
New York in a neat edition of four vol- health and recreation.
tained, and this in a meeting in which
———
rer ————
umes containing over three thatsand watery avenue, like many others of its Christians of all denominations had been
pages of closely printed matter, which is class all over our country, is liable to invited to participate.
The National Teacker thus illustrates
sold for two dollars, thus placing it with- abuse ; but, for trips to and from the Chesathe difference between
an educated and
-There now are seen the fruits of this
in the reach of all.”
It contains brief" bio- peake Bay, Hampton roads, —the thea- perversion of the doctrine of saggiificaan uneducated conscience :
tre
of
the
conflict
between
the
Merrimack
Uneducated conscience would perhaps graphical sketches of English and Amerition. One, truly Christian and a
Worthy
urge us to relieve the hunger of those can authors from the earliest times to the and Monitor—Norfolk, Newport News, member of the church for years, throws
who are starving at our doors; but it present, together with critical remarks at the mouth of the ancient river named
would not move us to make sacrifices for on their productions, and specimens of after King James, and other places con- away his hope and is driven to frenzy,
the souls of the far-off heathen. When
tiguous, where the first slave ship sailed depreciating all he has ever before atCarey first broached, at a meeting of their writings. It is valuable for read- into American waters, under the Dutch tained. Another, subject to excess of
ministers, the subject of missions to the ing and “study and also for reference.
feeling and given to hasty judgment,
heathen, the voice of uneducated con- Every family should have one in the flag, over two hundred years ago—Washscience spoke through the venerable Ry- house. It would be sure to be read more ington presents extraordinary attractions. reaches, all at once, and professes, perfect holiness.
land (the elder), who was presiding:
Turning inland, there are two well
or less and would do much to create a
‘“ Young
man, sit down!
When God
Another, long a consistent Christian,
managed railways, leading into the very
Almighty wants the heathen converted taste for instructive reading. Those who
and
worthy and successful preacher of
heart
of
Maryland
and
Virginia,
to
all
he will do it without your help.” The wish to obtain a philosophical view of
whole missionary spirit of the present the subject will perhaps prefer ¢ Taine’s the picturesque and grand mountain re- the gospel and exemplar of his flock,
day is the result of the' educated con- History of English Literature”, which is gions of rolling rivers, fruitful fields and comes, at last, to be saved.
Another
science. The uneducated conscience of a
teeming mines. Passing up the same still, after hearing
all ‘the evidences of
also
published
in
a
cheap
edition
costing
hundred years ago saw nothing wrong in
Potomac, towards its wooded sources and previous piety invalidated, and curious to
the liquor traffic or the slave-trade. Every | only sixty cents by the American Book
moral advance that has been made is Exchange of New York.
Taine's sand weird gorges, you come to Harper's Fer- know how a man can be a worthy church
| simply the effect of this same moral Chambers’s works together will prove very ry, the historical arena of brave old John member, good and ‘successful preacher,
education.
serviceable helps in the™ pursuit of the Brown. Here, in the Heights, just above and yet be in an unsaved, half-consecrated
1 think there are some quiet souls which study of English literature by those who the memorable engine house, on which is state, and more, often witnessing the
painted, in large lettérs, easily read by most extreme baekslidings of those who
drink in the light, and mirror it, as the pursue ic without the aid of teachers,
still sea drinks in the sunshine—men like
. No one should consider their educa- the passing traveller, the still startling had been raised above all temptations of
Hawthorne, who, for doing things, as we tion completed when they leave school. words, ¢‘ John Brown's Fort,”—are the the flesh and the devil, becomes skeptiunderstand the term, take so poor a place It is just begun then and must be carried handsome and convenient hall and dor- cal of the whole matter of experimental
that they are like to starve. Hawthorne
mitories of Storer College—now one of religion, and flings it to the winds.
on by each one for himself. If he is enhad a brain, they say, as large as Webthe incorporate and recognized instituStill another, accrediting these high
gaged in the practical affairs of life,
ster’s ; but because he had a still soul and - there will still be opportunity for self-ed- tions of learning in this part of the ¢ Old assumptions, and observing that this
kept it still, there were times when he ucation. Let the leisure moments be em- Dominion.” Here, just in sight, on yon- holiness doctrine and experience are limcould hardly get bread for his wife and
ployed. Study literature, thus commun- der sloping hill-side, is the little em- ited chieflyto one sect, is ready to dechildren.— Rober? Collyer.
ing with the great minds of all ages; bowered white cottage of the valiant man, nominate this sect the ¢ holy catholic
For the doubtful advantage of acquiring study science, filling the mind with use- whose body hung on yonder scaffold, but church,” for sure, standing above and goa knowledge of a foreign tongue, it is ful knowledge; study something which whose *¢ soul is marching on.” It is fit- ing beyond all sects. He makes disquietnot worth while to imperil the faith of a will be of use’ and do not fritter time ting, indeed, that Storer College should ing distinctions in his own church, among
child in his country and his God.— Chris- away reading worthless stories and nov- stand over-looking such a‘ memorial spot ; those who have, and those who have not
that it shouid be doing a good work reached the goal.
tian Union.
We have ‘never witels.
among
the descendants of the down-trod- nessed such arrogance and exclusiveness,
For spiritual blessings, let our prayers
den people whom that courageous old man in any people, as in persons of these preTHE WORK OF BEREA OOLLEGE.
be particularly importunate, perpetual
helped to set free ; and it is equally fitting tensions, and it is notorious that skeptiand persevering ; for temporal blessings,
BY B. 8. HUNTING.
that the freinds of impartial liberty in our cism springs up spontaneousin the path
let them be general, short, conditional,
Two questions arise in this nation: own and every land should see to it that of this fanaticism, It is significant, too,
and modest.— Bishop Taylor.
How
educate the people? and for what this noble institution should never lack that the chief apostle of this holiness theGod makes the earth bloom’ with roses
and
that we may not be discontented with our purpose? Those who profit by the past for teachers, buildings; funds and pupils. ory, wherever he goes, grieves
sojourn here; he makes it bear thorns and who stand upon the broad and firm | It is just beyond here, in full view from offends the intelligence and Christian senthat we may learn to look for something foundation of Christian principles say, the College, that you see the craggy bat-’ sibilities bf the.best people of every com?
¢¢ We mast educate religiously, else edu- tlements known as ‘‘Jefferson’s Rock,” munity. |
better beyond.— Ludlow.
cation
will only sharpen the weapons of Here, it is.said, he prepared some of his
The subject is treated as though sancIf I have nota broken and, contrite
evil” and again, ‘‘ we must educate for ¢* Notes on <Virginia,” among which ap- tification were a second, or even a third
heart; God’s mercy will ‘never be mine; |
the highest usefulness—the public school pear his strong and prophetic denuncia- conversion, regeneration and justification
but if God had ' not manifested his mercy

dept in Midian 80 long.” (2) We may

We have been asked

the same state or experience of a person
once a sioner, now a Christian. The

ive struggle after the blessing, experiencing, as we were ready to conclude
from indications, the relaxation and relief which comes after excess, were disposed to hope the blessing bad been
reached, and after much handshaking

the pecul- ‘really obtained an abundant blessing and

exodus of our people is small ; in fact we

and his successors.

the what it is, or is not, to live a sinless
few life.
the| The view proper of the different auat- thors, is about this, namely, that conver-

state, without the blessing of entire sancthat

ing doctrine: and attainment of Wesley

will serve to | not unfrequently, whether Free Baptists
‘show some, at least; of the errors of believe in sanctification, in a sinless life,
which we speak. Some time since we at- ‘as a privilege and duty. We have antended 4 camp-meeting, and within the swered, and repeat, Yes, and were among
time a ‘holiness meeting”, conducted by the first to advocate it. No better exam.
The Ple perhaps of the truly sanctified, than
the invincible ¢ Father Inskip.”
meeting was opened by a young preach- Benj. Randal— who dwelt muchin God's =
er, who was not in the least modest in near presence, and came forth from his
offering himself as a sampleof the per- Seasons of communion with God with a
tectly saved, but who was exceedingly luster of face like that of Moses—and Colunfortunate in not being able to make by, Marks, Hutchins, Dudley, and a host
assumptions. The of others.
his edit
everybody accr
The fact is, the best and most
sermon ended, all persons present not alcompetent
writers of all the evangelical denomready sanctified were invited to come
down from seat and pulpit to the ground, | nations harmonize greatly, upon the doc* God's bare earth”, and seek the grace trine of sanctification. A little careful
of holiness. Many gathered round the definition has harmonized apparent exholiness patriarch, among them all but tremes. ' For example, to the question,
three or four out of about forty preachers Is a'sinless life possible? Finney would anpresent, some of them D. D's, and of swer, “Yes,” while his good Presbyterian,
these some we thought to be certainly brethren would answer, * No.” But, may
nota man live without knowingly and
sanctified, if any,—so modest, humble,
intentionally sinning? « Yes"—say both
:
unpretending.’,
The duty to seek earnestly for the parties, the former differences of answer

i doubt, were in agony over their unsaved

DENISON.

with

example

Ghost, in its fullness.”
Others, well-meaning and Christians no

ATTRACTIONS IN WASHINGTON,
D.C.

transformed within a though the inanguration of the President

hundred years in Germamy and within
sixty years in France, by the study of

cluded that we
monuments of
the manner in
felt centuries

+0

An

quotations from acknowledged teachers,
had we space, confirming what we have
said. The impressionis cast, and inten.
tionally, if we have not misjudged, that
holiness, sanctification, is a distinguish-

under our own. observation

mountains and the colored from the
‘‘blue-grass” plains, and together they
pursue the ascent of culture and educa-

tion.

a

Few doctrines are more clearly taught

equal opportunities for culture in every.
department of the institution. She bas

all,

I of a certain kind of mind.

seriousness—if one can—than in that of
levity. Avoid jokes and nonsense and

Seeing

this strange sight, Moses at once

*

And such a commission. is also-ours.
Christ came to loose the captive, and
breakethe prisoner's chains. This was the
mission on which he was sent into-the
world. And he says:
‘‘ As the Mather

class ; fun and laughter quite another.”

believe,

shepherd.

‘school education

or

fullness of the Godhead bodily.”
*

which

social customs: Recognizing these principles, Berea College (Ky.) has from the
first opened her doors to all persons of

M. D.

of the neglected branches of education.
Few who have received only a common-

it may have pre-figured the lowliness of
Him who was to be the Great Deliverer
—very humble and poor in outward
seeming, and yet in whom ‘“.dwelleth the

would rather err in the

it may have been the Son of God.
Il.

among whom, nevertheless, he dwelt;

REYNOLDS,

The study of English literature is one

ing bush—burning,
yet unconsumed.
This was the symbol of his presence.
Fire was his chosen symbol ever; as witness the pillar of cloud and of fire, the
splendid Shekinah, and the cloven tongues
on the Day of Pentecost. And if we ask,
Why in a bush ? we may surmise that this
lowly shrub may have symbolized the
lowliness of his enslaved people in Egypt,

—were these: «He held that- the value
of mental food depended on the digesting
of it, and not on the amqunt swallowed.
But . . . . he supposed
that there could
be no true digestion without something to
digest.” Here are two good thoughts for
every Sunday-school teacher.
A good cheerful time is one thing in the

seem-

in ancient

presence, and whatever he

BY HENRY

The Lord, this time, appears in a burn-

*

customs

American, it is not desirable that our
clusiveness

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

father-in-

nary—himself a model teacher in his way

manifesta-

<d to burn with fire but was not consumed.

his

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
Among the many good things said of
the teaching qualities of the late Professor
Edwin Hall of Auburn Theological Semi-

The divine messenger. While Moses

peared unto

and propagate

ored population should be forced into ex-

(1) The Theophany.—God reveals himself not merely to men in sacerdotal
robes, or to men in high places, but also
to the lowly, and to those engaged in the
treadmill round of common-place duty.
God revealed himself to Moses while he
law.”

Gen.12:1-9.

The call of Aaron.

sons.

+

Communications,

or

¢¢ kept the flock of Jethro,

Exodus 3:1—14.

The call of Abraham.

Moses

i

ol

DAILY

treat.

ROTE.

(From Rev. Dr. P, S. Henson.)

~ Sunday-School Lesson.--July 17.

.
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Department,
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1881.

6,

JULY

STAR,

MORNING

entire consecration to God (as tho’ one
could be regenerated without this), and

yet be destitute of the grace of sanctifica-

would be done.

But say that tev ‘mil-.

lions, or one in ten, only shall

be

found

to undertake it,—it'would need merely,
tion, nearly or quite through a whole that each sbull in some way bring the
long life of faithful Christian character gospel into contact with three souls each
and labor.
We could give numerous year |—Christidn Intelligencer.
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MISSION WORK.

:
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51

»

’

:

A few hundred of the Iowas

is yet but am infant, compared with what

sas, and

it is to be when it shall have five hundred
or twenty-five hundred millions. Europe
threatens to precipitate itself upon us to
the éxtent of three-fourths of a million

together

no

matter.’

That

result in permanent

of

2

plan

been tried and didn’t work.

had

—

was

however.

nourishment.

Dr. Storrs also called attention to certhe relative increase of population on the
frontier is not so much greater than in
other sections of the country as has
sometimes been represented.
For instance: the increase of population in

New

:

The method and advantages of systematic giving are well shown in the following brief article, which we clip from
the American Missionary :—
*‘ We have seen the report of the Fourteenth Street Presbyterian Sabbath-school
of this city, which is at once suggestive
and most encouraging as to what may be
done in the way of systematic, giving.
The Creed of the school, if heartily accepted, would secure such

results

in

Benjamin

did

me

Randall,

under

the

that

is,

room

was

2018-4,

of whom

main

->

85

3-40,

of

whom

their offerings.

88 7-8

brought

‘If this same conscientious regularity
A. would never suffer for want of funds.
What has been done, can be done.”

Mr. Mackay, missionary of the Church

Missionary Society at Mteza's

r

is

published

in

i

pied is changed.

somewhat

bottle.

I told our druggist how excellent it was

447, W. 22d St., New

For sale by all Druggists at 1

York.

per bottle, or six

bottles for $5.
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garded as an

apostolical
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Purifier.

A Tonic Ap-

Full Size (largest

in mar-

MRS. LUCENA

nev-

Liver and

Urinary

Or.

Bitters” with BE

that

it is, one bottle and a half made
for me, and I am hale and

say

I

am

thankful

enemies

Spots,

PERRY

are on the school-roll, and their attendanc
is e
very regular, .
;

Injury.

KILLER

The

very best 1aedicine

wever

in

Price
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. 2, 1881.

r dysentery,
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sails to afford

tie stomach.
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not

all things

hearty,

that you have

and

i; Vol.
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A new company of missionaries from

°

iii. p. 594.

this . passage

|
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$1.00
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Boston,

Wholesale
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OxxzID4, N.Y. Feb, 19, 188],
t over phirey years ago,
and it

begen

always gives
iate relief.
Would hardly
to go to bed without a bottle in the house.

acre

W. 0. SPE

very time.

DAVIS

. Nearly every
in the house.

CHIWAYECRO,

8. C., Feb, 22, 1561.

side and the great lakes a station which

with

the missions of Uganda and Ouroundi,

& uorth-Western
RAILWAY

Is the OLDEST | BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the
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RAILWAY
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all points

Northern Illinois, Iowa,
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Dakota,
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Rom. vi. ver. 3, 4:
we
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Bluffs, Omaha,
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By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.
A Distinfulshied Author, Noted Preacher,

ob

all diseases

and

are.

made with

Handle Routes.

re-

Close connections made atJunction Points.
Itis the ONLY LINBrunning

| Pullman Hotel
Dining Cars
' BETWEEN
CHICAGO and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Iman

Sleepers on all Night

Insist upon Ticket Agents

BITTERS

cotorations,

Ratios Articles

SOLE

for

headache. Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
useful ‘and amusing reading
— sent free.
BROWN CHEMICAL CO., Baltimore, Md.

-

ro. os SL
, hit porfont clearness and"

, PROPRIETORS

recommended

connections

Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
the Lake
Ohio, Ft. Wayne dnd Pennsylvania, and Chicago.
»& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan.

like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms/such
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat tn the Stomach, Hear
rn, ete,
he/only
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth o give

Tan

; PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE (0.,

At Chicago, close

A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

either withinor upon the

subg 8 ANB.

At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &.
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arUnion Depot.
rive at, and use the same joint

A TRUE TONIC

ALL

J

Huron,

Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,andall points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.

h or Chafed Skin
EQUAL IS NOT KNOWN!

IT’S

no

Ne-Cola-

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Columbus, and al}
oints in the Territories and the West. Also, for
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!

It is the short and best route between Chicago and |

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

uiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermes
ly Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, ete. Enriches
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves)
act

He remeans to refer the baptism merely to late President of Oberlin College, Ohio,
Masonry
soon after
his conversion to
their own resolutions, or see in it merely nounced
Christ. Messrs. K. A, COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
a figure, in which the one half of the an- Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35
cient baplismal rite, the submersi
cents.
on,
also keep a full assortm
of Anti.-MasonTe
of Sagures the death and the | ic They
Books, and Dublish the Christian Cynosure, a
buria
‘man— the vecond half, 16:page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

Algiers has set out to found between that

—)THE(—

Chicago

SALT

urity which constitutes

it

Ste,

also,

You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere,

right

I feel

been

ily in this section keeps a boi lo
Dr. E.
Monto,
U. 8. CONSULATE,
11Us W. DEE.
CrErELD, RHEXISIT PRUSSIA, Feb. 8, 1881
MoInGoxa, Towa, March 12, 1881.
Ihave known Prrry DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER almost
I have used your PAIN KILLER in severe cases of
from the day it was introduced, and after years of
cramp, colic, and cholera morbus,and it gave almost
observation and use I regard its presence in my
instant reliof.
I. E. CALDWELL.
household as an indispensable necessity.
. 8. POTTER, U. 8. Consul.
CARNESVILLE, GA, Feb. 28, 1881,
BURTON-ON-TRENT, ENC.
For twenty years I have used your PAIN KILLER
I had been several days suffering severely from
in my family. Have used it many times for bowel
diarrheea, accompanied with intense pain, when I
complaints, and it always cures. Would not feel rafe
tried your PAIN KILLER, and found
ost instant
without a bottle in the house.
J. B. IVE.
relief,
H. J. NOONE.
8Aco, ME., Jan. 22, 1881.
L
‘21 MONTAGUE ST., LONDON, ENG,
Have used PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER for twelve
During a residence of twenty-t
yars in India,
years. It i8 safe, sure, and reliable, No mother
I have given it in many cases of
diarrhea, dysenghould allow it to be out of the family.
tery, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
H.I Nayes, / relief.
R. CLARIDGE.
No family can safely be without this invaluable Temedy.
Its price brings it
within the reach of all. For sale by all druggist ts at B5¢. 50c. and $ 00 a bottle.
and cramps in

used it for years, and it is sure

the really beautifulcomplexion. Itbleaches the

106.—« Of
which

rrr

[3

hii

is cer-

deep, afforded convenience for im-

mersion.”

this Elixir, was cured
and lived to a good old age:

medi-

I can

great suffer-

& Co. Rochester, N. Y. Dr. 8. HARDY’S SONS, Prop’s. Cornish Flats, N.H.

DAVIS PAIN

cholera morbus,

———

Freckels,

worms,

Benetugien

11» PP: 140 and

Pedo-baptism

ER

TT

being

remaining however, in the country of the
John also was baptizing in the
Jews.
neighborhood, because the water there

being

Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con-§

invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman’s Friend or Nature’s Grand Asistant.

GEO. C. GOODWIN
Agents.

confidence.

TRON BITTERS are highly

ERADICATES

wards the Jordan, where he baptizgd;

100 children

eases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder

ilwaukee, Green
Bay,
Oshkosh,
Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Hou, hton,

J

Jesus left the city he bent his steps to-

work the engines of. the steamer belong.

Js a sure remedy for
fH Cotghs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis-

A. CROSS,

\
invaluable

I think it Tightly named.
&
ours truly,
.
Craftsbury, Vt., Jan., 1881.

THEM.

tustant relies for cramp and pain
;
J
Nicnonvinw

Pearl’s REFINED

S.

is common to seek in this narrative, there

selves, The native young men have acquired many’
al arts, and can
make furniture, bricks, etc., and even

|.

Summer Complaints.

and suffer no longer.—Ezxchange.

Rev. D.

is clearly not the slightest trace to be |
;
ia
found.”
John iii. ver. 22—24, p. 865. ** When

dresses for them.

GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST. PRICE, $1.00
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will send the dry post-paid.) BURLINGTON, VT.

good ; a lad

ure.”

by

that reference to infant baptism

clothed, ang

E.

At this season, various diseases ef the bowels are prevalent, and many lives are lest
through lack of knowledge of a safe anc 1 sure remedy.
PERRY
DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER is a sure cure for D iarrheea, Dysentery, Summer Complaint,
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, ete., and is perfectly safe.
Read the following:

of
in

death

the

er. Iam satisfied that had I not used
it as my
necessities demanded, I would have been
4 vicfam to consumption or the insane asylum ; but, as

SUMMER

but “WARNER'S SAFE
LIVER CURE.”
If stands

H. H. WARNER

the sur-

his

con-

it is better than gold ; would

cine, the Woman’s Friend ; Ifeel

UNRIVALED, Thousands owe their health and
happiness to it. g@=We offer “Warner's Safe Ton-

was

to the life of sin, and then raised from
this momentary burial to represent his
resurregtion to the life of righteousness.
It must be a subject of regret that the
general discontinuance of this original
form of baptism (though perhaps necessary in our northern climates) has rendered obscure to popular apprehension
some very important passages of Script-

for

SPRING
AND
MEDICINE.

ties.
Trial Size, 50¢.
ket) $1.00.

immersion, the

convert being plunged beneath

have

Hardwick, Vt., Feb. 2, 1881.
I write you in behalf of your

petizer. Pleasant to the taste, invigoratingto
the body. The most eminent PHYSICIANS
recommend these Bitters for their curaitve proper-

newness of life.”
Page 439. It is needless to add that
baptism was
(unless in exceptional
cases)

to

with

a
DICINE.

Mm

not done for three months ; took three bottles

)

Z 00]

PURELY VEGETABLE

for

raised up from the dead by the glory
the Father, so we likewise might walk

I long

say too much in its praise as I was a

from

as Christ

die

come whengl can.:start and tell what I know
about it.
8. C. BUZZELL,
Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.
:
DR. HARDY’S SONS,—Dear Sirs: It is with
pleasure that I recommend the “Woman’s Friend,”
for truly it is the woman’s friend; it is all it is
recommended to be. I know that it saved me
from an ultimely
ave. I was prostrated with fe.
male weakness of eight years’ standing, had tried

BAINBRIDGE, N. Y., March £2, 1851.

that even

she is right; and

the Woman’s Friend,

Rom. vi. 4. * With them therefore we
were buried by the baptism wherein we
shared His death [when we sank bethem],

to

an’s Friend. She says, in fact she could not keep
house without it.
Mrs. S. J. Wells of Calias says the Woman’s
Fond saved her sister’s life when everything else
ailed.
:
Mr. Lyford says: Never saw any anything like

tion, Liverpool.

under

given up

RING

cures
J
TION, PILES and all FEMALR Diseases.
Is putup in Pry Vegetable
Form, intin cans,

go fifty miles for it rather than let his wile be
without it a single day.
Yours with many thanks for se good a medicine.

second

were raised

doctors had

ams

er had anything do her so much good as the Wom-

AND HOWSON.—

and

it that the

and am completely cured.
Murs. Hill of Greensboro’, Vt. says that she

The Life and Epistles of St. Paul, by the
Rev. W. J. Conybeare, M. A., late of Trinity
College, Cambridge, and the Rav. J. S. Howson, M. A., Principal of the Collegiate Institu-

neath the waters;

ed
TESTIMONIALS.
DR. 8. HARDY’S SONS: —I am doing good business with W. F. 1 sold one to-day and three yesterday, had a"call for two more to-night but did
not have it, so thought it time I had some ordered.
A lady sent to me
yesterday from Northfield for
some,saying that she had two daughters cured with

gave me a bottle of Woman’s Friend, and I trie
it with but little faith. When 1 had used one bottle could attend to my household duties, a thing I

otherwise, he would hardly have ventured
to express himself so strongly against it.”
Church of England.

and the
Bowels move freely and healthfally. In this
way the worst diseases
are eradicated from
the

D

several doctors and they did me no

an

institution;

failed. Itis mild, but efficient, CERTAIN
IN ITS ACTION, but harmless
in all cases.
= 1t cleanses, Strengthens and gives New

sumption, and your father called to her house and
pleft some; and now she has another daughter the
doctors say must die,but she don’t believe it,for she
says
it is the best medicine .in the world; and I

immersion,

of

CURED.

‘KIDNEY-WORT

the Insane Asylum.

had

as

Cured

A

quickly relieved, in a short time

PERFECTLY

|

He says it is not advertised half enough. I hope
you will let it become better known.
Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.

form of

later,

THOUSANDS OF CASES

Dr, Hardy’s

Im

_

of the worst forms of this terrible disease
have been

A Victim to Consumption or

oh

BOWELS.

only the victims of Rheumatism can realize,

Of Consumption.

plaints.

AND

Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,

tainly not apostolic.”
Mat: xix. ver. 13, 14, p.

It is reported that the women at Liv.

easier

followed

Two Danghters

thousto the

and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the best known’ remedy for sick headache.

century, Tertullion appears as a zealous
opponent of infant baptism—a proof that
the practice had mot as yet come to be re-

¢¢ By the introduction of Pedo-baptism,
the position which this ordinance occu-

ingstone Mission, Eastern Africa, attend

will render communication,

by

Life.

£

by

Kidney-Wort acts first by overcoming in the
mildest manner all tendency to constipation;
then, by its great tonic and invigorating properties, it restores to health the debilitated
and
weakened parts.
We have hundreds of certified cures, where all else had failed. Use it

141, Mat, xxvil, 16-20,

sion, book depot and Bible women

Over

always

‘In respect tothe

Irensus, in the last years

No. VIII. ‘OLSHAUSEN.— Lutheran.
Olshausen’s Commentary on the New Testatament. N.Y. Edition,

school for Copts and Moslems, and is attended daily by more than 500, It has
also in connection with it a medical mis-

ing to the mission.

was

The following quotations are from eminent Pedo-baptist writers who cared
more for scholarship than creeds. They
have been properly styled ¢ Baptist oil
in Pedo-baptist lamps”, and were origi-

not as our rock, even our

sai
to d
have supported with her own priuneans. It includes o large mission

have learned to make

which

Her ‘Sister's

LIVER

‘It cleanses the system of the acrid poison
that causes the dreadful suffering which

Saved From an Untimely Grave.

(1 Cor. x. 2), with

As a Cure for Piles.

judges” :

“More than nineteen years since, the
daughter of Archbishop Whately estab-

respectably

Saved

Complaints,

til she took the Liver-Aid.
It has, indeed, been
invilnable -to=her. ' She is now using her fourth

apostolic tradition, serves to confirm this
hypothesis.”
Page 312.
“But immediately
after

“But ‘do not ye after their work ; for
they say and do not.” “Their rock is |

thew Gospel into the language of Ugan-

the services

not

PART II.

periodical

has completed his translation of St. Mat-

she

which

O: Parker for The Christian Messenger, a

kingdom,

lished a mission in Cairo which

Would Go Fifty Miles for it.

for

forty years’ experience is com:
benefit it has given.
;
‘| pounding medicmes. resulted in the discoveries
Liver-Aid has beén a blessing to my poor, afwhich render the Woman’s Friend the most
sucflicted mother. She tried many, many things for
cessful remedy ever made for all Female Comlier sick headache, but never found any relief un-

as strictly connected. We have all reason
for not deriving infant baptism from apostolic institution, and the recognition of it

+>

nally selected and arranged
News and Notes.

and

4s it is for all diseases of the KIDNEYS,

BY REV. B. MINARD.

could be secured in all our churches and
Sabbath-schools, the work of the A. M.

Missionary

:

Remedy

for immediate action upon the Liver, and
ands of testimonials have been received as

ed at first only to adults, as men were accustomed to conceive baptism and faith

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.

* The average in the infant department
was

The
and
has
de-

as a sign of entire baptism into the Holy
Spirit, of being entirely penetrated by the
same. It was only with the sick, where
the exigency required it, that any exception was made ; and in this case baptism
was administered by sprinkling.”
Page 311. ‘Baptism was administer-

work for having been away.
.
L. CRAWFORD.
Jellasore, May 14, 1881.

there

200 37-40

brought their offerings,

fitted

PAD,

‘Such as
BILLIOUSNESS, POOR
APPETITE,
INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICE,
HEARTBURN,
SOUR STOMACH,
'"RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS,
SCROFULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IM-

there

of administering

of the symbol, performed

his or her particular work in M., but you

were only 48 failures.

* The average attendance in the

Liver

ASnon

A

Internal

NEANDER.— Lutheran.

Page 81.

they had a good degree of talent. Time
forbids me to write of each worker and

better

IS NOT

baptism, it was in conformity with the or- |
iginal institution and the original import

ents than I expected to see.
All seemed
devout, and not a few looked as though

offerings

an

RHEUMATISM

of “Woman's Friend”!

AID

Neander’s History of the Christian Religion
and Church.
Translated by Prof. Torrey.
Vol. 1.

i

year;

But

Pet. iii. 24), with a bath(Eph.
iii. 5.), with a burial and re(Rom. vi. 4. Col. ii. 12).
the general usage of ecclesi-

No. XI.

tifully did the pupils recite Bible lessons

like a father, and I was

for the

Dr. GROSVENORS’ LIVER

¢‘Finally, as

immersion,

astical antiquity,

Most beau-

brought

promised

in

water

THE GREAT CURE,

Will always Blessthe Nama

immersion (as it is to this day in the Oriental and also the Graeco-Russian Churches) ; pouring and sprinkling being substituted only in cases of urgent necessity,
such as sickness and approaching death.”

and sing Christian hymns. It was like a
nice S. S, concert.
You can put that
down as another branch of the Bible
School. Perhaps the report will tell you
how many more branches there are. In
one of Mrs, Bacheler’s zenanas I saw two
very interesting native ladies who are
learning English.
They, too, had to
have their Bible lesson, and that in their
own language.
One morning, at the
time of worship, I was in tbe Bible
School proper. There were more stud-

ures to keep the whole number of prom-

8,403

mode

through the Red Sea,

superin-

ises made for the year, though because of, 5
vacation, sickness, etc., there were 2,004
absences from school.
‘In the infant department, 11 classes
of

outward
ordinance;

the flood (1
v. 26; Tit.
surrection
Finally, by

I

may be assured that all are working.
The heat in that place is something fearful and after remaining eighteen days,
though loth to leave the friends, I was
happy to return to my quiet home.
Brother C. had taken care of the girls

out

this

to

good, but

tendence of Mrs. Lawrence.

all

our Sabbath-schools and churches. This
Creed contains the following articles :"
We believe, I. That every one should
help others to the gospel.
1I. That every one should help as
much as he can.
;
III. That every one should find this
work for others blessed and helpful to
himself.
“Three rules are drawn from this
Creed :”
We will give:
I.
Regularly each
Lord’s day.
. IL Consecutively, according to our
ability.
III. Joyfully, because a privilege and
blessing to ourselves.
‘‘ The result has been thatin the intermediate and : senior departments, 31
classes made 8,037 out of a possible 8,070
offerings ; that is, there were only 33 fail

8,355

to the

was receiving, without imparting blessings. One of the prettiest and most encouraging sights was the little Sabbathschool taught by William and Sophia
Phillips. Poor Sophia was so ill that she
had#o keep her bed and have her mother’s care until nearly four r. Mm. To my
surprise at about five, she joined her
brother in the dining-room and there
they instructed eleven little native children in the precious Word of God. Put
their school down 4s a branch of the Bible School. On a week day I went into a
school of heathen children taught by Mrs.

4)2,272,

HOW IT WORKS.

"What a place to go

and all the children

West was only 457,859.

:

was

Page 568. §142, Baptism.

rest? My heart sighed, ‘‘ Oh for a lodge
in some vast wilderness,” with none but
God to soothe and strengthen the wearied
mind. Do not infer from the longing for
solitude that the society of those visited
did me no good. Every brother and sister

tain tabular statements that had been distributed in .the audience, showing that

in the entire

-

ings and Sunday-schools in several languages filled the most of the time that
was not absolutely required in taking

best it can with its resources. .Its work
is not only to plant at the West, but to
hold the East to the West.”

while the increase

much

there

Kl DNEY-WORT

OF WOMEN,

PURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Iluman
1 Body. It is the largest because’it has the most to
No. X. 'SCHAFF.— Lutheran.
do. Itis intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently any derangeHistory of the Apostolic Church with a genment in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
eral introduction to Church History by Philip
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without
number;
resulting, if
Schaff, Professor in the Theological Seminary
unchecked, in paralysis, insanity, or death.
Dr.
at Mercersburg, Pa. Translated by Ed. D.
Grosvenor’s Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
Yeomans.
N. Y. 1833.

cuted in that place. Where was the day
of rest? Not on Sunday certainly. Meet-

tage. It is being administered in the interests of all sections and is doing the

was

gan gue d

baptized

because

[4

gil li \

by.

sprinkling, was unquestionably the origitee to either inspect or criticise, I did not nal, normal form. This is shown by the
feel in duty bound to visit all the schools very meaning of the Greek words baptizo,
baptisma,
bygptismas, used to designate
and zenanas in which my sisters (light the
rite.
en again by the analogy of
and dark) give instruction. My impres- the baptism of John, which was performrdan (en, Mat. iii. 6, compare
sion on leaving Midnapore was however, the same that it was before... Tht 16; also eis> ton Jordanen, Mk. i. 9).
mission work is being vigorously prose- Furthermore by the New Testament comi
of baptism with the passage

The Society needs a million dollars a
year and could spend it to good advan-

Michigan from 1870 to 1880

SE

John is saidto have

(John iii. 23 ; see also Acts viii. 36).
comparison of baptismto burying
rising up again (Rom. vi.; Col. ii.)
been already referred to as probably
rived from the custom of immersion.”

took.a holiday and visited our missionaries in Midnapore. Not being a commit-

once

The Ameri-

meant,

for

THE SOHOOL-MARM ABROAD,

can Board did not hold itself responsible

inactivity

arrangentents

Last month I left my little flock under
the careful protection of Brother Coldren,

“for the whole world, nor does this Society for all that might be done for this entire eountry. By a waiting attitude no
supine

of

to

their benefit.
“The Chinese Methodist Mission in San
Francisco-reports as good results from
their religious endeavors as those attained by like labors among the whites.
There are ninety-seven full members and
ten on probation.
—Am. Miss.

The attitude of the Americar
Home
Missionary Society is one of waiting. It
is waiting both for money and for men.
It must measure its steps'by those of its
supporters. It was easy for those having
‘no responsibility to say: ‘Go forward.
Be first on the ground. If there be a
debt,

Irwin,

for them.
This is regarded as somewhat
an experiment, but it is hoped that it may

shall be-

come far more.bold and defiant.

S. M.

i}

for Diseases

In

od
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Trains.

selling you Tickets.

via this road.
Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago
&

North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Trayelling

Accommoda-

tions I
will buy
your
kets 5 this route,
WA. AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line,

MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. &Gen’l Manis,
,
Chicago.

S.
Row,

M.
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New

&

CO.
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York, are our Agents, and
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spend some months in missionary labors
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and
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evil
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waste land here, and when

the Rev.

their early

. the present year. . We may look forward
to the time when there shall be no

ll

Article, Baptism—*¢ The mode of Baptism.—The language of the New Testament and of the primitive fathers suffi
ciently points to immersion as the common mode of baptism. John the Baptist
baptized in the river Jordan (Mat. iii.);
Jesus is represented as coming up out of
the water—(Anabainon apo to hudatos)
dfter his baptism (Mark i. 10); again,

are still in the north-eastern part of Kan-

Address

. Blymyer Manufacturing

We run Palace 8 leeping Cars for Slee; ping purposes, and
Dining Cars for Eating purposes only.
ys for an entire Mezl.
Do mei conSeventy «Five Cents
tel Cars.
found these Cars with

:

Free.

BELT.

to secure their lands in severalty on ei- Rev. Frederick Meyrick, M. A. ; late Felther the old or new reservations, in ac- "low and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford.

* This nation of fifty millions of people

Catalog.

ashington,

3135 v .

Church, School, Fire.alarm, Fine-toned,
low- riced, Warrants
* od. Catalogue with 1500testimoni;
Floss, ete. Beni free:

‘

our readers:—

written

x

reeds only $65. Piands

AF1llus.

Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. iii. Edited by

“The article on baptism was

v4

BEATTY'S ORGANS, 18 useful stops, 5 sets

W

r. Wm. Smith.

cordance with their wishes.

|]

211

to their | the emersion, the resurrection of the new

Congress has appropriated $165,000
for indemnity to the Ponca Indians, and

dt

STAR,

aid, according to circumstances.
The man—we are rather to take baptism in its
CONDUCTED BY REV. G.C. WATERMAN,
interior and spiritual character, as a promissionaries of Ouroundi will also estab- cess in the soul.”
THE A. H. M. 8.'s MEETING.
lish a new station to the west of TanganVol. iv. p. 308. 1 Cor. x. ver. 1, 2.
The recent meeting of the American yika, so that they may advance towards ‘‘ appears unnecessary to add that all atthe Manyema and the upper Congo by a
Home Missionary Society, at Chicago, shorter route than they have hitherto fol- tempts by allusive references to render
the type [baptism] more perfect, such as
was an occasion of great interest to all lowed.
Vow th
ow
at drops from the clouds fell on the IsChristians, and one of great importance
Six new converts were received by the raelites, or that they were sprinkled by
to that body. The exercises seem to church of Odanah, Chippewa Mission, the sea, must be utterly discarded.”
)
have been characterized by great enthu- during the last year.
No. IX. MEYRICK.— Church of England.
the :Congregationalist we make an extract
from the paper of Secretary Storrs, which
we commend to the careful attention of

A
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WEDNESDAY,

JULY

G. F. MOSHER,

Temple was the King’s shrine and had not far excel its creditable and honorable

6, 1881.

that ideal position which the Law assigns
to the central sanctuary; that the popular
worship of Jehovah on the high places,

—

in every corner of the land, was not a cor-

Editor.

"| ruption of the Levitical worship but the
continuation of patriarchal worship and
legitimately observed until it degenerated

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :

PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. D.,
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,

into Baalism;

;

istic position is first seen

REV. W. ZBOWEN, D. D.,
PROF. R. DUNN, D.D.,

g)

PROF. J. A. HOWE,

that the Levitical or ritual-

as established

and acknowledged in the time of Malachi
D. D.

AF All communications desigmed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

oFin the days after Ezya; that the prophets did not write all that passes under
their names, for authorship was not much

considered by the old Jewish people but
rather the character and quality of what
was written;

and

that

not

till

the

first

PROF. ROBERTSON SMITH'S CASE.
The suspension of Prof: Robertson
Smith from the duties of his office as
a tutor in the Free Church College,
Aberdeen, and the publication of his work
on “The Old Testament in the Jewish
«church ” are important events in the history of Scottish Presbyterianism. Whither,
it may be asked, is the Free Church tending when so many of her sons can support the ¢¢ heretical” Professor? : Or, on

century after Christ was the canon of the
Old Testament closed by the addition of
Ecclesiastes, the Canticles and Esther.
Now it cap
not be said that these
positions Sander
criticism are
as yet fully estabNshed and confirmed.
Much may be said
ard much is said 'in

the other hand, what,it may be said, must

that, in case they should be accepted as
estahlished, evangelical Christianity will

be: the future of a Free Protestant church
- when she places herself in antagonism
with the teachings of the ‘most reverent
and painstaking Biblical Science? Con-servative orthodoxy may fear a second

their favor; but like

tite hypothesisof

evolution they remain in large measure
not fully proved. Itis comforting however to be assured,

be strengthened

as

we

rather

are

than

assured,

weakened;

we shall see how the Levitical law is not
in the direct line of the development and
unfolding of revealed truth, but *‘ comes
disruption; and broad churchism may in at the side” apd was a pedagogue to
predict inevitable decay in moral‘and bring men to Christ; and that the direct
intellectual power. In all probability, ‘line is from patriarchal promise to the
however, neither the fears of the one nor Mosaic moral law and so through prophe‘the prophecies of the other will be fulfill- cy to Him to whom the patriarchs, Moses
ed. There will doubtless be no further and the prophets directly, and the ¢¢ law”
disruption, though a powerful minority indirectly bore witness. It will take
of one-third of the Assembly sill support a generation to familiarize the mind

the Professor.

Naor will the Free Church

‘Jose her vigor and'power though apparently pronouncing herself adverse -to the
teaching and presence of a disciple of the
“higher eriticism” in her Biblical schools.
Professor Smith is not cast out of the
Church, and he and his friends will fight
the battle of free criticism within her pale.
Nor can Principal Rainy, who headed the
final charge against Professor Smith, desire to cast him out. He is probably of
«pinion simply that it is always the truest
Bcience to be sure of your ground, and to
teach no new theories and doctrines as es-

tablished until they are actually establish-"

ed and verified in the critical consciousness
and experience of competent. men. Just
Professors Virchou,
in Berlin, opposed the attempt to get ¢* evolution” taught
in the common schools of Germany,
because at present
it could not be
held that scientific research had fully
and finally established the hypothesis, so
Principal Rainy may consider the time has

not yet come when the so-called higher
eriticism can take 1ts place in the teaching
of the Church as fully established and confirmed by the scholarship and intelligent
conviction of christendom. There is no
doubt that whether this be Principal
fRainy’s view or not, it is the sound view ;
:and Professor Robertson Smith ought not
to object if the same principle is applied

rte ‘his teaching and the same verification

with

these

positions,

and

at

present

they are but contributions to Biblical
science which the future will confirm or

reject.

:
el

-—

OOMMENCEMENT AT BATES.
The exercises of Commencement week
passed off pleasantly, and a class of thirty-six in the academical department and
six in the theological received the customary diplomas.’ It is not with any unworthy motives that we think first of the
denomination in connection with this infusion of youthful ardor and broad culture into daily life and work.
The true
philanthropist without doubt allows no
sectarian limits to confine his emotions on
such occasions.
Neither do we. The
world’s wants and needs are always
pressing. Butthese are almost synonymous with the wants and needs of a body of
Christians, whose first objects are to bless

humanity and save souls. So it is in love
of the Free Baptist denomination, in aspiration for its highest and best work, as
well as in love for our fellowmen and eagerness to bless and savethem that we bid
these young men welcome to the arena of
a wider and more blessed if a more trying
service than they have known in their
student days. If they but be brave and
loyal and true, keeping a clear conscience
‘along with an abiding faith, a high. purpose and a burning zeal, we shall all
have reason to be glad of their varied

.of experience and conviction demanded
which he himself applies to and demands
for the canon of Scripture and the doc- service, and their Alma Mater will feel
added pride in her children.
rine of inspiration.
Our chief attention was confined to the
For, what 1s his position and for what
does he contend? He maintains that the meetings of the Board of Trustees, where
Old Testament canon was not determined the condition and prospects of the colby official authority ; that the great mass lege were carefully considered. It was with
of the Old Testament books gained their real satisfaction that the Trustees received
the President's statement that the college
canonical positionbecause they commended themselves in practice to tae experi- is now out of debt, and they do net fail to
-ence of the Old Testament church and the | recognize the personal labor and self sac-spiritual discernment of the Godly in Is- rifice which he has undergone to bring
rael; that the religious life of Israel was about this condition. In this labor and
‘truer than the teaching of the Pharisees; sacrifice he has had the co-operation and
:and that the silent experience of the pious support of the Faculty in the past, and we
people of God is ever truer and has led can not doubt that the same will be cheerthe Church into safer paths than the pub- fully bestowed in the future.” There
lic decrees of those who claim to be au- ought, of course, to be great caution exthoritative leaders of theological thought. ercised, lest a too rigid economy cripple
It was,
If these principles are sound, then the the best service of the college.
teaching of modern critical science can we suppose, that feeling that led the
not be adopted as the acknowledged and Trustees to concede to the wishes of the
avowed faith of the Church until it has Faculty in respect to salaries. These remet and satisfied the same test. But at main as they have been heretofore, but
present this has not occurred, and if Pro- each Professor, with the President, will
fessor Smith would join the noble band of make a liberal donation each year to the
pioneers and guides to the new scientific current expenses of the college, if the.
conception of Scripture which he thinks legitimate income does not fully meet
the future must avow and hold, he must them. The Trustees believe that with

past.

DB

AN APPALLING DEED.
. This country has rarely been shocked
as it was on Saturday last when it

learned that an attempt had been made to
assassinate President Garfield.
of helplessness,

almost

o'clock Saturday morning, when

revolver and then fled.

second

shot,

which it was believed

the fact of his death.

for

the

and Well-

the

meet

support.

the

to which

But in the approval

at

Freeport,

Ill.,

to

been

States Consul at Marseilles

be

excepting

the few verses at the end, were written by

Moses, delivered to Joshua, handed on
to the elders and to tlie prophets and

college successful and profitable.

would be the end ‘of the Republic,
vanishing of the dream of ages.

port of all the agentes

that make - the

It was

Must

we, then,

surround

our

the

and

Hon. Moody

$

remembered

in

the

village

His early

of Darksville.

miles from

Martinsburg,

home

some

was

to

eight

W.: Va.

He

was a slave until the proclamation of
Abraham Lincoln made him free. About
fifteen years ago, when eighteen years of
age, he heard of an

evening

school

for

colored people at Martinsburg, taught: by
Miss Annie S. Dudley.
He commenced
to attend it, walking from Darksville and
back every nig
On one occasion he
received such
inspiration that he
spent the whole night after school in an
old blacksmith shop practicing to write
his own name, using the anvil for his

ta-

ble. This was a characteristic incident.
He subsequently attended the Storer Normal School at Harper's Ferry, earning
the money to meet his expenses as best
he could. He graduated in the class of
1875. - While there he incurred the hostility of the white people of the place, and
of one man in particular, in

consequence

of the part which he acted in the defense
of the rights of the colored students.

In

course of time, Harper's Ferry was visited with a severe freshet, causing loss of
life to some and extreme peril to others.
Among
the latter class was the special enemy of

Wilson,whom,at his own peril, he

rescued from impending death at the
opportune moment, using his great muscular strength. After this the rescued
man became his warm

held in high

friend, and he was

esteem

in

the community.

About six year ago, he came to this

city,

and has been in the employ of Waldron,
Wightman & Co., whom he has served
with marked fidelity. He had great love for
study, and spent much time in the early
morning and late at night in the pursuit
of knowledge. He had collected quite 2a
library, and the fact that he was a subscriber of the * Encyclopaedia Britannica”
may be regarded as indicative of ;his
tastes in this particular. He early: became a member of the Free Baptist
church, at Harper's Ferry, and at the
time of his death he was a member of the
Greenwich Street

church,

in

this

city.

As a Christian, he was active, consistent
and devout. He bad high aspirations for
the development of every part of his nature and by this means he hoped to benefit
others. He was not only an honor to the
colored race, but also to our common .humanity. Many mourn because a light

were

received

Meetings, some

ED

(i

the

of

recently

pledged

We

others,

$100

expect

that

five

of $1,000,

made

one

year

was

cordially

.

welcomed

The business of the Y. M. was traff§acted with harmony and dispatch; and the
social and public services were interesting

the

throughout
for Y.

M.

collection

The

session.

expenses

amounted

to

$6.16;

and that for Missions amounted to $16.77.
Pledges and contributions

were

given

for

the Marks Professorship in Hillsdale College amounting to $453.00,
| Special appointm
ents were made as follows :—Corresponding Messenger to Holland Purchase Y. M., Rev. W. H. Merrimar; Preacher of annual sermon next

to

delegates

Rev. L. P. Bickford;

year,

Central Association to be holden at Apalachin Sept. 13th to 15th,D. Boyd,E. J. Mor-

gan, F. H. Butler, W. H. Merriman, J. H.
P.

| Cox,

L. P.

Linderman,

P.

G.

Phillips,

Bickford, Mrs. G. P. Linderman,

Mrs. J.

Hoose, E. Smith, I. J. Hoag, John Willis,
V. Elliott, I. B. Coleman.
Sermons were preached by Revs. W. H.
Merriman,

A. G. Downey,

E. Smith, L. P.

Bickford, G. P. Linderman, G. H.
D. Boyd.
The following resolutions were
Resolved, 1. That we esteem
ter of great importance that the
force be speedily increased in the
ical Department of

Hillsdale

Ball and
:
adopted :
it a matteaching
Theolog-

College, that

our young men may there enjoy as good
facilities in preparation for the ministry as
can be elsew
found.
2. That this Y. M. recommend to our
churches to raise all they reasonably can
to aid in securing this result.
3. That the.ipereased demand for help
in.the foreign

field, among

the

Freedmen,

and in our home field calls for large contributions to the funds of the Central Association.

Whereas, the members of this Yearly
Meeting here present have been allowed
through Almighty God to meet and enjoy
the various sessions now ended, therefore,

Resolved, 1. 'I'nat we feel grateful to
the Giver of every good and perfect gift
for this privilege.
2. That we tender to the church and
society at Ames our grateful acknowledgments for the cordial hospitality and welcome accorded to us and which have rendered our stay so pleasant

and

the

privi-

lege precious.
The next session will be holden with
some church in the Oswego Quarterly
Meeting.
Davip Boyp, Clerk.

Winisters and Churches.

in

toward

due

ago.

So

Eastern.

we

wish to state what has been done in the
R. I. District in response to the call from
Harper's Ferry.
The ladiesof the New York City church
are manifesting a commendable interest.
hall.

Wilson,

of the occasion.

A

encouragement

of

EL

among us.
;
The presence of Rev. GG. H. Ball, D. D.;
as Corresponding Messenger from Holland
Parchase Y. M., added much to the interest

What Has Been Done."

time

far as

we can ascertain, only about $300 of this
amount has been secured. We must act
quickly, if we raise the remainder in less"
than two months.
Let us hear from others without delay.
C. E.D.

Is

i

The

;

.

good

Maine.

work

at

the Pine

St.

church,

Lewiston, under the labor of Bro. J. B. Jordan
continues.
On Sunday, June 19, Rev. J.J.
Hall baptized eleven converts of the Pine St.
church,
It was a beautiful day and the service
most impressive. Bro. Jordan received them

into church

fellowship

in the evening of the

same day.
:
The last Sabbath in June was a day of great

blessing to the

Richmond

Village

Free

Bap-

tist church. For several months the church
had been enjoying a very precious work of

grace, which began under the labors of Bro.G.
A. Burgess, of the present graduating class in

the Bates Theological school.
Unfortunately
Bro. Burgess’ health broke down, and he was
obliged to give up all work;
but the church
was so happy as to secure Bro. R. W. Churchhill, also a member of the school, to supply the
pulpit, and the revival went on without abatement in interest. Meanwhile arrangements
were made for Rev. G. 8. Ricker, a former
pastor, towisit the church and administer the

ordinancesof baptism and the Lord’s Supper
on Sunday, June 26. A large number of people were gathered at the river side and six
happy converts were buried with Christ in
baptism.

These with one by

letter,

terwards

welcomed -to- the

church,

—representatives

were

af-

and

gil

of four denominations

wide

present—sat down to the Lord’s Table to par-

St. Lawrence Yearly Meeting.

the money being raised?
The man who was inquiring
the Revision the other day in

take of a most grateful feast, over which the
Lord himself presided. A most tender and

for a copy, of
order that he

The St. Lawrence Y. M. has just closed
its session with the church in West Par- beautiful meeting for prayer and praise concluded this day of days, during which the cup
ishville. The weather was most favoraof many a saint was made to run over. Bro.
Commentary next day with a view to find the
ble, the meetings quite well attended and
Churchill's heart is thoroughly consecrated to
place in the New Testament where it says the interest of the meeting was good
the work, and the people seem to be really in
¢ Muke hay while the sun shines.” A fact.
' throughout.’
:
earnest’ in supporting him and helping to
They are beginiiing to understand thembuild up the Lord's kingdom. It is expected
Elder M. Atwood was with us as Corret
selves ever in England. Prince Leopold said sponding Messenger from Vermont Y.M.,
that several more will soon go forward in
the other day at the dedication of a college for and his presence was reciprocated by: the baptism.
technical education in London :—* We are beVermont.
ginning to realize that a thorough and liberal appointment of Elder Preston as our MesRev. S, W. Cowell writes: “ Prospects for
system of technical education must be placed senger to Vermont Y. M. The reports of the Wheelock Q. M. are brightening. = Our
within the reach of the British artisan in order the Q. Meetings were not as full of inter- annual session reported cheering additions to
to enable him to hold his own against foreign est as on some former occasions.
Bro. Atwood’s church. The ranks of our mincompetition.”
;
At present there is a lack of pastors,
isters, Having recently been thinned by the deThe forthcoming ‘‘ Midsummer Number” of several churches in both (. Meetings ‘be-. parture of several of our qualified and ‘efficient
might ¢ make an intelligent comparison of it
with the present version,” was consulting the

:

Chief Magistrate with a military escort

It will be printed in pamphlet form

Mr. Anthony subscribed an equal amount.

custom of

when he moves among the people ? That

tained.

merit attention.

as

be called the Roger Williams Library. We
are hoping other churches, societies or individuals in this district will soon come to
the front with similar offerings. Are there
not many in other districts who will follow their example? ©ther rooms might
be finished and named. Who will be the
next to respond?
We hope the Woman’s Missionary Soci«
ety will be prompt in meeting their pledge

to Storer Col-

thousand dollars were to be raised by next au-

now to be too probable, namely, that the

and profitably than to day.
“Every dollar
giyen to it goes, not to pay old debts gr
the interest on them, but to the direct sup-

in

this city on Sunday last, was such

Fred Douglass has presented the manuscript

It should be

Boyd. Reports

was missed from among the ministers
present, he having removed from the
Yearly Meeting and settled in Michigan.
But Rev. L. P. Bickford, late of’ Conn.,
having settled at North Scriba in place of

Bro.

ishing of the room for the library, at an
expense of $500.
We understand it is to

tumn in order to meet the conditions on which

of that office-seeking is responsible for the ter-

‘many respects the college was never on a
better basis for using contriutions safely

dent of the Providence Journal:
The character of this man, who died

is

ticle relating to the work and needs at Storer

with the Star

and the deed could not have been improbable. But now we are in the midst
of peace, and the possibility of such an
attempt could hardly have been enter-

I.,

accommodate it. But doubtless the space
used to good advantage.

‘We hardly need to direct attention to the ar-

his failure to secure it seems to have led
to the terrible deed which we have thus
barely outlined.
It would be premature to say that this
theory is or is mot the true one. One
shudders at the hint that the attempted
murder was a part of a political plot, or

either in men or means, can net be a desirable one. It is for our people to decide
that it shall not be a necessary one.
In

* The recent death in Providence, R.

of the man whose name appears above,
called out the following from a correspon-

The great amount of denominational matter
obliges us to use a portion of the first page to

College.

tor, Rev. J. H. Cox; Clerk and Treasurer,

The genial face of Rev. A. E. Wilson

first page. |

Enos Wilson.

the new

Currier..and Prof. Hiram Orcutt, of New
Hampshire; the degree of D.D.on Thomas
Goadby, President of Chilwell College, England;
and that of Ph. D. on Prof. C. C.

to Marseilles from President Garfield, and

if possible, in

| Continued from

The Young People’s Society of the Roger Williams church have assumed the fin-

Rounds, of Maine.

tion of officers as follows: Moderator,
‘Rev. G. P. Linderman; Assistant Moders-

from all the Quarterly

;

:

~The Conference organized by the eles-

mittee free of expense.

they will do more.

on Senater Frye, of Maine, and

to have been recalled by President Hayes:
He has been seeking a re-appointment

- The tragedy is graver,

the Secretary,

a pleasant and profitable

Rev. D.

They have

Bates College conférred the degree of LL. D.

of President Grant's administration, and

:

children and ages preferred,.to

26, 1881, when

session was enjoyed.

Miss H. G. Putnam, 18 Boylston Street. The
children will be sent and returned by the Com-

For

John Brown Professorship in the College.

(although

pernicious

work, to send their address, and the namber of

a

the proceeds used towards the endowment of a

this lacks confirmation) duringa portion

that it had any connection

the

There are thirteen young ladies left in Re
College, after graduating one last week.

lege.

of

throws into the popular English thought
what has for some years been stirring and
Thatthe five books of Moses,

be

NOTES.

of his address on John Brown

United

some of its aspects than the assassination of

working in the "scientific German mind.

BRIEF

help his case. It is claimed that he is actually insane, and that he is not responsible for his act. That may be so; but
his so-called insanity bears a close resemblance to that of Charlotte Corday,
Sophie Pieoffsky, and the desperate assassins of their class. He seems to have
been born

the list for

dred children; and they ask of those living in
the country, who are willing to aid in the

of larger

ESSE
G0 dh, i dh, SO

death of the President was somehow to

Lincoln was sixteen years ago. Then the
country was filled with ghe passion of war

the

king-

;

been accomplished, shall there not

which he claimed would explain the
whole matter. So far as the contents of
these papers have been made public, they
only reveal the incoherent utterances of an
insane person, and help to establish the
theory that he was a disappointed officeseeker, who vainly imagined that the

French extraction, to have

upon

the nanfes of over fifteen hun-

It may be added that the character and
attainments of this young man present
encouraging fruitage of the labors of our
Free Baptist teachers and missionaries in which promised to burn with = much
the Shenandoah valley. Though the in- brightness has been so early extinguished.
A wife
stance is conspicuous, it is only one of He was sick about four weeks.
and child survive him.
He was. buried
many equally conspicuous, which might be on Tuesday afternoon from the Pond
andwill be revealed. The labor bestowed Street church. The services were conhas met a response from a willing and ducted by Rev. J. M. Brewster, assisted by
productive soil. Stimulated by what has "Rév. Mr. Veney, the pastor.

Sherman,

institution,

cripples

:

IZ Rev. Mowry PriLLips died Monday morning. Funeral Wednesday, July
6, at eleven A. M.
i rt

to. General

its behalf.

that

Sunday-

letter addressed

A policy

and

-the

which borders
other means
improvement,
common and
and prized.

pressing on for the attainment
and more blessed things?

its willingness to sacrifice in

and Noldeke

dom of Christ.

declar-

-other distinguished German scholars, and

thansen and Lagarde

meeting and

ed himself * a stalwart” and added *¢ that
will make Arthur President.” He also
handed a package to a bystander and a

spiracy, would be the proof of what seems

That purpose will

approval of the denomination,

prayer

est obstacles to the progress of the

pose in permitting the blow to fall, and
that he-may avert a fatal result.
On being arrested the would-be assassin gave the name of Charles Julius Gui-

expenses.

believe

noble

Just here, manifestly, lies one of the great-

Na-

purpose to avoid future debt for current

We

the

God's great pur-

teau, acknowledged the shooting,

enjoy superior

school with an indifference
upon contempt. These and
of intellectual and religious
which seem to the multitude
cheap, are to the few rare

Unusual

celebrate

that we miy not miss

rible deed.

follows Ewald

to

youth of our land who

our free land, is
seemingly realize the great service which
even a careful economy of the small bits
of time may render them. *
His example may also be presented in
confrast with the course pursued by many
who enjoy special religious privileges.
Many treat the preaching of the. gospel,

tion’s birth-day with noisy demonstration, and the bearing of the whole people,regardless of party affiliations, proves
the deep love that is felt for the Chief
Magistrate. We can only keep asking

very purpose is to be the test of the denominational love for the college, and of

He

with

quiet and soberness prevail in’ communities that are wont

of such attainmoving in a
him, though
and influence.
may be propto the many

institutions of
lamentable.
But few

of death

worst.”

eration, he was possessed
ments and qualities while
humble sphere, as cause
dead, to live in memory
The example of this man
erly cited as a stimulus

educational advantages and various special opportunities for culture, but derive
no special profit from them.
The indifference manifested by many, in both city

might be withheld, and public worship
was shaped almost wholly by interest in
the impending calamity.
But alas! for human expectations.
At
this writing (Monday morning at 9.30)
the bulletins from the White House are
less favorable, and people are preparing

themselves

availing

as he had reached the lifetime of a gen-

favora-

constantly offered that the hand

demoralizing. and

German

But more

advantages until after freedom had come
to him and he was a full grown man, he
entertained no idea of yielding himself a
victim to circumstances.
On the other

he lived, walking in the footsteps of the
Lord Jesus and having ail his aspirations
in subjection to his will, and dying just

ble symptoms appeared during the night,
and people were permitted to cherish a
hope of his recovery. All through the
Sabbath the telegraph offices were eagerly
watched ; public and private prayer was

thé college must look for patronage and

certain

morning

IMPROVEMENT OF OPPORTUNITIES.
In another column there may- be found
a statement respecting a young colored
man, who died recently in Providence, R.
I. The review of his lifeis instructive chiefly in that it brings to view,a marked instance of one who gought to make the
most possible of himself by the improvement of his opportunities.

and country, to the

entered

which were quite encouraging.

his race in the section of country where

had

have alre

present season’

ea

himself of the best privileges, and reaching the highest attainments; sfforded to

night with any other expectation than being confronted on Sunday

gt dn Go

hand, through severe struggles,

lodged in the liver, might prove fatal.
During Saturday the I’resident’s recovery seemed almost hopeless, and probably but few people retired on Saturday

_absolutely original in Professor Sniith’s
teaching. Rather does he gather up and

of

Secretary Blaine

Medical aid was speedily

concern that we say that.

higher criticism

was

summoned, and as soon as practicable
the bleeding man was conveyed to the
White House.
It was found that he had
been shot in the arm and hip, and although he was in great pain he retained
consciousness, not for a moment faltering even when he became aware that the

by members of the Faculty, the policy of
no debt may be successfully practiced the
coming year. But itis with the utmost

of the

he

2

Born a slave and having no educational

was accompanying the President and he
at once started in pursuit of the fugitive
assassin, but seeing that he had been arrested at one of the.station entrances, the
Secretary returned to the President who
had fallen to the floor on receiving the

ors of his brave and heroic choice. No
true prophet is accepted in his own age;
and be who has the sagacity and forethopght toranticipate the doctrine of the
future must be content to wait for his acknowledgment and perhaps to suffer and
-die ereit comes. And yet there is nothing

-of the President's

ee, A

approached from behind by a man who"
quickly fired two shots at him from a

second shot.

=r

of hopelessness,

depot in Washington, shortly after nine

suffer the perils as well as bear the hon-

dueidly expound the chief results

A feeling

Route investigation or the New York
tmbroglio. Was it the development of a
nihilistic or communistic
conspiracy,
such as lately removed the Russian
Czar and threatens the death of all
in
authority?
Only
a little less
grave ond serious than.-such a con-

wisdom

and hope.

possessed the people, and it was with a
sense of the Nation’s utter extremity that
it repeated the memorable words which
General Garfield himself uttered in an
attempt to quell a New York ‘mob following Lincoln's assassination ;—*¢ God
reigns and the Government lives.”
It soon transpiréd that the President:|
was entering the Baltimore & Potomac

such efforts put forth as were indicated

fully in the

genuine satisfaction.
May the Father
graciously sustain them, and lift the
deep shadow that envelopes them.
Monday Evening. More favorable reports of the President’s condition are received as we go to press. Let us pray

°

{
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schools.

,

Scribner's will, it is said, contain some of the

finest examples of Amesican
which have ever

appeared.

wood-engraving
An

article

enti-

tled ¢‘ By the Sea in Normandy” has been
made the occasion of presenting a collection of
pictures by such French and American artists
as Butin, Bastien Lepage, Feyen-Perrin, Doug-

las Volk, and

Wm. P. W. Dana.

The frontis-

piece. of the number is Butin’s * Sailor's

Wife,” engraved by

Closson.. As promised

in

-a former number, Bas
n Lepage’s famous
“First Communion’ is given here, the engraving being one of Cole’s masterpieces. It
is printed in the body of the magazine, without any type on the back.
iy

THE * Country Week,”

conducted under

ing destitute. We want a. few good and
true men in tlie ministry to come and labor in the Yearly Meeting as pastors or

men, are now being filled by fresh and active

from

not only for the church but also for the school,

evangelists—men who are Free Baptists
conviction

and

principle.

Dear

workers, who are heeding the‘ war cry” and
driving in the enemies’ pickets,
We believe
Bro. Owen is doing a good work at Lyndon,

brother, whoever you are, if you are not
of this class, don’t comé here. The most
of our churches have good houses of worship—all.in the Lawrence Q. M. but one—

and we trust is putting his hand to this plough
at just the right time to help save our vital interests at Lyndon,
Danville is about settling
i pastor, and we wish the church success.

with no debt on any

Our feebler
interests are receiving aid
through our Q.M.H. M. Committee, and the

of them;

good parsonages.
This Y.
out several of her young
schools of the Hast, but they
back to us; yet we rejoice in

some

have

M, has sent
men to the
do not come
their success

in the ministry. Perhaps when they read
of our needs they will feel like enquiring
:
of the Lord for duty.

most of them,we trust, will soon be supplied
with preaching. We hope to retain our belov-

ed Father Woodman

in the old home ofhis ear-

and receive the
ly life and ministry,

his labors. =

TN"

"benefits of

Piha

+The Orleans Co. 8. 8. Convention was held
Elder J. W. Barr was chosen our delethe auspices of the Boston Young Men’s Chris| the opinion of the wisest members of the | ‘In all the tragic .affalr; We? can not | tian Union, enters upon its seventh season |1 gate to the Central Association.
the Newport Center FB. church
June
The sub« “with
Board of Trustees that there has hardly forget the President's beloved wife, who with the present year. Through its instru- ject of Missions received attention and the 22, 28, and was & success. Several of our minregarded
as
traditional
in our churches is thought to be
i ows absolutely without histo
{sters: were present and participated, two by
rical foun- ] -beena time in the history of the college
seems to have come back from the ‘gates mentality, over five thousand children, and interest
increasing.
;
It was very gratifying to asso“appointment.
i
Wnm. WarrerieLp, Clerk.
‘dation. History and internal evidence when contributions could be made to it of death only to see them closing about the others from among the city poor, have,sinc 3
n laborers from the different
Christia
with
ciate
Pierpont, N. Y., June 27.
show on the contrary that Deuteronomy with more confidence and assurance than | form most dear to her; nor .the - hitherto its inauguration in 1875, been enabled to
-o-O-0-6
| religious sects of the county, and together push
+o
for
a
week
or
longer
in
country
hom
prophetic time; that Levit- now. ‘We say this in view of the great ‘happy children, to whom the next few pleasure which they could not otherwise
on’the Sunddy-school enterprise.’
‘Massachusetts,
s unknown until after the Captivity ; nevd of additions to the endowment fund. years were promising so many pleasures ; Syjoved. “The children return with im-’ ~ Central New York Yearly Meeting.
The pastor of the Mt, Vernon church (Low=
canon of Ezra was the Pentateuch It is in hope of stich additions that we an- nor the aged mother who recently wit-' ‘Pp ved health, strengthened constitutions; and . The Central New York Yearly Meeting
ticipate a future for the college that shall | nessed her son's inauguration with such new and better aspirations,” The Committee, | convened with the Ames church June 24— ell) baptized one candidate, Sunday, June B,

book of. Joshua; that the’, first

on
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STAR, JULY. 6,
’s

fore.

July 8, and welcomed

h,
both to the fellowship of the churc
.
:

SAUK COUNTY

church last
the fruits of our meeting with that
those brethren ~soon find a
winter. May

r
worthy man of God to lead them to greate
of
l
hopefu
more
now
are
victories! They
.

use a common expression,

good to be thera.

so-

ciety huve been we trust, highly appreciated, as
devoted

laborer

in

raising

the

‘standard of the cross high in the field of mis-

sionary work. The exercises of the evenin
were: select reading, essays, declamations an
remarks by Brother Dunn and
Miss Nellie

Phillips.

After the exercises, a collection tak-

en for the benefit of the Society, resnited in se-

curing $5.77.

On Sabbath afternoon

we were

highly entertained with a lecture from Sister
Nellie Phillips, on the manners of the India
people,

which was

tive audience.

'A

listened

to

collection

was

by

an

atten-

taken

by

hr
Al die, bel or 5 Sater
Poin
kingly received.
gratefully aid
,

of'§77.63, which

w

-

ext session of the Q. M. with the
church, commencing Saturday before ¥ enice
‘Sabbath in August,—at 11 1-2 o’clock A. Mm.
I. 'B. STINRBAUGH, Clerk.
Tho following resolution passed at a previous sessionof the Otisfield Q. M. and
subse.

quently

adopted

by the

Cumberland

Q. M.,

bid by vote of the-conference ordered to be
forwarded by the clerk, for publication in the
* Whereas, a socalledF. Bapti
st church

bas heen organized at Bridgton Center, a place
x bin Ye mmediate vicinity
of our church
in th
Wa, by two of our ministers (Revs. J.
Fin

in and

J. Hutchinson)

one of

the Cumlan and one of the Otisfi
M., ~-and
WwW ereds said fo-called churcheld is Q.comp
osed in
par Y

of

rejected

members from
the
TF.
Bup st church in that
town,
in part of
those who have mover been dismiand
ssed
from our

policy

is destructive to Poy J

“oder that all should strive to

Whereas,

* Resolved. That thisQ, HE
Jetiom, do Shier rp) ondemnation
al

of said

act of

i
Spposed Pp any . recognitioorgan
n of [ation

uth a

arder of the Otisfield
rator,
AP,

: Harrison, June, 1881.

and are

. M., W, J, TwWORT
AIany,

June 3—5.

The Arter

Sion

ull represented by letter and delegates, The
religious'interest was Yeforied as only fair—po
revival in any of the churches; the Sabbath:
esting

-«'he

generally

well attended

dnd all are

bing and praying for ‘the salvation of souls.
session was well-attended, a large con

gation being present on the Sabbath,
he.
. breaching was good and the prayer-meetings.
seasons of real interest and the'Good Spirit w.
PrSaeots Two persons. joined the Wentworth
pe ore! Fi the Sabbath and Rev, L, D. Jeffers
foited © Q. M., which much encouraged us,
» Si al30 cheered by the presence of Revs,
D. Cr Rett from the Sandwich Q. M. and J.
en
trou tue Golinth 9 Moho did us
j
"
meeting clos
night, all feeling that they had
were stronger © r the Christian racehe gi
sian be.

10

Barclay

St.,

Q M O

Balsam

of Wild

Cherry

Programme

Quarterly

munion

Delaware & Clayton

Rochester

Ellsworth
Enosburg
Erie
East Baton Rough
French Creek
Freedom
Franklin
Fond du
Lac
Genesee,
N. Y.
Gibson
Geauga & Portage
Genesee,
Mich.
Grand Rapids
Huntington
Harrisburg
Harmony
Hocking Valley
Hillsdale
Hennepin
Harper’s Ferry

River Raisin
Rock & Dane
Root River
Republic Co.
Sandwich
Sebec
Springfield
Somerset
Spafford
Shiloh
Salem, Ind.
St. Francis
Sauk Co.
South River
Salem, Neb.
Troy
Tioga Co.
Tuscarora
Tama
Union, Mich.
Van Buren, Mich.
Van Buren, Ia.
‘Wolfboro’
Weare
‘Wheelock
‘W. Rhode Island
‘Whitestown

Edgecomb

Rbode

Rev. D. Waterman, Damariscottif; Me.

Maine.

Jefferson Co., Kan.
Jefferson Co.,
Neb.
James River
Lisbon
Lawrence

Lake George

~and
FM
Doughty's Falls—Aux
Dover
&¥Foxcroft—Aux
East Dixtield—Aux one-half

Ellsworth—Q M Aux for support of Car-

work

New Portland—Aux 2nd F B Ch for Harper’s Ferry

North Berwick—Aux 1st Ch
Portland—Mrs R Deering for support of
teacher in India
for teacher with
Saco—Aux

Phillips

Sangerville—1st Ch

Sebec—Q M collection

York Co—Q M collection
¢

Stinging,

smarting,

passages, diseased

paiba. Druggists.
Dover, N.H,

Wason

:

adver-

New

Chapel Hall

00

V5.8
5.80

5.75

2203.00

8.00

4.00

32.00
4.00

208

2,08

Rev W R Stone Voiney N
Y per fund
Cattarangus Q M coll
E Penfield Ch Wom Miss

™

“Soo

Rev S A Stevens

E Pen-

field int

Spafford Q M coll
Erie Q M coll
Harrisburg PaCh S 8
Holland
Purchase Y
coll
Holland Purchase Y M
Mrs D C Bristol
Jefferson Q M coll
8
“ Wom Miss
Soc
Fairport Ch Wom Miss

Boston, Jan. 3, 1879,

‘We sell more of it than of all other Cough
Médicines put together, and have yet to hear

hy he! medical faculty, Manufactured on.
y
A. B. WILBOR,By Chemi
iM Eien
i
st, Boston . Bold by

Ed, Soc.

5.00

2.87

Ne. Parma,

Miss

Harmony

W

Wom

Miss Soc Owego

6.86
2500
4.16

‘

2.40

240

4.44

4.44

—

3.43

6.86
25.00
4.16

80.05 923.44

1.20
2.22
0

10.76

Lad

Wis

Beloit;

gh

Ch Bath N St) Me
Ch Six Mile Grove Iowa
Medical student Boston
Mass

Q

M N Y on salary of

J

Jenness

1.00

2.00

50

50

50

0

1.05)

4.00
00

10.50

1.00

:
1.17

2.88

1.47

1.00

1,90
1.00

761

761

‘y

"i

5

384

1050

Olneyville

Ch Lewiston
© Me

(Main

10.00

».50
.
—
—
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Clinch River
Calhoun & No. Branch
Cass & Berrien
Chain Lake

.

“25

5.00

Ellen

Com-

Free

Ohio

Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

7

912

1D Stewart Dover N H
Ch Danville N H
French Creek
QM NY
Mrs H F Lord Kenne-

Clerk.

Notices.

Treasurer

S. D. Bates,

Rev.

*

Market N H
Ch Hillsdale Mich

‘All money contributed for the Mane State Misgion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
(2522)
Me.

Ln

S F Smith Biddeford Me
Shepherd
Man-

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E. N.FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies sbould
52t
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y. to
whom all mission money within the bounds of the
52t
Central Association shouldbe sent.

has

wr

.

Tioga Co Q M Pa

CALHOUN & NORTH BRANCH Q. M., with the St.
Joseph River church, Aug. 5.
. GEO. N. HOWE, Clerk.

Quarterly

are. wanted

C H Purinton

moms

which reports

following

Meeting

2h0

W F Berry Canton Me

W. A. Humphrey, Bible in Schools; S. Humphrey,
Young Men’s Christian Association; — Boltol,
T. E. PEDEN,

3

(R

JRI

rospects in the South; J. H. Jones, Ordination of

The Young Christian.
2126

15%
a

3 88

the

S School Providence

Baptist

Freewill

Taylor,

P.

1.50

e
O Durgin Saco Me

constituted

a.

‘Meetings,

from

properly

Mary
finisierst R. J. Poston, The State Association;
J.
J. Peden, Our prospects in West Virginia; | _
financial
the
.secure
we
can
How
Frank Price, *
Mrs
Co-operation of all the Members of the Church?”
Bowman, Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic;
3. 1.

Clerk.

year

a

RO

received

next

“Is

T,

Q.M.;

Johnson

:

of

Peden,

HAGGETT,

3.00

W J Twort Raymond Me

local‘Church a Divine Institution *” B. V. Tewksbury, Skeleton sermon; S. H. Barrett, Revised
New Testament ; W. J. Fulton, Reflections at the
grave of Randall; Thos. H. Fierce, * What cona successful Minister?”T. S. Williams,
stitutes

M.

34

13.00

N H

at the

LL
oPhleis Co.

Rev Murk Merrill Madison Me for New Hall
Harper’s Ferry
CE Blake North Anson

Church Clerks; H. J. Carr, General Conference of

and

For Pathos, Humor. and intense interest,

pe r. _ It is the “booming book for Agents, and out-
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30,
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Ina E Fogg Deerfield

Powell,

Missiors;.

3kE8833s

the Register

follows :—D.

-

been

for

as

A. A. Moulton, Education
Society; J. M. Davis,
Pastoral relation; T. J. Furguson, “tmmortality of
8. J. Weed,
Deacons;
the ‘Soul; R. M. Cloud,

..

June

Me.,

640

640.

“ Oregon Wis

Bath,

bride's father, Kev.F. D. Georae, of Laconia, N.

ox

BoltonP

In

1.00

4.85

i

Mrs D H Whitham W
Bolton P
Ch Ashland NH
.
Ira N Rowell N Sutton Vt
Mary Watson Rochester
Village N H

1y34

4

you.

ever offered to

"The New Sunday School Song Book.

Sanborn, both of’
9,
;

P.

Miss Etta

Ee Moore and
Me.
ndish,

2.00

2.00

Rock & Dane
Q M Wis

New

833

no report

I
oo

CO.,

Home Missions; J. W. Martin, Foreign

- As we go to press with this issue of the Star,

Clerk.

WENTWORTH Q. M.~Held its .J

at Wentworth,

Wistar’s

August 15.

RECISTER REPORTS.

rr
disor

organized accord
to. in
FCa gSDs 8006
ok
gospel order.”
usages or
oy

*
M
Todd
Montana |

i
Married

n Steep Falls, June 25, by Rev. E. Blake, Mr. |

1.00
2.00

[3

8a88

its last
May 14

is always a true characteristic of

earnest,

&

CANVASSERS
per week selling goods

Send for their Catalogue and terms.

Have

Nur CREEK Q.M. —Held its June session
with Burns church, June 24-26.
There was
a good attendunce of delegates.
Steps were
taken looking toward the organization of a
Female Mission Society and “also to revive the
minister’s conference, in connection with the
Q. M.
We were favored with the company
of. Rev. J. 8. Dinsmore
from
Hancock
&
Quincy Q. M., who preached the Word acceptably.
Next
term with Liberty
church, Friday,
Sept. 9. Opening sermon by Bro. J. D. Lamb.
B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

Cedar Valley

conducted by the President (as in times past),
an

Emma
Butte

tory

Me

tars

20

Wis
od

“

Cleveland

©°

Clerk.

labors in the

Frye

Bro Tinkham

WWd

The

the earnest, devoted Christian worker in the
vineyard of the Lord. Our interests were magnified by the presence and labors of Elder
Dunn of Hillsdale College, whose labors were
highly appreciated by large, intelligent and attentive audiences during the entire session.
'His sermons were highly spiritual, bringing
from the volume of inspiration things
both
new and old,to the edification of the hearer and to the establishing of Christ’s spiritual
reign in the hearts and consciences of men.
May success attend his labors in the vineyard
of the Lord, and his pathway grow brighter
-and brighter unto the perfect day. Collection
taken on Sabbath for his benefit, resulted in
obtaining $21. Saturday evening was set apart
for the
Ladies’ Mission work in India, ably
whose

““*

2

Prospect Q. M.—

The attendance during the session was

Eastman,

York.

w

good, brethren aud sisters from all the churches in the Q. M. being present, representing
their spiritual welfare with that zeal and in-

Sister Wm,

for E.G. RIDEOUT

Clerk.

R. Woobncock,

following assignments were made for the next
session:
Opening
sermon, Friday
eve, by
Rev. C. Purrington; alternate, Rev. Chas.
Bailey.
Saturday A. M., from 9-45 to 10-30, the
«question, ** What ean our churchesdo without
pastors?’ leader, Rev. E. C. Shattuck; alternate Rev. E. G. Eastman.
Saturday
eve,
Temperaoce; leader, Rev. Wm. H. Littlefield;
Sabbath A. M.,
- alternate, Rev. C. Purrington.
public service, Foreign
Missions; sermon by
Rev. F. Cooper, jun;. alternate, Rev. J. D.
Coulliard.
A Sabbath-school Union was
organized, with Rev. Wm.
RH. Littlefield of Carver’s Harbor as leader,”
X
Next
session with \the
rth Montville
«<hurch, Sept. 16—18. Come
2

terest which

and

Ch Louden Center N

grave after liv-

Smith.
:
September séssion at Hague.

all in the demonstration of the Spirit, and with
power.
The social services were especiallyinteresting; some new veices were heard prais; ing God. We hope for a glorious future for the
Washington church and the beginning of better days for our Q. M.—Rev. J. Small was
chosen cor. mess. to Edgecomb Q. M., Rev.

and 15.

for Man

AGENTS AND
Make from $55 to $50

1880;T. E.

MONTVILLE Q. M.—Held its June
session
svith the Washington
church,
Most of the
churches were represented.
A good delegation of ministerial brethren were in attendance. The business meetings were harmonious
and interesting. Sermons by Revs. Purrington,
Littlefield, Eastman. Coulliard, and Rev. Bro.

SENECA & HURON(O,)Q. M.—Held
session with the South Bloom church

remedy

¢“
*

Mrs

LAKE GEORGE Q. M.—Held its last session
with Hadley church: very interesting session
although the churches were not all represented.
Ministers present, Revs. L J. Hoag and E.

Quarterly Bleetings.

KNOWLYON,

Wis
Sister Hogbin
# Newbold

Oil

—
op

of Liver-

ley, Medina Co., O.
Rev. T. A. Jones reports visiting the Bethes«da snd Plum Creck churches in June, where
he held interesting meetings, two being added
to the former church.

J, CoLBY

Both were buried in one

church, commencing Sept. 9.
A.J. Davis,

!

to the prospect Q. M.

and

_ Throat affections and bronchial diseases are reJieyod Immedialely by the use of Downs’ Elixir.

ext session of the Q. M. with the Mapleton

These two churches desire to settle a
Enquire of Deacon R. Putnam, Hinck*

J. D. Coulliard

Arnjea

Laniment is: n external
east.
.

ne together for 3§ years.

This
June 26.
baptized
pool, feur were
church now has preaching every Sunday A.
supplied
church is being
M...... Hinckley
with preaching by Rev. T. C. Charlton, local
Royalton church has no
M. I. minister.
preaching, but is sustaining a good Sabbath

from

Johnson's

€8
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Clev land
Cleveland

Blue Hil) O Falls Me
A Henderson Jackson
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AGENTS!
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|

Rev B § Moody So Limington Me

a8.00

work has been done the past year, such a work |
always at hand.
It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronas the Master can own and bless. Our churches
are supplied with preaching all or a portion of chitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, ConCh E Andover N H
« Pittsfield:
*¢
the time. It has been a hard year for mission
sumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.
“ Warner
a
work in our part of the State on the uc- 50 cents and $1 a bottle.
87
Lisbon
Q
M
account of deep snow, floods and mud blockO W Harris Franconia
ades.
Minnesota climate does not seem altoNH
gether congenial to a lively growth ot personal
C A Merrill Auburn Me
piety or church extension. Un Saturday, about
Ch Say Me
DP Jaynes Holyoke
b, P. M., one of our unwelcome visitors, known
:
a 88
in winter as a blizzard and in summer as a
Yearly Meeting Notices.
Ch-Sprin, g Creek Pa
carrytrees,
cfelone, passed over us uprooting
“ Saco Me
On10
RIVER
Y.
M,
with
2nd
Rutland
church,
unand
horses,
and
cattle
sheep,
ing off fowls,
Ladies Sewing Circle W
Aug. 12,
roofing and blowing down baruas and dwelling
Campton N H
houses in a most frightful manner.
An old’
Ch Lynn Mass
The next session of the OHIO RIVER YEARLY
K Bachelder Pittsfield Me
couple by the name of Chaffee living near were
MEETING will be held with 2nd. Rutland church,
Wheelock Q M Vt
killed, their house going into thousands of August 12 at 2, P. M. It is hoped all the Q. Ms.
Exeter Q M Me
T. E. PEDEN, Clerk.
pieces. ‘Their sudden death cast a sad gloom will be fully represented.
Ch Exeter Me
2126
over the community. On Monday their funeral
“ Garland‘
The
next
meeting
of
the
OHIO
RIVER
Y.
M.
services were attended: Rev. E. J. Keville
¢ Parkman *
MINISTERS’
AND
LAYMENS’
CONFERENCE
will
be
preached, B. A. Stow and A. J. Davis assist.
“ Rockdale Pa
’
held ‘with the 2nd Rutland
church, Monday,

Western.

Tasker,

Baxter’s

i

/

Athens Co O

C W Haning Chase

Jlinton StSt
Coe 76 Clinton
rs HJHJ Coe
Mea

,

3.80

Salem K Ky
Hamleton Salem
Giles
|GleslHamleton
owa
2)

3.00
8.35
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burg church is not far distant.
>

school,
pastor,

of

=5

the reaping time to Bro. Keys and the Martins-

Liy the pastor of the ¥.B. church

doses

Mandrake Bitters and his appetite will
right. Price, 25 cts. per bottle.

or

of the

gospel ministry. The examination proving
satisfactory, the sermen was preached by Rev.
B. Kirk of Winchester, Rev. C. Wainwright
led in prayer, Rev. N. C. Brackett gave the
charge and Rev. B. Kirk extended the hand of
fellowship. The church is well united, the S.
We trust that
school large and. interesting.

Ohio.

few

H

Wom Miss Soc Byhalia O
Wyatt Cook N Fairfield O
Ch Lawrence Mass
Bro
Hogbin Fairwater

he wants to

Ww

Sunday,June 26, was a day of special interest
By request of the
to the Martinsburg church.
church, a council met for the purpose of or-

daining Rev. H. E. Keys

eat, but lethim take a

of

represented by delegation and reported by letJer. The statistical reports show tbat a good

Virginia.

to the work

F. M. Washburn

in

280

“ Fairwater Wis
Waupun Q M
“

34

190
6.00

»

Ch Whitefield N Hi

War2627

st -©

have a

Jarge Sabbati-school. They ask for donations
of Testaments and Bibles and money.
West

Never ask a Dyspeptic person what

BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q. M.—Held its session at Easton Village; which was one of
interest and profit. All our churches were

They number about

well

thirty members, are

to

but really it seemed

as

A VilasW

F. B.

and.

Rev.

Nothing so quick-

1s]

68

33)

Roads O

1y regulates the system and keeps it pure
ner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.

Evansville, Rock & Dane . M., was with us
and preached toa large and attentive audience, a sermon, that was searching in its character and full of instruction and gospel truth.
Revs. F. B. Moulton, J. B. Gidney and Bro. A.
G. Dennett, of our own Q. M. did active service for the Master in preaching the Word.
. STILLWELL, Clerk.

that they
mission ehureh in Pittsburgh, writes
are endeavoring to raise means for the proselocated

demands immediate attention.

The

was one of unusual interest, would be only

ait baptism, and membership with the
comchurch. In the evening we had a good
of
some
are
ts
conver
These
.
service
munien

cution of their work.

last

most of the churches were represented by letlers and delegates. To say that the session

heads
tized seven persons, three of whom are
= Others
of families. Five joined that church.

2ev. W. R. Davis, pastor of a colored

its

‘session with the church in Hillsborough,

miles from here, last Sabbath morning, I bap-

success than formerly.”

(Wis.) Q. M.—Held

2.00
2)

68

Ch N Shapleich Me
Mrs A ET'ownsend Newfield Me

That White Tongue

seventy

church,

«On a visit to Lower Valley

kidney trouble—DAY’S KIDNEY PAD.

Harrisburg:

500
217

“ A” So Tamworth N H
Ch Orange O
Ch Chagrin Falls O
8 8 Spencer Chester X

Itisa positively guaranteed cure, for diabetes,
gravel, dropsy and every form of bladder and

wv

Pennsylvania
writes from
Drake
Rev. T. H.

We ask the prayers of other Q. Ms. that

we may work on and have a little part in: the
great contest that shall give the world to Jesus,
{| saved by his blood.
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.
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THE MORNING STAR, JULY 6, 1881. ~

Sad heart-beats
But send the quickened tide of memory

As spring birds, love-notes singing,
While thro’ leafy sprays they’re winging,

Full of joy—
With no alloy—
Passed the spring-time of thy days, and iu joy
and song,
;
As the brook, with merry murmur flowsalong,
Till its life-tide mingles ever
With the swiftly flowing river;
Thus with thee.
Past life’s glee,
Comes the sunshine of a warm and tender love,
Ties recorded in a Father’s thought above.
Now the clouds of cares maternal
Overshadow sunshine vernal;
Toilsome days.
Parting ways

Ere Jong doth cause to fall the bitter tear,
As the farewell kiss is given to one so dear; .
But they part to meet again
‘Far beyond the surging main;
Union sweet.
Days replete
‘With homesick longings for parental love,
‘While as strangers in a foreign land they rove.

Yet the cherished hope, how cheering!
“Of re-union, fond, endearing;

Ld

o

Minor

‘Will our parting be forever?
Shall we meet again, ah! never,
As of yore?
Gone before,
Ties parental quick are sundered

How
i

by

Death’s

:
thy aching," bleeding
bf

Shrinks aghast, and faintly echoes,” Never!
1 am parted from the dear home faces ever;
Fare thee well.”
Tet me tell
Ofa life without
Of a meeting far
* Where thy tears
As thou hearest

who was to build it; but the owner of the
lot was a stranger. He was a handsome

ing,
as usumal,
scattering
sunbeams
thrugh the small house, from the nursery,
where he set the twins, Harry and Hattie,

the sorrow borne in this,
transcending earthly bliss,
will cease their falling,
the Master calling,
* Child, come héme.”

Ne’er to roam
}
Sad and weary, lowly bending neath the cross.
Since thou, for Jesus, counted all but loss,

physique,

kind

to his work-

off for a sleigh-ride,

the workmen,or.

about, chattered among

that morn-

with

.the

clothes-

just the right alterative.

sive, and went up slowly, week by week,

plied the doctor, as he proceeded to carefully prepare a solution, ‘‘and partly because I long ago learned from experience
that a cheerful demeanor and kind=avords
pay. Idon't believe thdt a smile wads

the

hood.

admiration

of the

whole- neighbor-

When it was finished, with the

taste of a refined

woman,

he

furnished

‘Partly

madam,”

Wealth, of course,

advantages,

her

but

she

never

seemed to think whether they had mon-

ey or not.
!
Lota
Their home became the marked one of
the neighborhood. Instead of devoting
all his time to business,” Mr. Mason
would often sit on his piazza and frolic
with his children. We all, unconsciously almost, became interested in the happiness of that family. Their influence
was most beneficial.

Mr. Mason, though

not perhaps a particularly active Christian, was yet a nobleman; college edu-

cated, and a leader in good tliings.
One morning a lady ,said to me, as we
stood upon the street, ¢¢ There are twins
| at .Mc. Mason's house!” and the next
| day a carriage stopped at my door to say
that Mrs. Mason was dead. Very lovely
the young mother looked in her dress of
light silk, quite

covered

with flowers, as

husband

soon sold,

and a small

one

taken.

In a

few weeks more the curly-haired girl and
not do fancy work, or perhaps do not
boy were both dead, and the only one rewish to, and some people have little time
maining was the baby who had come
for sewing, or perchance prefer some
with its motber into the new house.
other kind of labor. But it never occurMr. Mason's character seemed fo change
red to Mrs. West that there was anything
at once as though he walked among cefor a woman to do but look after the
lestial things.
His life deepened as does
three meals, keep the house in good.
a
river
when
it
gets near to the sea.
order and visit. The first of these things
His face took on the look of one who
is certainly necessary to any well-arranghas conquered all and is master, but has
ed home ; but concerning the latter there
grown very humble in gaining the vicmight be too much of a good thing.
tory.
;

* Mrs. West did not read much.

She al-

ways regretted that she had no more time
forculture. She was not very active in
church work ; and she sighed equally that
she had so little time for that. She had
but two children. One of the good women of our neighborhood once said to me:

“Oh, if a kind Providence had only sent
Mrs. West six instead of two!” We both
thought privately that she would not
have visited so much; but very likely

‘that

would

have made

no

difference.

The six would doubtless have visited
with her, as the two usually did.
’

‘ What a blessing to be born goodtempered!” Mrs. West reiterated. ¢ We
had the best prayer-meeting last night
we have had for years. You know the
family who have moved into the cottage
across the street from ours—a man and
his sister and one little child. I never

heard a persen speak so beautifully as he
did.

He must live close to the kingdom.

I have called over atthe house. He is
one of the most sunny, kind-hearted men

I ever saw.

He must know a great deal,

too. He is so fond of children! I watch
him speak to the little folks on the street,

The

children of the

street became

his

children. He had gone out of self and
ease and luxury to hard work for the betterment of humanity, for the winning of
souls. Itwas no wonder that the prayermeeting was better than it had been for
years, but it was not being born goodtempered that had done it. He had been
tested in'the furnace of affliction, and had
come out like refined gold.
Mrs. West never knew his history, and
never got any nearer to his life, only to

see that it was something very bright and
beautiful, and wondered why more peo-

ple were not born so. Alas, sp few of us
are willing to be tested! —Christian Un100.
4-4-4
*
+o

was

her own son made her

She

A reporter of the New York Sun asked
the venerable Peter Cooper the other day
how he managed to live so long (ninety

years), and how he got so rich.
In answer

Cooper

said,

to the first question
“I

should

put

it in

Mr.
two

weeds:
Live soberly and righteously.
‘We are required not to eat too much,

‘nor to rink

too much,

nor to work

much, nor to play too much.

teo

We are liv-

and put his hand upon their heads, and’ ing on earth undens beautiful and benefilaws, laws designed in infinite wistheir faces always grow bright.~ I don’t - cent
dom for the elevation of mankind. 1 in-

see how it is that the Lord blesses some fer that just in proportion as we live in
people with a fine disposition. Nothing \obedience to these laws we shall have

and comfort.
Then you can ‘health
laws, we shall pay

* like being born amiable.

.make the best of things,”

:

“4 Grace does more for us than natural

gifts sometimes,” I said.
has been tested.”

Mr. Mason

__“Isaw you speak to him last night.

You must have known him before.

seemedso glad
thought

Yes,

to see

you!

He

Yet I

he looked sad for a minute,”
we Yived in the same town for
wish he

had a wife,” said Mrs.

If we disobey these

the penalty.
The
penalty of disobed ience must
paid
somewhere, somewhere at some time.”

Then to the question what general rule
he had followed which had enabled him
to acquire his great wealth, he said :
“One was that I determinedto give

the world an equivalent in some form of
useful labor for all that I consy med in it.
I went ob and enlarged m Lr
by
all the while
keeping out of d bt, 1

not recollect a time when I could not pay
what I owed uy day. bie a nc
“My rule was: Pay as you go. Iocan

remember the time when any man
‘Who was always especially interest- ‘not
could not have for the asking what I

ister, somebody

fo see that

¢ What does this mean?”

he said,

*¢ Lie still; you mustn’t stir,” said his

wife; * you have been sick.”

”

West

uncomfortable and dejected, grumbling
over the hard Providence that had laid
me up wounded in that miserable shanty

take

All

that

saved

have

eee

“WE NEVER DRINK.”
On the stage were seven or eight soldiers from the Eighth Maine Regiment.
at

the

Stage-house

in _ Lincoln,

‘I feared as much.

I have

heard from him Tora long time.”

a sum of money, nearly $20,

for, you see, at the

whole

Newton, brushing away a tear. "Never

did a soldier boy receive better care bodily and spiritually from any one of those
der the auspices of the War

as nurses.

un-

Department

She brought me back

to life

and health, and while she was doing that,

she led me, very gently and by

very

in-

ENGLAND
WITHOUT
AND
WITHIN.
By
Richard Grant White,
Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin &
Co.
12mo. pp. 601.
($2.00).
For sale by E. J. Lane & Co.

and

saying:
here,

We are glad to find these papers, which we
have enjoyed reading as they have appeared in
the Atlantic Monthly, published in this more
convenient form.
Few persons have written
from Mr. White's standpoint, namely, that of

truthfully and impartially presenting the Eng-

not

“ ‘What, my boy, still . questioning
God’s goodness? That will never do,

lish as they are, socially, morally
ually, and of correcting false
which either country (England
has of the other.
Few chapters
and yet more just than that on *

offered

If
we

our

would

dent

feelings

land and the English of to-day.

lowed—by

tion,

J

¢¢ At this-eventful period of my life I
also became impressed with the beauty
and usefulness of the ministry of healing,
and resolved to take up the study of medicine. So, you see, my whole life-work

thing—a

fact

Hoe is loyal in

his defense of the right of his countrymen to

of

pride in our soldiers, immediately advanced and said: ¢ Boys, this is a hand-

some thing, and I want you to drink with

skill in word-craft, he could define it in a way
me. I stand treat for the company.”
that would be quite satisfactory even to himI waited with interest for the reply; it self, upon a little consideration. This, howcame:
* No, sir; we thank you kindly; ever, Ican presume to say, that among Yankees who think about anything but the business
we appreciate your offer—but we - never and
the pleasure of their daily life, there is no
drink.”
]
: such indifference as that which he makes the
occasion of his reproach. To them England is
The scene was perfect; the first noble still the metherland, the * Old Home?” ot

and generous ; the last was grand.

their fathers,
It was therefore quite unsatisfactory to Mr.
White to find, that of all the foreigners with

How many soldiers under the same
temptation would have spoiled a singular-

whom he had intercourse abroad, the

0-0-0
++

And go he has written with the feeling thut the
people of the two countries were the same,
only developing themselves under different

DOMESTIO DANGER SIGNALS.
On the subject of domestic management I may quote a recipe for. ‘avoiding
family ‘quarrels, which I think may fairly

‘claim credit for good sense. It was given
me by an old man as invented and practised by a couple whom he used to know,
down ** Chidding-lye” way. ‘You see,
he said; ‘‘they’d agree between them-

selves that whenever he came home a lit-

English

people of Great Britain were the most ignorant of the English people in the United States.

of a whisky glass ! — Youth's Companion.

the acceptance of a loving,

helpful Saviour, thus engaging both my
mind and heart in the. manly, reasonable
service of the great Captain of our salva-

forms of government

and

physical

surround.

ings. The reader of the book soon comes to
share this feeling, and to be glad that so much

truth

has been told to the people of both

countries in the same covers.
best

qualities

critic’s

of

a

well formed

It combines the

traveler's

note-book,

opinions

and

an

a

easy

writer’s description of the interesting phases of

an interesting people’s daily life.

"

was shaped by following a kindly boyish

tle

wore his hat on the back of his head, and NEZ PERCE JOSEPH. An account of his anhis, enethen she never said a word; and if she |» “cestors, his lands, bis confederates,
is wars, his pursuit an

good morning: Profit by my little story,
all of you,and believe that smiles, accompaniedby cheerful, helpful words, are

a

part of God’s sunshine, every ray of which
unerringly reaches its own mark and
lastingly does its own appointed work.”
~The Advance.
PP

owed. Another thing I wish to say’: all
It/rains alike on the just andon the unthe money
I ever made was in machani- | ust.
On the just mainly because the uncal eve ly and not in speculation.”
! ust have borrowed their utabrellas,—
Ez.
ky

¢contrairy’

and

out

of femper,

I

:

ao

ih

country; with

tions for obtaining lands from the ‘governmen
t
or railroads; counsel as to procuring lands and
‘location; crops most profitable for culture, and

detailed descriptions of each State and - Terri.
tory. The work has been twenty months in

preparation
by the geographical
editor of
Johnson’s Encyclopedia, Dr,
L. P. Brockett,
of Breoklyn, whose experience has given him
.peculiar advantages for deing a work of this 3

kind.

The eyes of the whole world are turned

upon this nation as upon no
people of all nations (including

other, and the
our own) are

watching the progress, settlement and opportunities of the great West with greater interest
than those of any other section. No other

book contains the information this gives, and
it seems to be wholly unbiased.
THE

GEORGIANS.

[Round

Series].
16mo. pp.

Robin

. Boston : James R. Osgood & Co.

|

322. (81.00).

:

This isthe third in the Round

Robin

of novels, ‘ A Nameless Nobleman ” and

Lesson in Love ” having already

series
* A

been present-

ed to the public and favorably received.
““ The Georgians” is a story of Southern
life, Considered as a novel, which it claims to
be, it is eminently a success., For this reason
those people objecting to novel reading will
heartily eondemn it. It is original in design,
natural in execution, brilliant and powerful in
delineation.
The
lesson taught is that the
slightest deviation from honor brings its just
remorse.
Its very excellences are perhaps hts
greatest condemnation, for it is when a novel
ceases to be simply amusing and is absorbing
to the exclusion of more practical ideas that it .
becomes dangerous.
While the reader remembersit is only a fiction and laughs at its
comedy and tragedy as he does at Don Quix-

ote’s adventures with the windmills, it can not

stimulate unhealthy imagination ; but when by
the art or genius of the author its passages
seem to be real and the picture is forgotten in
the exciting interest that the story inspires,
then should one beware of the influence of
novel reading.

FRIENDS: A

DUET.

By

Elizabeth Stuart

Phelps, author of *‘ The Gates Ajar,”

* The

=~

Story of Avis,” etc. Boston: Houghton,
Mifilin & Co. 12mo. pp. 265. ($1.25).
This latest work is certainly one of the best,

if not the best of Miss Phelps’s wrtings. It is
a story highly impassioned also, but one in

which the characters are constantly striving to
do right and reaches its culmination through

experiences which

must

strange world of ours.

be common
A

young

in this

widow

and

the friend of her dead husband endeavor to be
friends. Sympathy changes to pity and pity

but the changes of earthly circumstances force
upon the thoughts of these two friends the
fact that they need each other in a closer bond
than that of friendship.
We are glad when at
the close of the book Kaiser called Nordhull
back to Reliance.
Miss Phelps selects her characters with commendable discrimination.
Nordball is an upright, noble man, inspiaing respect und rever-

ence,

Reliance

is a true woman.

Their solu-

tion of the difficult problem before them was
natural, honorable and Christian.

Lee & Shepard (Boston) publish a neat and
substantial edition of the Revised New Testament, which they sell for $1.00, printed in

large open type, with the marginal readings,
and a list of the preferred American readings.

It is an exact reprint of the authorized University editions.

The July Atlantic is a particularly strong

pri

BE

hd.

Brig, Gen.

exceed-

who entitles her.paper “The Gentlemen's
Contribution to the Ladies’ Deposit;” the
other, entitled * Sympathetic Banking,” is a
remarkably clear and vigorous account of this.
astounding financial performance, by Henry
A. Clapp, a Boston lawyer, who evidently
knows the whole thing by heart, These two
articles can not fail to be read with extraordi~

nary interest.

John Fiske

curious value on * What

has an essay of
is Mythology?” H.

H. continues her delightful Norway «sketches =, =
in a paper “Four Days with Sanna.” Miss Surah
Orne Jewett, author of the charming * Deephaven?” stories, contributes a similar sketch,
¢ Andrew’s Fortune,” which is wonderfully
true to New England country life. John C.
Dodge, in a very interesting article, points out

the defects of “Trial by Jury in the United
States.” ¢ Mischief in the Middle Ages,” by,
Elizabeth Robins, is so engaging an article on
80 engaging a subject, that everybody will read
it. Mr, Whittier contributesa thoroughly char-

acteristic and therefore excellent

poem *‘ In

useful though unpretending service. Boston :

0

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

8. A. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 12mo. pp.
threw her shawl over her left shoulder,
274, ($250).
and then he never said a word.” If simIt is worth while to have an dccount of an
larly wise danger signals could be pretty
actual Indian campaign by a soldier of Gen.
[largely used, how many unnecessary col- Howard!s- character, os one may be sure
lisions wouldbe avoided, and how many ‘that the narrative will
spassionate, aca long train of evil consequences would curate and just. + Chief Joseph” drew the
be safely shunted till the line was nlear attention of the whole ngtton to himself by
his wily, daring and murderous career a fow
agaln.— Sussex
Folk,” in Leisure years ago, and by the defiant
mannerin which he
opposed the United States troops,

ago, is the subject of two articles, one

ingly pungent and amusing, by Gail Hamilton,

sketch of the Books of the Month renders a very
OBO o
0+

‘A concordance to the Revised New

ment is being prepared in London.

TestaSein

Itis rumored in London that Queen Victoria

will assist Lord Rowton in editing the papers

ih
of the late Earl of Beaconsfield.
Queen Elizabeth of Roumania, under the no
de plume of ** Carmen Sylva,” has published a

volume‘of Roumanian poems translated into

The pres

German,

ai

.

the various routes to the new

prices of transportation ; the laws and regula-

apoem on “ Wounds.” The Contributors’ Club
is full of pleasing little essays; a descriptive

he

came in a little * crags’ and crooked, she |

Hour.

educational and religions progress, and future
prospects of the whole region lying between.
the Mississippi and the Pacific ocean. Ace
counts of numerous incidents ang
adventures.
with profuse illustrations give interest and
‘value to the work. To this is added a list of

Memory” of Mr, Fields ; and Edgar Fawcett has

impulse to speak
a cheerful
to a lonely, dependent woman.

word
But,

ture; the mineral and mining products; ‘ the
crops, herds and flocks; the social. condition,

share in the traditional honors of England, and
and interesting number. ‘‘ The Greek Play at
to be regarded as branches from the true vine. Harvard,” which has attracted so much attenHere is an extract from the preface :
tion, is described by Mr. Charles Eliot Norton,
* ‘What the Oxford Graduate who became the one of the most competent and accomplished
Oxford Professor may mean by the vague,nondescribing term ‘ Americans ”, I do not exact- of American scholars, The Boston Woman's
I know ; nor do I believe that, with all his Bank, which caused no little talk a few months

viting paths, to supplement my code of ‘ly good deed in taking thanks for it out
good morals--which my friends would say,
perhaps, I had always commendably fol-

attempt to do any unusual

which makes his book more true to the Eng-

But mark what now followed. Another
individual in the room, who had looked
with

and intellectimpressions
and America)
more severe
Philistia,” or

more friendly ‘and yet more truthful than that
on “ English Manners,” have been written.
And yet Mr. White has written without evi-

give you a hundred dollars.”
The old man replied: ¢ Boys, you
must put it in my wallet, for I am blind.”

on the scene as I had,

curate descriptions of the geography, geolog
y

und natural history; the climate,
soil, agricul

tolove. The dead husband is never forgotten,

He was
always

liked him.”
*‘ Where is he now?”
‘He is a lieutenant in a ‘colored regiment, and a prisoner at Charleston.”
For a moment the old man ventured
not to reply, but at last, sadly and slowly,

were

to arrest

as a philosopher.

“John
i
“0, yes; we know him well.
a sergeant in our company.
We

man,

was in him,

Mr. Mead as atjndicious writer and to Carlyle

* What is his name?”

company

thought

the wholesale tendency to blame the Chelsea
sage which bas so rapidly developed during
the past few months.
Carlyle’s Calvinism,
his Democracy, his Metaphysics, his interest
in the laboring. classes,—all these topics and
many
others. are taken up in the volume at
hand, and their treatment is creditable both to

ment.”

it to the old

what

that the book will have an influence

there came to the office a poor blind man
—stone-blind, slowly feeling his way
with his cane. He approached the soldiers and said in the gentlest tone:
¢¢ Boys, I hear you belong to the Eighth
Regiment. I have a son in that regi-

he said:

credit for

and to.blame him justly. The Reminiscences
it is claimed do not truly reveal him, neither
is Sartor Resartus the philosophy of a transient trifler. Even his rough
words about
Americaseem to have been softened on the
occasion of his Edinburgh Inaugural, when he
spoke of the United States as one of the finest
Nations of the world. Mr. Mead has attempted
to put Carlyle’s utterances on the same subject
together, and to draw the fair inference, which
could not be done by making any one page of
his books or any one day’s ‘ratiocinations the
standard of judgment.
He has written in a
sharp, piquant style, and we can not doubt

tack you are likely to die unless there are

They did not wait for another word;
but these soldiers took from their wallets

chosen career, he has sent you an old
friend, and has given her an opportunity
to pay you for all those cheerful good
nights and good mornings.’ And turning
my bandaged head, I saw the dear old
matron standing near me, with a sponge,
some warm water, and a large soft towel
in her hands. ‘I have come to make you
a little more comfortable,’ she said.
+“ And she did indeed,” continued Dr.

honest

the severest measures used.”
He made no farther defense. Suffice it
to say that he never had anether attack.
— Selected.
2

While

This is the most’ comprehensive as
it is the:
latest work on the States and Territ
ories west
of the Mississippi. It contains
full and ac-

he de"

Now it is this forbidding side of Carlyle that
story-tellers and magazine writers have been
holding up to view eversince his death, so that
there is need of a book to do just what Mr.
Mead attempts in this volume,
namely, to explain the man’s self, to give him precise and

another such spell, I shall be more frightened than ever; for the tendency I am
sure is to apoplexy, and from the next at-

—

but

not see them?” was the response.

and, above.all, don’t blister me again.”

And if you

ual
ee. .Fhidepp iphia
RE Scio
hi.: Brg(ey,se
CATellon

and

ged ressoner.
He seems sometimes
to have
been a cynic. He sought the weak spot in all
persons and institutions, and growled about
them. Even Nature's defects seemed to be
more a matter of contemplation with him than
her beauties. * The beautiful Thames,”
said
an enthusiastic American who had called upon
him. “Yes, but the dead dogs in it; did ye

hands and feet still worse.

Oh, indeed, I will!

EMPIRE:
3
og TE
. A. M., M. D., one of the editor's of the ay
* New

($1.00).

blame,

WESTERN

beyond the MisSiap

——

Carlyle is a fit object of

blisters—do,” he pleaded piteously.
He was in a most uncomfortable state
—his head covered with sores, and his

you were the blisters.

OUR

serves to be blamed justly. He was nervous,
fretful, peevish, but a deep thinker and a rug-

off the

without a friend to care for me, I heard a
familiar voice say,
.

of your

16mo. pp. 140.

¢¢ They are blistered.”
‘“ Well, I am better now:

®

.

———

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CARLYLE. By Edwin
H. Mead. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

fever. We have worked with you all
night.”
¢ I should think you had,” groaned the
poor victim. ¢¢ What’s the matter with
my feet?”

of |

#1 was wounded in our first skirmish,
and as I lay sad, sick and unspeakably

outset

six

‘I am not sick.”

for

Point, and, graduating about the time the
war of the rebellion broke out, I had not
the chance to be a’ ‘ carpet’ lieutenant a
great while, but was immediately sent to
the front.
:

very

Infinite,” ‘ The Alternative Theories,”
‘ The Inferences from Theism.”

military reports.

worthy of attention.

and Final Cause,” * Immanent
Finality,”
*‘ Conscience and a Moral Order,” “ History
and a Moral Parpose,”. ‘ Personality and the

put-

““Deur,” he said, groaning,
«if 1
should ever get sick in this way again,
don’t be alarmed and send for a doctor;

and considerate to ward all ‘the mothers,
sons in that’ great school. I felt very.
tender toward her after that, and’ among

at

till

ting his hands to his bandaged head.

re-

watchful

sometimes.’
“I duly entered the academy

not

near morning that he began to beat about,
disturbed by pain.
About daylight he woke up to the most
uncomfortable consciousness of blistered
agonies.
;

would

tenderness

more

the blisters

were eating into his flesh, it was

acterize mere

Portraits
of Joseph aud Gen. Howard and
a map of the
campaign are included in the
volume, which
is well printed, and is withal a
book that is

singularly free from technical language,.so that

had | *“ Oh, yes, you are; you have the brain

dear, noble ladies who were sent out

BE TEMPERATE
AND PAY AS YOU GO.

sleep, and, notwithstanding

&

persons not addicted to metaphysical reading
will find them interesting, while the grace and
vigor of expression will commend them to the
attention of the most vigorous reasoners.
The
style is pure and elevated, and is characterized
by uniform candor and sincerity.
The book is divided into chapters taking up
successively ‘‘ Present Aspects of the Problem,” “ The Relativity of Knowledge,” “Cause:
and Force,”
‘The Argument from Order,”
‘The Argument from Design,” ** Evolution

The patient lay all night in a drunken’

the cold world, but she always replied
very gently that it was all for the best,
her

he

shaved close, and blisters were applied.

ii ‘me how she had been left to rough it in
could we only understand it.

drunk,

blisters,” she urged, ‘ or will send for
some one who will.”
The husband's head was accordingly

moved from her by death. I could not
help questioning God’s goodness, and so
expressed myself to her, when she told

say that she thought

examining

only

Mifflin
¢

Diman was an interested student of the problems which belong in common to metaphysics
and theology, and when he was invited to
lecture on the foundations of Revealed Religion,
before the Lowell Institute, inthe spring of
1880, he found himself already well prepared
for the important work.
Indeed he had but to
review, we are told, the recent literature on the
subject, to swiftly produce the lectures which
afterwards so delighted and
instructed his
audiences.
These lectures have been prepared
for the press by Professor George "P. Fisher,
andare now given to the public almost exactly
as Professor Diman left them.
No believer in
the doctrine of Revealed Religion can read
them without a great deal of satisfaction, and
doubter and questioner ought to find much
light in a careful study of them.
They are

But the wife insisted that he was very

died when she was a young woman, leaving her with an infant son whom she
carefully reared, and whom she thoroughly educated, earning the money with her
own hands. Just as he had attained to
man’s estate and was able and preparing
to make a home for her, he, too,

and

was

e is picturesque, and fs
relieved of that stiffness and
formality which,
char

of

Brown

This is one of the substantial and valuable
publications of the season. The late Professor

sick, and that severe remedies’ must be
used.
?
You must shave his head and apply.

cozy office where she was busy about her
duties, for a little chat with her.

“I soon found that her

very

sdid :
:
’
* He will be all right in the morning.”

sorts. Quite often I used to run into her

Family Tarcle.

can

him, found that he

every room in it. The harmony of colors
in fresco and upholstery, the delicacy of ever lost in God's great plan ,and admindrapery, were a delight to all who saw istration of human affairs, any more than
it. By and by a beautiful woman came I believe that a flower ever bloomed or
with her baby. She was as good as she that a song-bird was ever created in-vain.
was fair to look upon. She became an
“ When I was a lad, I was sent to the
active member of the church, joined our Russel Military School, New Haven, Ct.
literary circle, was genial as her husband, I was homesick enough at first, and don’t
and was as honored in public work as she know what would have become of me
was beloved in private life. Amiable had it not been for the matron, a gentle,
naturally, and schooled to conduct her grandmotherly woman, who was never
household wisely,
she never seemed in a hurry, never flurried, never out of
or disturbed.

was

When the doctor

came and felt his pulse,

re-

she lay in her coffin, the lid entirely removed.
A good many persons’ stole other little exhibitions of respect and love,
With eternal life we’ll crown thee,
With unfading joy endow thee;
away .from the room to look at-the pretty I never failed to bid her ¢ good-night’ and
Priceless boon!
twins up stairs asleep! .The mother had ¢ good-morning’ every day, even if I had
Raymond, Me., June 21.
gone away with the full consciousness of no opportunity for any prolonged chat
what she was leaving, knowing that fi- with her.
nancial difficulties would take all the pro‘I had been in the school hardly six
perty, and that the home would be sold; months before my father, with the help
and her last thought was for the husband of our Congressman, got me appointed to
who needed her strength as well as West Point, and came for me to go home
TESTED.
.
cheer.
to prepare for my new curriculum of
‘What a blessed thing it is to be born
A funeral more free from gloom I study. Iran into the matron’s officé to
good-tempered !” said bustling little Mrs.
have never witnessed.
The children bid her an affectionate good-by, and was
Westto me one day, as she came in to
were told that death was only going a good deal touched, after she had given
call in the precious hours of the morning, ’
home, and the long procession to the me a tearful ‘God bless you! to hear her
when I could ill spare the time. Womgrave seemed to them like a company say in a trembling voice :
en have such a way of bringing in, their
taking a pleasant journey.
In two
¢
‘I
heartily
thank
you
for
every
cheer‘work and visiting, as though the time of
weeks both twins were in the vault with ful ““Good night” and “Good morning” you
some other women might not be exceedtheir mother. The handsome home was have ever given me, for I am very lonely
ingly valuable to them.
0

Now, all the pefple in the world

tient's feet and hands.

:

constitutional,

who

looking object. The doctor was sent for
in haste, and mustard applied to the pa-

had administered

danced along the'green grass.
The house was on high, ground, expen-

wife,

parple, and, altogether, he was a pitiable-

basket for a pony, to the Kitchen,
where he went himself for a glass and
spton, and left Kate, who had been in
one of her tartaric-acid moods all the
morning, effervescing with laughter m a

way to show that he

his

much shocked, told him he was sick, and
must lie down at once; and in a moment
or two he was comfortable on the sofa, in
a drunken sleep. His face ‘was reddish

:

Dr. Newton had bustled in

men, and yet with a well-bred air that
commanded respect. There came with
him usually a girl of six, and-a boy perchance a year younger. They were both
curly-haired, gleeful little things, who
tumbled over the stones that lay scattered

gave

strain,

Sad and low doth waft the tidings to thy soul,
Rising, falling, as the ocean billows’ roll.

dart,
Fierce, insatiate.
heart

among your patients.”

fretted

Hope, how vain!

are

on earth,
ground
-was
broken over
against it for a house.
We wondered

man, of fine

back,

To days when naught of gladness thou didst lack;

to the house,

as you

in

eee

Buti repeats.

trick of yours, for I know
you ‘are just the
same in your own household

Professor

Houghton,
($2.00).

Ld

‘Which the swift, on-coming morrow

the loveliest place

Political Economy

University,
Boston:
Co. 12mo. pp. 392.

AA

cottage seemed to me

by J. Lewis Diman, D, D., late

History and

MN

This is thy time of weeping, Sister dear,
Along thy shaded pathway falls the tear
Of deep unfathomed sorrow,

and our own

But one night he came

a

When I was first married,

was a drunkard.

home at a very late hour, and much the
worse for liquor. When he staggered in-

Pe

J.E.JORDAN.

vo SIN

tory even if I had felt incliied to do so.

Eg

I was too busy to tell Mr. Mason’s his-

T.

and history of Joseph and his tribe
and the hard fighting with a daring and
wily :
foe. The narrativ
, the.
marches in a mountainous and stra
nge country

Vly A

J.

THE THEISTIC ARGUMENT AS AFFECTED BY
RECENT THEORIES. A course of Lectures
delivered at the Lowell Institute in Boston

husband

EO

W.

her

LTR

MRS.

MRS,

know

SU TIN By

BY

TO

ing, for she did not

RI

INSCRIBED

“many want him !”

ent volume is a fitting supp
lement to that
wide-spread interest, for it describe
s the char.
acter

OY

RESPECTFULLY

ee

A young wife had just settled in her
new home... All seemed fair and promis-

TE

LINES

- Hiteravy Rebieto,

WHAT SAVED HIM.

THE DOCTOR'S LITTLE STORY.
“ How do you manage to always carry
such a pleasant, hope-inspiring face and
to keep such a cheery ring in your voice,
doctor ?” asked Mrs. Gardiner of her family physician.
‘It isn’t a professional

pi

everything goes right. But then, he isa
rare man. He probably wouldn't: find
the right person. Youll see a gobd

Poetry,

A

+

a
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Unhesita tingly, heroically,

the

henceforth he
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THE THEME FOR SUCCESSFUL WOSPEL
PREACHING.
.
[A sermon preached before the Union (N.
White,

L.
:

by request.]
and printed
Text, 1 Cor. 2: 2.
:

iant over unseen foes and at a respectful

delermined, whatever the

:

"The ministry of Paul at Athens, unlike
his ministry that followed it at Corinth,
was so far as immediate results were concerned, almost a total failure. The present object is to explore the reasons why
the Apostle accomplished more at Corinth than at Athens. .
The explanation which accounts for the
failure of our Lord in many places where

save Jesus Christ and him crucified.
We will now look to our text and context for the reasons why Paul’s Corinthian
ministry was more successfal than that at
Athens.
If we could see anything
in the character of the

citizens

of

Corinth

which

would incline them to accept Christ more
readily than would their fellow-Greeks at
Athens,or if subsequent developments in
the history of either place revealed .to us
the inscrutable mystery of some divine
plan in favor of Corinth over Athens, then

we might look elsewhere than in a changed mode of apostolic preaching for the
foundation of the Corinthian church, But,
the Corinthians were like the Athenians?
eager, ‘intellectual,
disputatious and
rhetoric-loving—were self-satisfied scof.he did no mighty works, is applicable fers besides being greater money-lovers
here. Unbelief will paralyze the migh- and worse sensualists.
They were a people who would admire
tiest efforts.
Certainty of success can
be predicated upon no prescribed rules or the eloquence of Apollos more than the
methods of work, because of the fatal fa- spiritual tenderness of Paul; would be
cility men have for unbelief; still there won more quickly by a trick of speech
are principles and methods, which can than a flood of tears.
But Paul renounced forever the enticing
not be ignared to render success probable or ever possible.
The same ele- words of man’s wisdom and resolved to
ments, which make up any true success knew naught but Christ and him crucified.
here—since God re- Would to God that thousands and thouin life, are necessary
sands of preachers would do so to-day.
-quires always normal conditions to at- gos art and more gospel. There would
tend any healthy growth, and works by
e Jess praising sermons and more praishis Spirit only through those instruments
which are most comformableto the simple ing God. There would be less hunger
Hence we find that for worldly applause and more thirst to
laws of Nature.
1
those who do the Lord’s work best, ‘are save souls.
We notice first, in Panl’s Corinthian
by nature the most simple and unafin- ministry, great plainness of speech. The
fected, and by grace the most willing
Those two verses following our text read,
struments of the Divine purpose.
methods succeed best which are truest to + My speech and-mny preaching was not
the latter being of with the enticing words of man’s wisdom
the ** nature of things”,
but in demonstration of the Spirit and of
course but the expression of Divine will.
Notice three conditions of Paul's Murs power, that your faith should not stand
Hill ministry which we would naturally in the wisdom of men but in the power of
Se
LE
think an assurance of success: 1st. The God.”
It is a poor, thought. that passes current
consummate ability of the speaker. To be sure Paul could boast of no im- only by the tinsel dressing of brilliant
posing appearance for it was said his bod- metaphors. It isa poor sermon that is
ily presence wus weak, nor could he popular only through the tricks of a
boast an eloquent tongue for his speech rhetorician. It is a poor convert won by
was termed contemptible, but he brought the tragic declamation of a pulpit mountea culture of mind, an enthusiasm of man- bank.
There is a large church not a thousand
per and warmth of heart which more
than compensated for what otherwise he miles away held together by the magnetism of a man who jmetamorphoses the
lacked.
His masterly logic, perspicuious style, pulpit into a stage. * His oratory is a perwould naturally engage the attention of fect blaze of Sky-tockeis. His sweeping
those cultured Greeks. And yet we make figures of speech describe hyperboles and
a fatal mistake when we would ascribe parabolasof the imagination, whose ends
to merely human culture a very conspic- never meet. Not the sober outlines of the
uous place among the elements, of suc- cross but the flaming eresceént, not the unpretentious armor of the Christian but the
cessful gospel preaching.
The testimony of history as well as fiery weapons of Salodin, are the images
revelation is that it is by the foolishness his soul delights in. He prays to be delivered from the orthodox but

of preaching that the wisdom of the wise

unpardon-

onstration of the Spirit?

Or does

he

not

rather strain his brain for startling metaLL. Ds, and F. R. 8's are often the phors, tragical climaxes, comical juxtaheavy baggage of very slow trains”, and positions of ideas? In trying to avoid
yet these slow trains are the back-bone of *+ pulpit dullness,” there is a real danger
of stage strutting.
:
business.
It is never safe to sacrifice truthto a
Such men in the retirement of their
studies by most laborious research often metaphor; it is never right to imperil the,
furnish the fodder which more active and eternal interests of even one immortal
-. facile men consume in the arduous toil of soul by catering to the vitiated tastes of
actual service. God has a place for every large and popular assemblies. Abnormal
consecrated worker, and I am not going appetites are easily created by over=
to complain of God’s apportionment of spiced food.
Preach against the Revision if you want
toil, whether some are set apart of him
Jugs just

to make a new

* D. D's,

the

that

such.titles,

revision of the

Bible,

to, but when

or

willbe no

have

degraded,

and

had

rendered old and threadbare,

he

revisions

won

the

one, but willingness to hear without an
earnest desire to get the truth, makes

only a very partial and uncertain listen-

-er,

These Athenians, we are told by Luke
dn a parenthesis, spent their time in nothing else but ** either to tell or hear some
new thing.” The resurrection was not a
new idea. Should they listen to a despised Jew upon a subject which baffled

Soften words

facts remain.

of philoso-

the

was a theme too tame and contemptible.
Some thing new or pleasing they demandIt is needless to remark

- new, as well as the race

are seady to ander,
astes, are
bins

preaching m&

that

delight in pe

not all

Jane

of preachers who

their depraved

de ad yet.

But what-

«means about.
have led the

Paul's’

rely too much upon himself apostle to
enough upon the
Holy Spirit, seeking to

win the cultured by learning and rhetorical art, instead of the Divine simplicity
of the gospel ; or whether unbelief numbed

the flow of his sympathies and chilléd the
hearts of his hearers-«whatever the cause
it is certain that afterward we read of no

more circumlocutions, no more. quota.
tions from heathen poets; in “short, that
Paul dropped the finished poetic style.
"He must have descended from the Are1Rogus with a pained and saddened
tart. The rejection’ ‘meant to Paul a
ore _fomplete ‘sell-renunciation and
Iho -Cirnestness,

He

felt thereafter

at to wrest from the kingdom of Satan

Messiah,

of danger;

and

if you will,

but

j

I i

beneath

er repair.

A single act of indiscretion

by human

hands,

camlocution

nite the aim,

mark.

the

better:

the

the surer

more

the

The Holy Spirit wings the shaft
A Quaker

once

discovered a thief in his house and taking
down his grandfather's old flintlock, he

retroactvie or diverting,—it's «Bhop win-

very evasive. To

stabbing
a ghost.

are

try to kill one is’ like

To chase one may

be

amusing but not profitable. The warfare is something like that which my lit

tions and niissiles into the murky darkness, bidding defiance to all the shadowy

dwellers in ghostland.

Many wax

val-

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones
up

—C

PERKINS MOULTON died in Holderness,N,
H., Mar. 17, in his 73rd year. He was born in
Sanborntown and spent his early life there.
His first wife was Betsey Sanborn, also of S.,by
whom he had three children, two of whom,
with their mother had passed on before him;
six years ago he was married to Mrs. Charles
Shaw, who, with the remaining daughter, is
left to mourn his death. ‘He joined the Congregational church at the age of 11 years, and remained a member until he moved to Holderness, after which he was baptized by Elder E.

ours. Looking through the medium of a
hard, cold seltishness, is it any wonder
that many see ouly the harsh outlines

get out of the way ; for the Spirit moves
me to fire this gun right where thee
stands.”
:
When we preach Christ and him crucified we are aiming just where the sinner
stands. Tearing . down
* isms” don’t
build men up. Men catch the spirit of
destruction only too easily.

idols totter

flowers which

thrones.

The

rushing forward

with

half-developed, mis-shapen,

crushed, perhaps, yet
the holy fragrance our
ed?
They look not upon
beings they might be,

be slowly undermined by
to endanger the true faith.
the parable of the tares.
1a the human heart and

on their

see it

the remorseless crush of gelf-seeking, and
have no eyes for the best and sweetest

super-

to let even a

Better sometimes

stition stand to
the truth, than
You remember
Set Christ up

of humanity;

retain something of
Creator first impartmen for what noble
instead of the poor

things they are.

Get a view of the world through the medium of the cross, and see if the poor
thorny surface long attracts your atten-

most

powerful argument against an *‘ ism” is
the argument of God's love in Christ

tion;

see

if the

poorest

specimen of

hu-

manity be not clothed upon with infinite
and hinx crucified, and don’t be afraid the dignity
and
‘worth;
see
if the bartheme will ever wear threadbare.
O, it est possibility that that soal never awakes
is the richest theme in the universe, the
to a consciousness of its priceless worth
widest, fullest, grandest !
: through Christ be not enough to touch the
It is the centralization of all our hopes ; deepest and strongest chords of your natthe best display of infinite love God ure? Let not the thought of human decould possibly make. It teaches us more pravity dry up the springs of your love and

of love and

forgiveness,

of patience

suffering, forbearance to

in

to bis creatures,

than all

possible ‘ depths

in our

preaching

Fever, and

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE

redemption.

*

ok

ok

ok

k

ok

k

Kk

Kk

Kk ok

¥

k

Xk

surface;

the loving heart feels it all.

While I was in college, I was impressed
very deeply by an incident illustrating the

and tears, terror and degradation.

pathos of these facts,
be known to be felt.

With the cross, all these rivers of blood

become significant, all these toils, sufferings and sacrifices grow luminous, the

which need only
I had observed

large Newfoundland dog about the
tories for nearly a week.

to
a

dormi-

nignly down from the attic windows upon
his master.
The old man trudged up the
long flights of steps, but when he reached
the room, he saw the dog playing leapfrog with the boys on the campus. Again
he patiently descended and the chase was

When

his friends

came

in

kept up until the old man saw it was of no

use.

of his brush

them from his canvas.

he

dear

to us or how pleasing

greatest

possible joy

to others,

or the

deepest

possible woe—it,is thesavor of life unto life
or of death unto death.
Glad tidings of great joy: joy for the
habit-bound and deeply sinful; joy for the
unfortunate, joy for the oppressed and sorrowful, joy for the lost everywhere.
But
woe, 0, eternal woe to the hypocrite and
impenitent,
Is there a place for sentimen¥
tal preaching here?
O how our souls should be filled with
Jesus Christ.
We want Jesus in our
preaching and Jesus in our practice, Jesus
in our hearts, Jesus in our homes and Jesus in our neighbors’ homes.

shop, in

the field,

for theliving te

on

the

Jesus

of Christ,

when

foo for the dying.

the power of the

gospel

sake, you

read

while he trudged

Oh!

of the cross.

You hear no words of

idle declamation, no subtle langague of
rabbinical love, no rhetorical flourishes,
no flowers of speech like a pulpit decora-

** But,” you say,
apostle (judg-

wandered from his subject P? Yes, 1 do
expect Paul was a delightful wanderer
from his subject to the sinner's heart;
would God that there were more such

Phillips would

like to

L.

see just such

away

followed closely by

hide from us the fact that every soul needs

ing from his letters) must have sometimes

I expect James

let
to

our sympathies,as the sid music of the sea
after a storm and shipwreck, or of an Aeolian harp sighing in the chambers of a dyWe should feel with Paul that
ing child.
we stood between the living and the ding;
and Ho outward prosperity should ever

for our sinful race. Christ in his person

wanderers as Paul.

and

life should ever-8wéep across the bosom of

tion of an Eastsr morn ; butit is Christ and
him crucified. Christ our prophet, priest
and king, Christ the Lamb of God, slain
‘ don’t you think that the

hearts

gone, my brethren, we shall regret that
we were not more faithful, more tender,
more loving.
We shall wish that in ten
thousand instances we had looked clear
through the hard husks of worldly lives
and penetrated
the sweetmeat of their existence. Would that we never looked upon a soul as pagt all hope. Would that we
could cherish that strong faith which enlarges a bare possibility into a glorious
probability, how straight, sweet and convincing would come
the message; how
large and divinely helpful would our lives
become.
The solemn pathos
of human

of an indomitable spirit,—lines, marks,and

and Christ in his office.

Lig
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(TRADE MARK.)
Dyspepsia,
Diseases

a

a mission of relief and divine helpfulness.
Preach to the livingas you would exhort,

plead with

and comfort the dying.

Then

nothing helps but Christ and him crucified.

Then you want the gospel epitomized. Oh!

we can afford to let all other blessings escape from our Pondora’s box, all gther

—

)

Element,

TRON,

infusing

Strength,

Vigor and New Life into all parts of the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, its energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent,
SETH

W.

FOWLE

& SONS,

Harrison Avenue, Boston.

Proprietors,
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Sold by all Druggists.
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"DR.N. G6 WHITE'S
PULMONARY
EIOIXTR
oe FOR
Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,
The

astonishing

success

or this Elixir, ana

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for

:

Lung and Throat Affections.

Wyoming

This schoel was never

in

Co., New

better

condi-

The Best REMEDY

XNOWN

to Man!

11,000,000 Bottles
SOLD

SINCE

This Syrup possesses
It

Stimulates

Saliva,

which

the

Sugar of the food into

glucose.

YORK

and

A defi-

took

for bronchial

ton,

TON,

The

only place in New England where Telegraphy is
tically and proper
ly taught. Young men
dies desirous of becoming Telegraph Operators need look
no farther.
Expénscs reasonable, Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N, H. '
Ularke’'s Compound Mandrake Bitters
Cures Sick<Headache, Constipation of the Bowels,
and all Bilious and Liver Complaints. It purifies
makes

Feb.

8,

1881.

Sum-

For catalogue adRidge
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fitted

for

business

H.

INSTITUTION.—New Ham

Rev.

A.

B.

Meservey,

for both sexes.

Ph.

teachers.

Regular

Connected with

to
cipal.

A.M.

Rio

Grande,

Gallia

Co.,

Ohio.

or

For
.

further

ATES

particulars, address the principal,
ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

COLLEGE

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

,

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for college. The course of study extends over three
years, of three terms each. Expenses are moder
ate. Kor Catalegue address,
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
YNDON
BROWN,
sistants.

LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
A. M., Principal, with competent

8S.
as-

Fall Term begins August 23, 1881.

A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
s’ English and

Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
’
,
LI. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

ILLSDALE
COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegiate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial,
Pre-

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
Best of religious instudies. Admits both sexes.
Finest college
cheal,
Thorough and
fluences.
buildings in the
Northwest.
Tuition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
ScholRoom. 40 to 75 cents a week.
$2.25 a week.
arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
$12 and Painting $12 a term.

Music

;

Catalogue address,

For

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

Hillsdale, Mich.

VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

now under management

Prof. 0. G. Augir,

This institution is
of Rey.

D.

Powell,

A.M,, principal;

Prof.

Augir is a_graduate of Hillsdale College. Those

Is a special department
atthe New Hampton Com-

and

N.

and

‘WILLIAM MCPHERSON.

Promotes ‘Digestion,

2, 1881.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplils fitted for busi.
4 mess, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B,, Principal.

cure:

Blood,

May

The eourses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information i
hg A. A. MouUL-

with

the

self boarding,

I0 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
‘

the children

College.

in-

for

closes June 23. ~end for Catalogue
REV. A. B. MKESERVEY,

Wee

mercial

further

or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secretary.

constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
me.

begins

board of assistants.

Term

Dr. Clark

difficulty

For

the Institution is the
best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship
in the State.
nses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
Summer Term begins 2 pK 18, 1881. Summer

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses wil], set them right. In my
own case I use it, and think it the best medi-

cine I ever

Spring term begins

coursesof study

CITY.

When

Rooms

principal, with eight associate

Johnson’s Indian Blood i phi in my family
for the past two years, an consider it the best

family medicine known.

influences.

Training department for teach-

EW HAMPTON

JOSEPH WAINE.
Manchester, N. H.

1]

Secures good

N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete

N

. Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I bad an abscess on my Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entirely prostrated,
with ‘no appetite.
I concluded to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since,
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

This is to certify that I have used

board

Students

dress the Principal.
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood

in the

Starch

Full

of study.

formation address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
ARSONSFIELD
SEMINARY.
Parsonsfield
Me. Rev. T. F. MILLETT,
Principal, with
competent assistants. College Prepara ry, Normal, Classical and Scientific courses of study for
both sexes.
Beard, $2.50 per week. Total ex-

mer term

Ptyaline

SEMINARY.

of teachers and course

ers free.

ciency in Ptyaline camses Wind
and
Souring
of the food in the stomach.
If
the medicine istaken immediately after

YEW

OCHESTER

are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and practical.
Admits both

$2 to $4 per term.

1870.

the

Spring term,
April
11, 1881; Summer term,
June 1
For
address K. Bachelder, A.
M., Principalyor
C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880.

penses per year, $125.

Varied Properties.

converts

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
.

sexes.

Liver

Fever &£

Ague, Rheumatism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil=iousness,
Nervous debility, etc.

When these chances of doing good are

Go into a synagogue of the Jews and
listento his impassioned arguments. You
spe
a fuce lighted with the illumination

wrinkles all gone.

the

among

111 DISEASES OF
- ‘THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
&
" BLOOD.

his dog, the sun broke through the clouds,
for it was about to set, and flang a flood
EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
’
of golden rays upon the college campus
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
and its buildings, lighted up the old man’s
I bave used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
face as he made an adieu,and seemed to be ‘Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
the benediction of heaven upon the scene.
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
I never shall forget it.
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.
We harshly say aod do things someMgs. H. KNOWLTON.
times that we wouldn’t for the world if we
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
had only understood the circumstances”
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
After mother Is gone and no more kind
offices of love can be performed for her, to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
0, how we_regret that we had not shown
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
. her’ more-frequent and substantial tokens
was greatly benefited by its use. I recomof our affection.
mend it to be a reliable remedy.
oY

I have no idea that this

the story

for

care for but the dog.” His voice choked
while tears started in many eyes. Quickly
the dog was given up; a hat was passed
and substantial tokens of the boys’ repentance were presented the old man, and

it is preached in ¥s purity, lived in its essence, believed in with the whole heart.
3. Paul showed concentration and persistency of purpose. *‘ For I determined,”

said the apostle.

on whose

some

ing for him ever since.
Please, boys,
me take him home for we have nobody

Jesus in the

street.

looking

sport

were

eH

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
COMPLAINTS,
&
HEART DISEASE «554

eating the fermentation of food is pre¢ Boys,” said the old man, * this looks
vented.
like sport to you, but if you only underIt acts upon the Liver.
8tQod the circumstances you'd feel more
It acts upon the Kidneys.
like crying than laughing. My wife and I
It Regulates the Bowels.
It Purifies the Blood,
had a little granddaughter a ‘week ago,
It
the Nervous System.
but we haven’t any” now.
She died last | It Pics
Promotes Digestion,
¢
Saturday. This dog was a great favorite
It Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.
+
It
carries
off
the
Old
Blood
and
makes new
He
stayed
in
her
room
all
|
with her.
Ie
the pores of the skin and induces
through her sickness and she would stroke
Healthy Perspiration.
him with great tenderness when she was
It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
in thee blood, which generates Scrofula, Eryalmost too feeble to raise her hand. While
sipelas,
and all manner of skin diseases and
she was dying she said: ‘Grandma you’ll
internal humors,
keep Rover to remember me by, won't you,
There are no spirits employed in its manuGrandma? Be good to Rover and we'll all facture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by tife aged and feeble, careonly
meet in heaven ;”and now Grandma is very
being wi
in attention to directions.
lonesome without her little girl, and she
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.
wants the dog.
He ran away as soon as
Laboratory, 77 West 3d St.,
the little girl died and I have been search-

Pretty thoughts are no part of the gospel of Christ. The gospel deals with the
solemn destinies of the human soul.
It means to every child of Adam either
the

great
there

tongues protested.

:

smite it out of existence!

afforded

the scares

erased

Brethren, when we paint anything in our
sermons which diverts the mindsof the
people from the central figurs, I hétieve
we should raise our hands and, no matter
how

It

thoughtless, but

Life

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With
carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary
and
English Course. For full catalogue,
e Principal.
address
s
IRVING B. SMITH.

One cloudy after-

Bible our text book for this life and” noon a very old man came wearily into the
yard and inquired for the dog.
The wild
guiding chart to heaven.
You have all read perhaps the story. of ones saw a chance for a little diversion
and so the dog was allowed to look bethe Spanish artist.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or

York.

in

The pathos of life lies but little below the

OF THE SYSTEM,

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

cannot

add luster to the infinite love of Christ

Draw the cross out of revelation and
all the types, symbols, lives of the
prophets and history of Israel itself, become Dotonly meaningless to us but a
superstitious bit of history full of blood

URES§—

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent

Goncatronal,

Recognize .the nobleness of the human
heart even’ in the midst of its ruins.—The
degradation of humanity to the lowest

ly, of God's character, glory and purposes

with
regard
else besides.

church in Sandwhich some more than fifty
years ago. From that time she entered into
the Christian work with a heartiness shown
only by a few. A few years of her early Christian life she lived some three miles away from
the church, but was regular when well, in her
attendance on its public services, the prayer=
meetings, Sabbath-schools and monthly conferences and communion, though she was obliged
to go on foot. Her love for our missions was
remarkable
and worthy of imitation.
She
formed a resolution to give a certain per cent.
of her income to these causes.
She kept it involoate to the day of her death. For a few years
she fell into straitened circumstances and hence
was obliged to forego the pleasure of carrying
into practice her resolution, but once again
fortune smiled and the deficit was all made up.
4 He that cares to hear let him hear.” The
Star has been taken in ber family from its
commencement; and was thoroughly read by
the subject of this notice, but the mission articles was first perused.
She was a tender
wife, a loving mother, a worthy citizen and nobie Christian.
‘ Though dead yet she speuketh”.
** Blessed are the dead who die in the
Lord.”
C. W. GRIFFIN.

sympathy.

enemies,—final-

the System, Makes the Weak
Strong, Builds up the Brokendown,
Invigorates
the

Brain, and

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-.
sons who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
"is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible,

make

ot
.

Plasters?

PARTICULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over

with right views of this suffering world of

better

had

thee

quietly said,** Friend,

determination of Paul was one of our fine
New Year's resolutions. He concentrated
all the powers of his finely organized
tions the world can muster.
Brethren,
being to make this determination the
the truth gains in simplicity and force by study and progressive outgrowth of his
plainness of speech.
. life. See the worn and weary Jew bent
. +, ‘“ Perverse proclivities to prevarication” over his tent-work in some obscure chammay do for some, but most
people prefer ber, surrounded by a few disciples, and
with Falstaff the plainer English, ¢ Lord, whom does he talk about? Christ and
how this world is given to lying.”
him crucified.
2. Notice the singleness of aim. This
Meet him on the streets of ‘Corinth and
was a blessed limitation to Paul's knowl- in that pale, determined face, lined with
edge. Itis the abuse of knowledge which
care, anxiety, and suffering for Christ's
of common sense. It is knowledge out
‘of place. Knowledge displayed as the
milliner displays her fancy articles in her
shop window, or hidden away like old
lumber in a dusty garret, will never do
‘much to advance the kingdom of Christ.
. Blows at Darwinism, Ingersollism or
the deep German Skepticism, are only

Wear

@brtwaries.

mingle tears with his arguments.
His
logic smote away the barriers of the
mind, his tenderness won the heart.
Many bewail the cold, perfunctory mantier in which they perform ministerial duties. Tears
and tenderness
will come

defi-

of hitting

that has the truest aim.

and with a stroke

puts it in such disesteem among people

Why

our

;

They may relieve, but they can’t cure that
lame back, for the kidneys ure the trouble and
you want a remedy to act directly on their segretions, to purify and restore their healthy
condition.
Kidney-Wort has that specific action—and at the same time it regulates . the
bowels perfectly. Don’t wait to get sick, but
get a package to-day, and cure yourself. Liquid and dry sold by all Druggists.—Germantown Telegraph.

but in the eter-

cups hide the beauty of the chief figure,”

eternal

Jesus Christ.

of devoted labor could convert. I believe
a minister should be as effective a
preacher through blue Menday, browa
Tuesday and black Friday as he is the
first day of the week. He should ever be True, and joined the F. B. church, of which
mindful of Christ and him crucified. A he was clerk for nearly 30 years;he was the
bishop once sent for John Berridge to re- founder of the Sabbath-school here, and was alprove him for preaching at all hours and so one of our most successful public-school
all occasions. ¢¢ My lord,” said he mod- teachers. The cavse of temperance ever found
an ardent supporter.
Kor several years
estly, “I preach only at two times.” inhe him
has been kept from the house of God on acuniverse, he wounded all their cherished
¢ Which are
they, Mr. Berridge ?” count of ill health a greater part of the time,
beliefs: and it required only the dead
‘In season and out of Season, my
but when there his voice was ever heard de%nqing the right. He took much pleasure in
:
5
dogma of the resurrection to be touched, lord.”
Morning Star, of which he had been a
for the climax of their growing incredu4. Paul was fully alive to the pathos the
lity and indignation to explode in a howl of facts. His preaching was with the reader for torty years. D. BATCHELDER.
{
Mrs. ELMIRA
WATSON, of Center Sandwinsome tenderness of tears. At Epheof derision.
First or last the truth must be reached,
sus for three years, day and night he wich, departed this life March 16, 1881, aged
years, 6 months and 8 days. Sister W. made
3 83 public
the central truth, the most unpalatable ed not to warn them with tears.
profession of faith in Christ by bapPaul, with all his masterly logic, could atism
truth, the cross of Christ. The less of cirand united with the Freewill Baptist

made

mistake,” said the artist,” for these gaudy

a

may

Lord

and confirm more infidels than a life-time

to see his picture they 2li exclaimed, *O,
what beautiful cups.” ¢¢ I have made a

That sect which boasts to

dow display,
Bit
These are imaginary foes whidh

gifts, save this eternal hope through

I

nal, stainless temple of his own creation.
When he spoke against the temples the
stoics fully agreed ; against ritualism the
epicurean agreed; but when he told
them that matter was not eternal but abSiraetion created, God not impersonal
and
his providence no fortuity of circumstances but that he is at once the Creator,
Preserver,the living and loving Lord of the

jor's hands.

tle brother engages in down in the dark
precious adherents to trat , he" must de- cellar,
He stands in a safe place on the
vote soul and body to the task with a stairs and pitohes a volley of impracaself-abnegation and a

concentration of
purpose that would make his life one
prolonged and deadly warfare.

yet there,

their very shadows, he tells the multitude that God dwells not in temples

of his art into the central figures, but put
some exquisitely beautiful cups inthe Sav-

Power's

when

dreds of divinities;

He painted a picture of the Lord's supper and desired to put” all the eloquence

have eliminated *‘ fiery indignation” out
of the Bible need not think to have
ained from the revision.
Heaven and
ell are both there.
Neither the word nor the fact can be
removed by all the Canterbury canvoca-

Athenians most delighted and willing auditors, but Jesus and the’ resurrection

of Athenians Pe

Presbyterian

that.

their wisest philosophers ?

found

in

is ‘Athenian ministry had taught him

, Jf Paul had discoursed pleasingly upon
virtue or pleasure or ‘the points of conphy, he would doubtless have

revisions

minister wants to make his people laugh
more than to witness the truth, he had
better engage with Barnum and serve as
a ring clown.
Cowper-says:
‘ Itis pitiful to court
a grin when you should woo a soul.” To
call the revision a * literary botch,” “a
religious outrage,” may be using great
lainness of speech and provocative of
aughter and applause, but it is hardly in
accordance with the principles of justice,
truth or sound schoiarship.
i
Paul's-platnness of speech was not vulgar and shocking epithets ; not an unholy
sacrifice of truth, nor a weak pandering
to the lowest public tastes, but it was
the eloquent simplicity of a soul mastered by a grand, significant, all-powerful
truth. That truth was the cross.
He
didn’t propose to call it two pieces of
wood elaborated at right angles. It was
a very offensive term but he determined
to-call jt by the right name.
He knew
circupdlocution only defeats its own ends.

Athenians. But what wit degrades by
its keen satire needs something more
powerful than artistic or logical speech
10 make popular again. The fiery darts
of witticism can be quenched only by a
‘baptism of the Holy Ghost of Pentecostal
power, and that can be had only by earnest seekers. This truth leads us to the 3rd
outward element seemingly conducive to
Paul's success: the readiness of the Athenians to listen.
A willing hearer seems to be a hopeful

trast in their different schools

of Handel's

than to warn me

reached

have

flocks,

Greek Slgve and that in the world’s
frenzy for revisions they'll want a new
revision of the sunrise and sunset, I am
afraid you want to make me laugh more

the limits of their patience, If rhetorical
tactics could win men into God's king«dom of grace, Paul would

to them; that we shall

your absurd imagination you speak of new

He aims blows right and

had

effect

lation, ‘Good Lord deliver us;'” or when in

left at their theology, yet by expressions
«¢ markedby courtesy and by arguments
exquisitely conciliatory.”—But when he
announces the doctrine of the resurrection,
their wit

the

revisions, Episcopal revision, and the
whole world will go into a
perfect paroxysm of revision till there will be nothing
left of the original Scripture intelligent,
satisfactory or appropriate save the ejacu-

2. The artistic arrangement of Paul's
sermon was eminently calculated to win
the hearts of his hearers. His exordium
is courteous: *‘ Athenians! I perceive that
in every respect you are very religious.”
The brotherhood of races is nota welcome
doctrine but Paul quotes their own poets

a subject

limit

‘‘ revision in

herds, revisions in swarms,

be of men, it will come to naught.”

centuries of philosophical discussion

exaggerate

of this one Revision by saying that there

a new Moody-revision of Gospel work.
Gamaliel's test it is best to keep in
ind Suneerning any work: “If the work

in its defense.

you

of India.

wish there were ten thousand such wanderers over the face of the globe. Christ
and him crucified is a good starting-point
from which to wander. Start from the
cross and in your wandering I don’t fear
has made him familiar.
It is not so nec- but you'll
reach somebody. When I
essary to discover him to the people as was n small boy and first fired a pistol, I
itis to provide a means of victory. The couldn't hit anything. . So I shut myself
cloven foot will show.
up in a barn and blazed away, feeling triNow Paul determined to reveal to ' the umphantly sure that I was hitting someCorinthians their only means of victory. | thing. Shut yourself up in Jesus Christ,
At Athens he had used many weapons. Brethren, and you may be triumphantly
His sermon hit a good many hearers, but gure of hitting semebody.
hitting doesn’t convert them.
:
May God so thoroughly and sovereign-His epicurean auditors believed that the ly charge all his ministering servants with
universe had resulted from a chance com- that concentration of purpose which cenbination of atoms ; he tells them that God ters all in Christ,that our preaching shall
created all things by the fiat of his will. be a demonstration of spirit and of power.
The multitudes believed in many gods ;
A word on persistency. Paul had no
he tells them that there is but one Lord of days of ‘¢ off duty.” Many a bane has
heaven and earth. been put upon pulpit work by ill-jointed
Around them arose, all snowy white practice out of it. A single unguarded
and beautiful in the bright sunlight, a speech of six words’ length may do more
score of temples, with shrines of hun- | hurt than a two-hours’ discourse could ev-

able sin of pulpit dullness. Does he work
harder to use great plainness of speech
and pray the more earnestly for the dem-

The cultured no more
is confounded.
than the ignorant are won by displays of
It is true, as has
human knowledge.
been recently so sharply said by one who

wanderer in the dark realms

distance. We needn't trump up imaginary foes while we have so present and
alpable a one. When we fight the Devil in our pulpits, Brethren, we are not introducing a stranger, Long acquaintance

opposition—cultured wit or brutal ignorance—not to know anything among ifién

OHRIST CRUCIFIED.

Geo.

dly did

take up the gauntlet of close

and bitter war thus flung at his feet, and

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6, 1881."

Y.)Y. M., June 17, 1881, by

Aposgle

the

skin olear and fair, Large bottles pnly 60 cents:
Pre ared by
For sale by Druggists generally.
European
Rev. Walter Clarke, proprietor of the
16eow
Cough Remedy, West Buxton, Me,
GENTS WANTED for the Best ang Fastest
Prices re.
A Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
sieed 33 per cent. National Pub. Co, Phila. Pa.
b
'

wishing to attend this Institution will
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

address

TACED MOUKTADY SEMCRAR,
WATERBURY,
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VT.
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Hefos Summary,
The

Turkish

Assassins Sentenced.

The court at Constantinople, in the cases of
the prisoners Midhat Pasha, Mahmoud Pasha,
Nouri Pasha, Ali Bey, Nedjib Bey, Fabri Bey,
Hadji Mehmed, Mustapha the wrestler, and

At last there is a partial break

«

Jock at Albany.

Abdul

Aziz, passed sentence of death
Izzet Pasha and Seyd Pasha,
Wednesday.
implicated in the murder, were each sentenced
to penal servitude for ten years. The prisoners have eight days to appeal.
if

The new and bright celestial body which

ap-

States

peared to the inhabitants of the United

in the dead-

Mr, Platt is no longer a can-

Many

‘The

presses.

ed by the nucleus, which is 7 sec. in diameter.

from

is pre-

from the Choctaw and Chickasaw lands in the

sumably near the truth, the diameter of the
nucleus would be 1,500 miles; in other words,
three-quarters the size of that of the moon.
The coma, or bright envelope which surrounds the nucleu in a ‘semi-circular form, is
80 sec. in diameter.
This is that part of the
head of the comet which, when seen by the naked eye, gives the appearance of the head.
"The nucleus proper appears distinctly visible

a

Indian Territory, and prompt measures will
be taken toen force the laws inrelation thereto.
Secretary Blaine says in regard to his reported ill health:
** I have had no rheumatism
since February.
The newspapers alone are
responsible for the report that I have suffered
from it recently ; but I had rather have rheumatism in the newspapers than in any other
organs,”
kl

in the refractor, but can not be seen at all by
the naked eye.”

A curious fact about its position is that it is

receding from both the sun and the earth, and
that, too, * tail foremost.”
"(A comet’s ‘ tail”
always extends away from the sun.) It is traveling at the rate of about 1,500 miles a minute.
Accordingly, its brightness will very rapidly
decrease, but it will probably be visible in the

The Canadian Government has made a grant
of 200,000 acres of land in the Bow River
country, about 300 miles northwest from Fort
Benton, Montana, for a cattle-ranch, to be founded by three capitalists of Quebec, who are now
on their way to the West with a large number
of blooded horses and eattle, to which they
intend to add by extensive purchases of stock
in Montana.

telescope for some months to come.
Indicted for Bribery.

The grand jury at. Albany, N. Y., has indicted Senatof Sessions for bribery.
The case is
that recently investigated by a committee of
the legislature in which Mr. Bradley, a mem-

ber of the lower house, made

oath

A territic tornado passed. over Chicago and
vicinity Wednesday
morning, doing
much
damage 10 buildings and fences. The cyclone
extended
through portions of Indiana, uproofing buildings. uprooting trees and demolishing fences.
Pittsburg, Pa., and several
places in that vicinity were also visited in like
manner Wednesday
afternoon, damage of a
similar character resulting.

that Ses-

sions paid him $2,000 with the understanding
that in consideration 6f that sum received he
was to vote for a certain man for United States
Senator.
Before the cominittee Senator Sessions explicitly denied that he had paid Bradley any money whatever for any purpose, and,

Chancellor Crosby gave notice in his address
to the graduates
of the University of New
York,of his determination to make his resignation a finality this year. He feels at liberty to
insist upon its acceptance, as the recent unfortunate controversy over the abolition of the
academical department has disclosed a broad
division of opinion respecting the future of the
University.
The Rev, Dr. John Hall is named
as his successor.
Edward R. Thaxter, the American sculptor,
died of brain fever at Naples Thursday.

besides Bradley’s evidence, there was no other
direct testimony to the same effect.
There
was plenty of testimony that went to show
that Sessions was a man not over scrupulous

in matters of legislatibn.

He bad been a mem-

ber of the lobby before he was a legislator, and
while a legislator he was a boon companion of
lobbyists whose ways of influencing legislation
had long been suspected of being corrupt.
‘When the powerful microscope of cross-examination was applied to Bradley’s character and
career, he did not appear to be a person whose
unsupported testimony ought to hang a man.
The investigation was, therefore, inconclusive,
and when it ended everybody was of the opinion he had professed when it began.
What
additional facts the prosecuting attorney has
been able,to bring to the attention of the grand
jury does not yet appear. Only the fact is
known that an indictment has been presented,
and Senator Sessiohs has appeared and given
bail for trial. The trial will not come off before Sept., and possibly never.
The Anglo-French

Sir Edward Thornton presented his letters of
recall as British minister to this country, to
President Garfield Thursday.
Cincinnati’s internal revenue receipts for the
year ending June 30, amounted to $12,538,346,
an increase of nearly $1,000,000 over the preceding year.
During Wednesday’s cyclone a yacht was
capsized in Long Island sound, and five of the
seven passengers, who were out for a pleasure
trip, were drowned.

Tannel.

Recent cable dispatches have

mentioned

complete success of the preliminary

the

President Garfield has been invited, by the
New Hampshire Legislature, to visit Concord
during his trip North and to enjoy the hospitality of the State.

borings

for a tunnel under the English Channel, indi‘cating that the work might be completed within five years. A fuller report of the proceedings at the recent meeting of the Southeastern
Railway Company, in London, shows that a

The siege of Santiago de Cuba has been
raised, and hereafter the civil and judicial authorities will resume their respective functions,
and all citizens will be permitted to enjoy their
constitutional guarantees.

gallery seven feet in diameter has alread § been
driven from the shaft near Abbot’s CIiff for
half a mile toward France, and an agreement
has been made to push forward a similar headway under the sea for a mile on each side of
the Channel.
At the present rate. of progress
this will probably be done within the next six
months, and then it is expected that the further nine miles on each side will be undertaken at once. All the conditions seem favorable
to the project. The soil is found to be exact!
similar at both ends. It is, as was el,
gray chalk, impervious to water; and there is
every reason to anticipate that it will be found
to stretch in an unbroken bed across the Channel. If this anticipation is realized the making of the tunnel is only a question of time and
money.
The

Silver Conference

The Arabs at Sfax, Tunis, have fired on a
French steamer, and it is reported that the

French

¥

\

wounded.

The

by the insurgents.

The steamer ‘* Phaeton” exploded her boilers
while racing with an opposition steamer on
the Ohio river, near Cincinnati, one day last
week, killing five persons on board and injur+
ing as many more.
Butterflies are not common in Nevada. The
chase and capture of one of them in Virginia
City a few days ago is said to have causéd almost as much excitement as'a tiger-hunt in India. There are lots of youngsters on the Comstock ten years old who have never seen a butterfly.
;

to raise the

A flood equal to that of 1877 is anticipated in
China.
There was a reduction of
the national debt last month,
A report from Berlin states

$12,323,159.53
that

the

in

condi-

tion of the Gerraan Empress is serious.

was not altogether unwilling.
Italy, Austria, and Russia,it is pot unfair to as-

Ilastern capitalists are about to erect a grain
elevator in
St. Louis
of 1,000,000 bushels
capacity,

sume, . would
bave supported
ulmost
any
scheme on which France aud the United

will.appeal from thi¢Sentence

States might bave agreed, for these two gov_ ernments are the authors of the Conference,

p.E

been

The Yale-Harvard four-mile boat race at
New London, Conu., Friday,was won by the
former crew in 22- minutes, 13 seconds.
Harvard’s time was 22 minutes, 19 seconds.

The question before the International Conference at Paris. is no longer whether the interprice of silver by a syndicate of governments,
but whether the Conference can arrive” at any
tangible action at all. The several representatives were willing to offer their help;
but
their help consisted in specific or general recommendations which the other representatives were unwilling to entertain.
The German delegates virtually promised the assistance of their empire, if the Conference would
unite on some definite plan, and even England

vice-consul has

place is occupied

at Paris.

ests of bugipess make it desirable

and they thought they bad the greatest interest in its success. Yep for some reason France
and Ameriea failed to establish a common ba.

sis of action.

They wanted

to do something

for silver; but Wey did not agree as to what

would do.
Hence they acted independand failed to make that impression

"the
e

.

harmony

the United
have

States could

made.

But

they

between

France

and

have made and would
are

Jopeessly

divid-

|

The condemned

murderers

of Abdul

Aziz

of the court,

The legislative assembly of Victorla, N. S.
W., has passed a vote of want of confidence
in the ministry.

Secretary Windom has called in all of the
outstanding
jstered five per cent, bonds is-

sued under Phe ets of July 14, 1870, and in

ary 20, 1871.
Several public edifices, and upward.
of. one,
hundred privite residences, were unroofed by
a severe tornado which
passed over Wash-

ed on what ought to be the official relation be- ington Monday of last weer:
tween gold and silver, and as far as known an
agreement
is not now possible,
.
Bb *'Anaziah D. Barber, Kdward R. Phelps and
Charles A, Edwards have been indicted by the
Albany,
N. Y. , 88 a result of f the
kdd jury
gry ofHai
The Small-Pox
in Honolulu,

Recent
advices from Honolulu, indicate that
Sa
ge

has reached

its final

‘that the mortality would not have been

eli

oN

diseases.

The Board of Health

forced a strict quarantine and thus
prevent:
|

in

strongly:

“Any

("THE FALL RIVER LINE is nightly carrying hundreds of people between New York
| and Boston, and always with a sense of securty as «well as pleasure to the passengers. Its

ed by careful and faithful men, and in addition
to this a band of music furnishes delightful
| entertainment on each trip.

beetles

NATIONAL
TURBINE WHEEL,

These were destroyed by London purple.
This
year there are more old beetles—two to one—than
ever before. They ate the shoots when, and as,
they first appeared. But in a few days they began

and

‘dispute

to mate, and then ceased to eat.

from the filet, as is usual in France, and the entire
cote, must henceforth be idle and absurd.
Give

our vines are ‘“ alive”

with

|

beetles,

and

JIIAS.

the

vines

with

124

Myrtle

Street,

Paris

mortal foe.”

with the potato

Leetle.

The entire cote is the meat of the porter-hiouse,
‘which is separated by a bone from the tender-

larze sale and gives batter

ing the parent

beetles

This is the meat I would

ace separated

from

the

hindquarters

the forequarters.

The

first

differently

sold

by

you

It con-

Pearl-st.,

New

from

banks to-day

small

then

is

my

late

ones

are

coming

AGRICULTURAL

of

Those who

80 good as some

cheaper

parts.

The

the

butcher,

wish to keep

insects

vided up into small farms.

pounds, is disclosed.

ough cleaning,

the cattle.
When

of meat

include

the

first

two

piece

ribs.

These ribs are used for roasting.
They are fine
but very expensive. There is an immense percentage of bone, and from nine to ten pounds is the
smallest rib roast that can be bought.
Prime ribs
of beef are 22 cents a pound.
The last nine ribs

are known as the chuck ribs.
They are good
though. When cut into the shoulder-blade there
is considerable bone.
1f is sold at 18 cents a
pound. The rest of the chuck or neck is used for
soups, mince meat

and

bologna

sausages.

Business Hotrees.

is good and economical.

Tt is fine for. a la mode

beef and pet roast, and makes an excellent roast
in the oven—better than chuck rib. It is from 1234
to 14 cents a pound.” Of the remaining pieces,

brisket is good for corn beef. Plate and navel are
of little account.
Good beef is dark in color when first cut by the
knife, but’ after being exposed to the air a few
minutes turns
a bright red.
The fat is a cream
white. All beef should be kept four or five days
before it is used, and in winter much longer,
though

cellar

till

tender, Steaks and small pieces soon get dry
ter they are cut.— Tribune.

af-

a

large roasts may

be hung in the

|

the hot weather of the

summer

months,

thé

all

digestion, Constipation, and
. all similar diseases,

yield readilyto the

Bitters.

effect

of Baxter’s

Price 25 cts. per bottle.

convinced.

Dr. N. G. White's Pulmonary

perior as a Cough remedy.
per bottle.

THE

Mandrake

Try it and be

Elixir

has no su.

Price 35 and

50

cents
4123

AUTOPHONE

Is the cheapest, best, and most comprehensive
automatic musical
instrument ever brought
forth. It has 22 notes (6 more than any other musical instrument) ; plays in 3 keys; is simple in construction.
It can be played by a
child. It is absolutely perfect in its rendition
of music, beating its own time, while ail others
require faster or slower motion.
Does away with cranks and: handles, being
played by direct action of the bellows.
It
plays any kind of music.
Both Autophone
and music are cheaper by far than all othersSend for circular.
Liberal discount to can.
vassers.
Address,

;

THE AUTOPHONE CO.,
ITHACA, N. Y.

There was a time when the, eating of tomatoes,
raw and cooked, was overdone, but they have be-

ete,
Pamphlets free to any
Fowle & Sons, Boston.

ble article of diet. A little care in
plants and moderate trimming will
mote their fruitfulness,

advance

the

training the
greatly protime

of their

ripening and improve their flavor. It is well to
have them set out on the sunny side of a wall or
fence against which they may be trained on a
slanting trellis, so as to afford a free circulation
of air behind and

at

the

same

time

expose

pose it to the sun.

and
will

leaves will ex-

But a good frame will pay well

in the end ,~N, Y. Observer,
>
++

A small, early-maturing hog is
uable than a larger one,
of a late
No more food will be required to
quick-growing hogs than to raise
growing oe.
wl

much more valmaturing breed.
raise two good,
one large, slow’

Syrup

has

er Complaint, Boils, Humors,

cured

Female

thousands
Complaints,

address.

Seth

W,
2

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY:
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

Cod

Liver Oil can be used, and with more

gecured to the patientby

a

single

not be easily diverted from

The Secret

It combines the medicinal properties
mineral waters in the world.
2126

Somebody

sickness

of the

best

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

CORRODERS

AND

AND

GRINDERS

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD
AND

FRANK A. BROWN, Treas,
1y15

teaspoonful

LEAD,

SALEM,

tertainments,
are

and

at all hours

gems, of English Song.
of

.

of leis~

mproved.
$2.00

Song...

$2.00

Agents
Millions

Gentlemen

to

Edition
Can

The

sell

the

of the

fill

orders

at

HUBBARD

Great LIGH

FRINK’S Patent

Reflecto

the Most Fenn
Big
Ee
Softest,
Cheapest and the Best Light known
for Churches, Stores, Show
Windows,
Parlors, Banks, Offices, Pigture Guller=
ies, Thoatres,
Newand e 3
e
to churches and the trade,

I. P, FRINK, 551 Pearl 8¢.,,N. YX,

Now Huan Sate Normal Schodl
of twenty weeks, begins August 7, 1882.

Courses of Study—one and two years, including |
one term
ing every
term; or
lars or

Expenses, includ. |
in Training School.
charge connected with the school, $68 a ||
$48, if pupil boards himself.
For circu.
information, address H., I’, WARREN,

Principal, Plymouth, N. H.
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paper,

G00D AGENTS WANTED,

The Ladies’ Sewing Companion
isa very useful article, It
hangs on the wall ont of’
the reach of the * little
ones,”

holds

two

thim-

bles, large or small, a velvet emery cushion for
needles and
pins, four
Shoclsof theead , and palr
of’ seigsors, mak ing avery
neat, ornament
for the
keep things in
spective laces.
the best selling

This fs
article

you EVER

SAW. One

\ little girl, nine ons old, in Jowa,i
agent
sold 50 in two hye. One
Michigan haa sold
over5,

uate from the Tele;

‘nn
*

h

Commercial College,

Send for circulars.

ih

70 YOUR,
MAME 5, 223: 06.
in

ew

8,

by

artists

New
:

e

Bouquets,

Landscapes, Water Scenes,

;
e
ala
Li ie . Agents Complete
To m le
Book, 35¢. Great varie ing, Bhi
and Bevel.
Edge Oards, Lowest prices to dealers and printers. 100 Sample Fancy Advertising Cards, 50¢.
Address
STEVENS BROS., Box
=wiy Oth rd, Ct.
,
x

0 All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g., Cards, (No 2 alike.)
Name
RN,

on,

10c. ‘ Clinton Bros,
nnn

OHEAP ENGRAVINGS.

We are prepared to furnish a limited
‘number of steel plate engravings, on thick
five inches by eight in

tonville,
26teowss

Colby.and Marks,
and the following on

Stiochfleld,

Buzzell,

all on

fol-

wize, as

:

lows :

fore to F. M. VAN ETTEN, 208 LaSalle 8t., Chicago, 11k

1

nnd

FALL TERM,
of twenty weeks, begins August 30, 1331.
SPRING TERM,

i]

u

00.

.

with best terms to agents, sent
on the receipt of 30 cts. in
. stamps Or Currency. Address all or-

ie

Scottish Song...

I

retail since last July. Never was
an artiele invented that sells equal

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

of

BROS,
4128

to this. Everybody buys it. Sample,

lain

$2.00

to $50
per
Outfit 50ec.

Church

New Hampton, N. H.

m

flems of the Dance. 10 this.
fems,

Revised

large

are making
$20
want this” work.

No time to lose. Address
10 Federal St., Boston.

lives

Deniiity:

$2.00

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

once.
week.

gladden so few;

CURE

3

collections, and
will be invaluable
for
amusements on dull days,at evening en~

New Testament, with a full history of its Re=
vision.
1t is far outselling all other works.

and

of

Bcrofula, Scrofulous, Humor, Cancer, Cancerous
Humor
Erysipelag; Can
Salt Rheum,
Pimples or
mor in the
Face
foes pe ‘Oolds, Ulcers, Bronchitis, Gousha
¥ Dys
sla, Rheumatism
aing in the Side, Constipa- ?
Piles,
tion, Costiveness,
Headache,
Dizziness,
‘
Nervousness, Pains
Me

.

Wherever you go, take one of our sparkling Collections of the best Songy, or the
best Instrumental Music. All are choice

Also many other books. Send for List.
Books mailed to any address for the retail price.

Ladies

perators

dn

SEASIDE!
MOUNTAINS!

MASS,

Fool, fo well a3 1d help

their whole

Goer

York.

Chicago.

most

Active

PRirhuoy New ni

,Stom
he

Street,

Dance to it.

Telegraphy Tanght

the
at at the

81 Randolph

OF

WANTED IMMEDIATELY,
complete and accurate

-

Female ps

$10 per 100.

Sunshine

OF

SHEET

benefit

The wonders safe Kidney and Liver Cure do;
In bringing pure health to the body anew,
And saving
from death many noble and true.

Falntuiess ess

$30 per 100,

Words only,

80 grand songs.

PIPE

NARROW

told, for every one knew,

WILL

BY
?

Music Edition, in Boards, 192 pages,

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
PURE WHITE LEAD, fems, of Strauss,

While thousands who long something noble to do,

by

its de-

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

Told.

Why perfect good health should
Arebhowed down
through.

from

structive work.
Taken in time, disease, which is
merely an interrupted function, may be averted
by the use of Nature's remedy,

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E, H. TRU EX,
Platt St., New York.
1y6,

Nobody told, for nobody knew,

Gold.

B= Specimen Copy sent by Mail on receipt of price,
B@~ Specimen pages and Catalogues with fudl list of
Publications sent Free on request.
;

Diseases, like rivers, spring from small causes.
The roaring river may

its course, nor the neglected disease

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which

on, the

ground before they have had much growth,
.| allow the plants to run on the brush.
This

erate trimming of the vines and

Peruvian.

the

fruit constantly to the sun. The sun is essential to
| the perfection of the fruit as mach ag with cherries
orapples. Itis often excluded from the tomatoes
by the rank growth of vines and leaves, and so
the fruit is slow in coming to perfection. Indeed,
it never does come to perfection without the ripening fluence of the sun’s rays.
Another greag
advantage of training tomatoes in the manner
suggested is that they are kept out of the dirt, are
always clean and ready for use and are not liable
«© The common mode of letting the plants
take care of themselves, and the fruit lie on ‘the
ground, exposes the tomatoes to dirt and rot and
vermin, from which they may easily be preserved by a little extra pains. Where a trellis or frame,

cannot be made, itis well to put brash

The

as

76 East Ninth Street, New

40.000 already sold.

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Live

other dishes,
In the East they have been used for
a lodg period in-the latter form, as an indispensa.

CO., New York.

a,

—

LATEST SUNDAY.SCHOOL SONG BOOK,
LOWRY AND DOANE.

tf

sys.

with

the organs performing their office work.
Biliousness, Liver Somplajat, Dizziness in the Head, In-

The tomato crop has” become one of the most
important in the domestic as well as in the mar.
ket garden, and should be carefully looked after,

come a stock fruit, to be eaten for salad or sauce,
and are still more useful for flavoring soups and

POWDER

5

BICLOW& MAIN,

to stand

tem should be kept in perfect condition,

4126

TRAINING TOMATOES.

BAKING

to

i
T_T

usic always new and inspiring.

Summer is now upon us, and in order

It is

from 12 to 14 cents a pound. Thre cross-rib piece,
called by the English * the leg of mutton piece,”

Sold only in cans, by al! Grocers.

|

proc-

ones.
In winter faitening depends much upon
the warmth
of the stable.
The warmer the cat.
tle are kept, of course the less food they will
re:
quire.

a deli-

seven

of

o

in the beef.
which

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep-

the case

fattening an animal for beef, let the

The forequarter is divided on top into the prime
ribs of beef

THE

aration makes such light, flaky, hot breads, or
luxurious pasiry.
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
without fear of the ills resulting from heavy
indiROYAL

rice $3.15..

Agents making $306

hepa

Good

Absolutely Pure.
gestible food.

Selling fast,

¢
& Uo.66 N., 4th 8¢,, Phila
Bradley Garreteon

——————

is at.

but also

Testaments; the twenty

4T5illustratiol

Useful to Everybody !

POWDER

are

ess be as quick as possible. Any stint in feeding
will make the meat tough and dry.
Stall-fed animals will fatten more readily than others, and
young animals require richer food than older

cents a pound. . If the thin skin which covers it is
pulled off and it is well scarred with a sharp koife
cious steak. There is no sweeter or tenderer

Extra terms.

swonth,

x

not only of the horses

to all: em!

four Sermons of Christ in thelz order: the eighteen mirnales

chrysalis

To this change

ever pubiished

of the Apostles. 1020 pages.

but

Bavaria, snails

FOR
On entire Bible. in ons volume,

ments by 00 ablest scholars, A

ables and miracles of Old and New

must

ing, and no labor in the barns is more profitably
expended than that which is employed in a_ thor-

of its

it makes

eggs,

1t has been well demonstrated that in

is very tender and juicy. It is sold at from 10 to 12 |
butter

check

of all live-stock a clean and open condition ef the
skin is conducive to health and economical feed-

remaining

Catial™

research. Conta.ns Life of St. John; tables she
each patriarch prophet sn! king; authorship and dates of
books of Bible: how the earth waspeopled from Noah; par

A London writer says: “I tasted quite lately
some of the first oranges that reached London
from the Southern States of America.
They are
distinctly superiorto those from either Spain or
Portugal. It seems probable that a remunerative
branch of commerce will be established between
England and Florida.”

for

207

AGENTS

ton raised.

There is no bone in it and it

and buttered with oil or

in

108 Fulton St., Boston;

WANTED

tributed the notable increase in the amount of cot-

it is not

stripped

H. W. LADD,

St, N.Y.; 927 Arch St., Phila.; and 94 Market. St
Chicago.

Georgia added 21,320 to the number of her small
farms between 1860 and 1870,and in the vther Southern States the plantations are also being rapidly di.

portion of the leg or shank is used-for soup.
Below the top of the sirloin as the animal stands is
the flank. The outside flank is of little value, but
‘inside of this imbedded in fat is the inside flank.
This is torn Gut by

children. Senton receipt
of price, or C. O. D.
For 50 cts. extra, with order, I will prepay. exPrestige to any railroad station east o!
Mis.
sissippl River, and north of Mason and Dixon's
Line. For 70 cents, in Minnesota, Missouri and
Iowa. Send for circulars.

to the

devoted to the raising of snails alone.

lies

fat and the meat, which usually weighs about

BoSTON.

Pleasantly, and lies straight. Folded or opened
nstantly. Self-fastening. It is just the thing for

as a food for consumptives.
It is said that in the
vicinity of Augsburg there are 2,000 acres of land

below the rump on top of the leg.
The round is
used for pot-roast, for a la mode beef, for corning
roasting and though it is cut into steaks

& O., GENERAL AGENTS

!

raised, fed and sold as food. They are saidto be
highly nutritious, and are recommended in Europe

down

tough

ITE O00 Ch piel,Wh Dut) S200,

ITEMS.

In the vicinity of Augsburg,

its length by a narrow strip of fat. On one side of
this strip inside of the beef lies the etch or edgebone. The outside is the tail end of the rump.
The etch-bone is excellent for stews and is the
tenderest part of the rump. The entire piece, including both sides, is esteemed the best piece for

too

GEO. C. GOODWIN

or vermin in any state are seen.
Destroy the
first lot, and it is rare there is much trouble after-

it. “They are more tender than those cut from the
round. The end piece of the rump,which is gen-

is

DAY KIDNEY PAD 00.. Toledo, ©,
comnlES wm
- For sale by B. F, RACCKLEY, Dover, N. H.,

not

have no procrastination in their programme,

as rib roast. It is juicy and fender if the meat has
been kept a‘proper time.
It is especially economical, as it contains little or no bone.
Behind the socket bone next to the sirloin steak
lies the socket piece or face rump.
This is 18
cents a pound and is good for stews, potted becf
and corned beef; steaks are sometimes cut from

It

the

The following is said to be an .antidote for
blight in pear trees: One quart of slake lime, one
quart of bone phosphate and one ounce of salphur,
sprinkled under each tree.
;
:

This makes a nice roast, iBougisde TE hot as choice

and sometimes for smoking.

Listory of this new discovery, and a largo record of most
rable cures sent free, Write forit. Address,

(From the American Cultivator.)

cents. The top of the sirloin or the-thick piece cf
meat below the sirloin 1s 14 and 16 cents a pound.

of beef

I'ed

S00
0-0
0-4

wards.

round

Regular Pad, £2.00; Special

Ohio Farmer.

finest meat, is familiar to everyone. Sirloin steak
is now from 22 to 24 cents, and porter-house is 28

The

with

it was

slowly owing

dry weather.—C. W. Taylor in

must act promptly, as soon as the

corn beef in the animal.

pri

(extra size), $2.00; Child's Pad (for incontinence of uring),
$1.50. Our book, “Ilow a Life was Saved,” giving the

:

RCA

satisfaction.”

For sale by druggists, or sent by mail (free of postase)

in-

being

found

Morrison’s, and was accustomedto order ‘‘the porter-house steaks cut,” whence by this name they
became known.
The story of Charles the Second,
the merrie monarch, knighting Sir Loin as (the

erally known as “ rump of beef,” is divided

ve

Y

608 Washington §t.,
BOSTON.

and after wearing your Pad 25 daysIyeel better tha (©
have in 15 years.”
:
DR. A. J. STONER, Decatur, I1L—*Your Pad is
doing great good hero, It sels every day and gives uni-

4th, you would say Paris green was the thing,
mixed with plaster,to kill bugs. 1 mix my green
one pound to one hundred pounds of plaster;
well mixed and sprinkled on the vines, will
kill evrey time. My early potatoes look fine, but

end

porter-house

purple

complai-f,

(6th ult.), that were sprinkled on the

York, be-

the

of the sirloin for the then famous

London

Kidney

BROS.

Gen. Managers,

as effectual as the Paris green. We are paying 30
cents for the green, and if yon could walk over
my. two acres of Beauty of Hebrons and Bur-

came accidentally acquainted with the excellent
qualities of the steak cut from the small end of
the sirloin, which gvas then only used for roasting. The steak considered the best was then the
girloin steaks mentioned, including the hip-bone;
the flat-bone and the round-bone.
Mr, Gibbons,
the butcher, cut these steaks

to

purple to Paris green and

called the sirloin. The term * porter-house” was
first used in New York about 1814 by a butcher in
the old Fly Market named Thomas Gibbons.
A Mr. Morrison, who was the proprietor of a
porter-house at No. 327

regard

Now I beg to differ

im HUNT

7

with plaster, to sprinkle on melon or squash
vines. Ihave used double the quantity of the

the be-

socket.bone

in

purple as the best

general satisfaction than

Policeman, Lancaster, Ia.

have beens frreat sufferer from

strong enough for potato bugs; it will -do, mixed

Next to the flat-bone lies “tii& round-bone steak,
which reaches to the socket,where the sirloin ends.
In England and in some parts of this country the
the

~I

best.. I have used it for two seasons and with
very poor success. I do not think Ieyer killed a
single bug by using it. I think the purple is not

Ley contain a large piece of tenderloin, and are
counted by some people the best steaks in the beef.

ginning of the porter-house to

for years,

can not be destroyed

London

gecticide yet employed.

different

from

they

advice

on receipt of the

You recommend.

tains a large piece of hone, and should be ranked
with the cheapest meat.
After
the
hip-bone
steak comes the flat-bone steaks of ‘the sirloin.

entire piece of the quarter reaching

same

remedy we ever sold.”
CASPER WEITZEL,

Yorker.

is at its thickest, and hip-bone steak is reached.
This is the dividing line between the porter house
1s

reasonable.

sen their numbers, whileit takes an amount of
time which farmers can not afford.—Rural New

prime ribs. This first cut is the porter-house.
la
the first steak there is little or no tenderloin; but
in the second cut the tenderloin begins to show,
appearing inside, on the other side of a long thin
bone.
After several steaks are cut the tenderloin

butchers as sirloin or porter-house steak.

of destroy-

quite

Be

ESTE

LARIMORE & DEAN, Drugpists, Niles, Mich.
==(30 years in business)~“ Day’s Kmxey PApls hav
a

by poison because they eat so little, and handpicking, if ever so thorough, seems scarcely to les-

cut of the hindquarter lies, therefore, next to the

and sirloin, and.

theory

The Rural has given the

The fact is, however,

At the termination of the ribs

The

seems

perfect satisfaction.

$’ tions. A specialty made ot
Machine
De
. Gear; io
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

“I

done me more good than any remedy I ever tried.”
R. BISHOP, Spencer, ©. ~The doctors had given
me up with what they caller. Drizht’s disease, and two of
your Pads have entirely cired me.”

of

Boston:

have now used DAY'S KIDNAY PAD thirty days, and {thes

orange cluster of eggs appear on many leaves.
We shall wait a few days-until the eggs are mostly hatched and then shower the

DAVIS,

.

giving

SE Derrect pat descrip.

For Diseascs of the EIDNEYS, BLADDER, URIN
ALY GilCANS and NERVOUS SYSTEM,

At this writing

old

One Thousand Wheels
now in use,

|

green or London purple. We believe that this is
the easiest and most eflectual method of dealing

full

keep’ thg fruit out of the dirt, and occasional mod-

t had not the greater
part of those who boats, which are large and staunch, are officerbeen already afflicted with oth-

thus

'old

grubs appeared inquantities never before so great.

loin.

The French government has addressed an
energetic note to the Porte complaining of the
warlike attitude of the Turkish governor of
Tripoli.
At the Wiltshire sessions, England, the Marquis Townshend was fined £500 and costs, and
for twelve
bound over to keep the peace
Edward
Lord
months, for horsewhipping
Thynne.
The loss of life by the railway disaster at Morelos, Mexico, was more appalling than at first
Later particulars disclose that two
reported.
hundred and fourteen persons were killed and
fifty wounded.
MacVeagh has decided
Attorney General
that it is the duty of the Interior department
and not of the Indians to remove intruders

eastward branch ran up, passing about 23 deg.

comet

himself

eat were I going to do battle with any

Herr Most, the German socialist, has been
sentenced to sixteen months in the penitentia;
ry at London for inciting to murder.

east of the North Star, and shooting up toward
the zenith.
This stretch was followed for fully 40 deg., then the other branch shot up on
the west for at least 35 deg., being about 2 deg.
astronomically southwest of the Pole Star. As
seen through the thirteen-inch refractor, the
general appearance was that of a broad faa of
ostrich plumes, the handle being - directed
away from the sun. ‘The handle is represent-

If we suppose the distance of the

tasteless

the

We wailed to make our

about the relative excellence of the beefsteak cut

flavor, the ribs of beef.

The international monetary eonference reassembled at Paris Thursday.
.
of Stafford
nail-makers
Thirty thousand
shire, England, are on strike for an increase
in their wages.
a
The Iowa Republicans have nominated Judge
Buren R. Sherman for Governor, and O. H.
Manning for Lieutenant-governor.

description is given:
¢ The comet stretched out across the heave
ens nearly forty degrees and the tail spread
out into two well-defined branches, enveloping
the North Star in a flood of milky light. The

and all eggs destroyed,”

the Sunday side of the meat to misses and lady’s
maids; for men be the Monday side or, better

Miscellaneous.

foll6wing:

the earth to be 45,000,000 miles, which

it

still, a thousand times more succulent and

astronomers all over the world.
The earliest
announcementof this comet is that given in
the Comptes Rendus for June 6,1881, the position of which, as well as approximate élements, were sent by cable from the Emperor
of Brazil to the French Academy,so that at
present it appears as if Cruls, a Brazilian astronomer, was the first to see it. This obser_ vation was made on May 20. There is a difference of opinion among astronomers as to
whether this is the comet of 1807, or that of
1812, or one never seen before.
Oa Monday
morning, of last week, its appearance was

beautiful.

people, however, consider

oidVi id

BUGS.

“ Destroy

work thorough—to teét the utility of this destruc
tion of the parent beetles.
Nevertheless
the

flabby, and lacking all the noble flavor of beef ¢ut
from the ribs, sirloin or rump.
Thackeray ex-

3S, Mr. Potter 48, and Mr. Lapham 13:

of general attention and the special interest of

a

sold alone it brings the highest price in our markets—nearly -twice'as much as any other part.

the week before last, has attracted a great deal

brightest
and most

remain

question of taste. The filet de baeuf, or tenderloin,
is considered the best by the French, and when

was, on Friday, transferred to Mr. Crowley,
who is now a member of Congress from New
York and a thick-and-thin supporter: of Mr.
The vote for the principal candiConkling.
dates for the long term stood: Depew 48, Kernan 48, Crowley 20, Cornell 15.. For tbe short
term Mr. Conkling received 28, Mr. Wheeler

The Comet.

ever

has said:

as fast as they appear in’ the spring.
Hand pick
them. If the old ones are destroyed, there will be
no young ones,” etc. Last year we went over our
potatoes almost daily and destroyed the old beetles. The leaves were also carefully examined

HINTS FOR THE HOUSEKEEPER.
The best part of the beef must

didate for re-election. The bulk of his strength

’

POTATO
Everybody

THE BUYINGOF MEATS.

The New York Senatorship.

Mustapha the gardener, convicted of the murder of

Baral and Bomestic,

ed the infection from spreading to the other
was
virus
islands. Unfortunately A bovine
scarce, and it is the belief of the president of
the Board, that of nearly 800 lepers sent to the
leper settlement sabsequent to the last smallpox epidemic, probably 600 became thus diseased through vaccination wit human virus.

1881.

2.50.

a

STAR, JULY 6,

Painted Red, Brown
Canvas and Fanc

THE MORNING
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rl

one sheet;

separate sheets:

Geo. T.

Martin Cheney,

Day, Ebenezer Knowlton, Jeremiah Phillips, Elias Hutchins, Willlam Burr and
Hosea Quinby.
.
]
We will send either or all of these nt six

cents each, and pay

the

much better thing to do

postage.

is to

Dut

pay

and take the CENTENNIAL RECORD,

paid, nearly 800 pages, and have

&

$1.20

0sudg®

all these

engravings bound in a valuable book.

THE
TERMS:

MORNING STAR
$2.00 per ear, if paid strictly in

advance i 2

i pal

within the first thirty

.
not.
8
or 95 cents received we will send the Star
:
months on trial,
three
Each subscriber will: please notice the date

label of his paper, and not
of payment on nthearrears
.
when the time
The Star is not discontinued*
pet

for

which it is paid unless

and it is discontinued

persons re-

when it Jas.

ue
s,
been more than one year in arrear
.
notice and time shall have been given
CES must be made in montam -chooKs if possible, or in a,
or
letter and at our risk k ! and expense.
an

:

